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Foreword
Banco Comercial Português S.A. (“BCP”, “Millennium bcp”, “Millennium”, “Bank” or “Banco Comercial
Português”) is hereby presenting its Recapitalisation Plan, in the context of the access to public funding
for the reinforcement of own funds Core Tier 1 (“Recapitalisation Plan”), in accordance with article 9 (1)
of Law 63-A/2008 (“recapitalisation law”).
This plan incorporates, in respect of the preliminary version approved by the Board of Directors of the
Bank and delivered to Banco de Portugal on 1 June 2012, the alterations concerning some aspects related
the configuration of the recapitalisation that, after being examined by Banco de Portugal and the Ministry
of Finance, were introduced due to the indications and guidelines received namely in what concerns the
term sheets, hereto attached as Appendix 1.
In accordance with article 9 (2) of the recapitalisation law, this Recapitalisation Plan will be submitted to
the approval of the forthcoming General Meeting of Shareholders of the Bank. After the meeting, the
minutes of the meeting will be made available describing all the resolutions adopted therein (including
the authorization granted to the Board of Directors to assume the commitments necessary in the wake of
the Recapitalisation Plan, namely to correct eventual deviations relating to items included in the Plan
and its update in what concerns the conditions of public divestment, with the attribution to the Board of
Directors of an express power of attorney granting it the powers to define, negotiate and execute
eventual updates, adjustments or corrections that may eventually take place).
In accordance with article 2 (2) (j) of the Ordinance 150-A/2012, dated 17 May and pursuant to an express
statement issued by Banco de Portugal through its letter dated 24 April 2012, the Bank sent to Banco de
Portugal, on 3 May 2012, the statement authorizing Banco de Portugal to send to the member of the
Government in charge of finances all the elements that have been presented by the Bank or those that
are in the possession of Banco de Portugal that were necessary for the appraisal of the request or to the
completion of the follow-up and supervision reports established in article 18 of the recapitalisation law.
The Recapitalisation Plan complies with the European rules and guidelines in what concerns State aid and
foresees the necessary and appropriate measures for the reinforcement of Core Tier 1 own funds and the
calendar for their execution. It also shows that the Bank meets all the conditions in terms of strength and
feasibility to pursue its activities in a sustainable manner, reaffirming the commitment of Millennium bcp
towards the development of the Portuguese economy and the support to families and small and medium
sized companies, in particular those operating in the goods and services sectors.
This document is structured in 8 chapters, putting together the set of data foreseen in article 12 (1) of
the recapitalisation law, as well as in article 2 (2) of Ordinance 150-A/2012, of 17 may, establishing the
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procedures relating to the execution of the recapitalisation law and observing the model designed by
Banco de Portugal.
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Executive Summary

A new strategic agenda to consolidate the Bank, in line with the needs of the institution and the
country
Banco Comercial Português, S.A. ("BCP", "Millennium bcp" or "Bank") is the largest private bank in Portugal
in terms of branches and the second largest in terms of total assets, loans to customers and customer
deposits, and a significant international strategic presence in Europe (Portugal and Poland) and in Africa
(Mozambique and Angola). Incorporated in 1985, following the deregulation of the Portuguese banking
system, the Bank pursued a strategy that was characterized primarily by organic growth and
complemented with acquisitions and partnerships, that conducted to its present position of reference in
the Portuguese financial system.
The fundamentals of the shareholders vision of the Bank meet the current market and regulatory
demands: i) maintain the integrity and consistency of the Group, ii) preserve its attractiveness, iii)
potentiate, as soon as possible, the complete access to the capital markets, and iv) capitalize its
competitive advantages. As a whole, these priorities will guarantee the profitability of the assets and
capital invested, creating conditions for the reimbursement of the public investment and to the stock
price appreciation.
The management agenda of 2012 aggregates these priorities around 5 points of action: i) financial
strength, ii) reinforcement of the risk management and recovery processes; iii) profitability of the
business in Portugal; iv) management of credit granting; and v) simplifying the organization with higher
efficiency and relevant cost reduction n.

Positive evolution of capitalisation levels, attaining historical records (Core Tier 1 of 9.3% in
December 2011)
Millennium bcp has the highest levels of capital ever. In late 2007, before the outburst of the world
financial crisis, the Bank had a Core Tier 1 of 4.5%. By the end of 2010, before the request of external
financial assistance to Portugal, Core Tier 1 had already been reinforced to 6.7%. The Bank continued to
follow the international trends to reinforce its capital structure, presenting a Core Tier 1 of 9.3% in
December 2011, the highest value in the history of the Bank, despite the extremely unfavourable impacts
of the macroeconomic environment and some exogenous events that conditioned its main market.
The current levels of capitalisation result from a demanding process that started in 2008, whose success
resulted from the commitment and trust of the shareholders and private investors. The initiatives of
recapitalisation were taken in two distinct moments: i) in 2008, the Bank issued 1,300 million Euros of
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ordinary shares, raising its Core Tier 1 by 205 basis points by the end of that year; ii) in 2011, the Bank
attracted more 1,900 million Euros to its capital base, through dividends retention, followed by
incorporation of reserves, public exchange offer and public offer, in the first semester, that resulted in
an increase of 210 basis points in Core Tier 1, and, in the second semester, of an exchange offer of the
subordinated debt instruments and preferred shares, that resulted in an increase of 90 basis points in
Core Tier 1.

Solid current capitalisation, sufficient to the permanent requirements, with additional temporary
capitalisation needs of 3,000 million Euros, caused by exogenous factors
The Bank is at the moment solidly capitalized and would not need additional capitalisation to fulfil the
permanent requests of its own funds had the macroeconomic situation not worsened. As such, the current
recapitalisation needs that drive the Bank to recur to the public investment result from regulatory
demands of temporary nature, and result from exogenous factors. Specifically, amongst the exogenous
factors we highlight i) the anticipation of the Basel III requirements, including those on the calculation
methodology established in the Recommendation of 8 December 2011 by the European Banking Authority
(“EBA”) adopted by Banco de Portugal; ii) the need of a capital buffer for sovereign debt due to the
European crisis, also due to the exercise conducted by EBA; iii) the impact of degradation of the
Portuguese Republic and the Helenic Republic ratings in the economy and in the valuation of the credit
portfolio; iv) the membership to the Private Sector Involvement related with the restructuring of the
sovereign public debt of Greece (“PSI”); and v) the transfer of pension fund liabilities to the Social
Security regime, imposed by the Decree-Law 127/2011, of 31 December, that allowed the fulfilment of
public deficit targets for 2011. This capital plan was prepared considering the constitution of an
additional provision of around 450 Million Euros for risks associated with the degradation of the economic
and financial situation Greece.
The minimum amount of recapitalisation to fulfil the 9% target for the Core Tier 1 ratio by the end of
June 2012, respecting the established criteria imposed by EBA, is of 3,000 million Euros, which includes
the constitution of an additional provision of 450 million Euros for contingent risks related with the Greek
subsidiary. Due to this additional provision (a result of the continuing degradation of the economical
situation of Greece), the overall assumptions and projections embedded in the recapitalisation operation
are different from those of the 3rd update to the Funding and Capital Plan (“FCP”), and therefore they
are referred in the present document as “adjusted FCP” (the differences from the FCP are identified in
section 5).
This recapitalisation effort will have to rely on State support as the international macroeconomic
environment and the Portuguese state’s request for financial external assistance led to the “closing” of
the capital markets. Even though the viability and the solvency of the institution are not at stake (given
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its robust business model and the current capitalisation levels), the public investment still constitutes a
necessity to guarantee the fulfilment of the temporary regulatory requests and to promote the return to
the financial markets.

Important to ensure the conditions to increase the involvement of the shareholders
It is very important to note that, as a complement to the public investment of 3,000 million Euros, a
capital increase in the indicative amount of 500 million Euros is foreseen, to be subscribed by the
shareholders and with underwriting / guaranteed placement by the State, that will allow to reinforce the
capital ratios required by the regulatory demands (thus allowing for an additional safety margin). This
share capital increase that is, by its complementary nature, dependent on the realization of the public
investment, represents an important involvement of the investors. The share capital increase and the
public investment constitute an undeniable signal of trust on the credibility and in the future of the
Institution.
It is important to outline that, as it is referred along the text of the present Plan, the position of the
Bank, consistently transmitted since December 2011 to Banco de Portugal in successive occasions is that
it exists a set of very strong reasons that advise that the public investment materializes exclusively
through hybrid instruments.

A business model with high resilience and aligned with the needs of the Portuguese economy
In spite of the transformations occurred in the international financial markets and of the current
economic context in Portugal, the Portuguese banking system continues to show the resilience that has
marked it for many years, a resilience also shared by the Bank, as one of its lead players.
The Bank’s strength lies on a business model focused at commercial banking activities, showing an
insignificant proprietary trading and focused in a strong involvement with the customer base, individuals
and companies, as evidenced by the performance indicators and external recognition (mention must be
made to the outstanding number of awards attributed to the Bank and the high levels of customer
satisfaction). The business model shows high resilience associated with the focus on retail (more stable
and less volatile with a reduced weight of financial operations), resilient net operating revenues (even in
the midst of the most serious financial crisis of the last decades) and with high efficiency levels (that are
being reinforced since 2008 through cost reduction initiatives).
The Portuguese banks face an enormous challenge in the management of their loan portfolio with high
levels of credit at risk (in Millennium bcp, around 10% of total in the end of 2011) due to the domestic
economic context. The credit at risk of the Bank is also a consequence of the accelerated deleveraging
process that is being implemented, vs. the sector average. To mitigate this risk the Bank has significantly
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reinforced its risk management processes and observes a particularly prudent impairment policy
translated in a ratio for hedging credit due for more than 90 days of around 109% (end of 2011).

Management priorities adjusted to the new market context
The Bank is adjusting its management agenda by the specifications of the public investment.
Firstly, Millennium bcp intends to maintain its leading position in what concerns the granting of credit to
companies, particularly those operating in the goods and services sector. Specifically, the business plan
foresees that this type of loans will increase 15% until 2015, if compared with 2011 figures. The Bank’s
goal is to preserve its market share in the amount of credit granted to companies in tradable sectors of
the economy. The credit granted to non-tradable sectors should continue stable, with the new production
compensating the run-off of the portfolio (during that same period of time, the Bank expects to reduce by
9% its exposure to the real estate sector).
Secondly, Millennium bcp will continue the deleveraging efforts made in 2011 – that resulted in a
reduction of the loans-to-deposits ratio in 18 p.p. during the 2011 financial year, attaining 143% in
December 2011. The objective will be to reach a ratio of around 120% in 2014 by maintaining the total
credit balance (privileging the companies operating in the goods and tradable services sector against
other segments of companies and individuals) and an organic and moderate growth of deposits.
Thirdly, the Bank is going to enhance the efforts to reduce costs, in accordance with its strategy, in a
consistent and coherent manner as it has been doing very successfully since 2008. In that sense, the Bank
is completing a specific plan that will include in Portugal, i) a restructuring of the organization with a
potential decrease in staff namely through programs of anticipated retirements and mutually agreed
rescissions, ii) the optimization of the distribution network, namely by closing of branches (the process
aimed at closing approximately 42 branches in 2012 is currently underway), and iii) the consequent
proportional adjustment of the operating costs base.
Lastly, the Bank will optimize the operating conditions of its international assets, capturing all the
benefits related with the development potential of its core strategic operations in Poland, Angola and
Mozambique. From its point of view, those assets present synergies with the domestic activity due to the
support provided to the Portuguese companies, the sharing of execution capacities and the bank’s
strategic partnerships (current and potential) – having also a critical role in the creation of interest for
international investors, crucial for the return of the Bank to the international markets. The existence of
these international operations is fundamental to maintain the current partnership with strategic private
investors (ex. Angola) and to attract new future investors (ex. Poland). It is important to stress that, in
accordance with the respective business plans, the operations in Poland and Mozambique do not require
additional capital or liquidity efforts in the future; on the contrary, it is planned that they may both
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significantly contribute for the generation of income for the Group and for the compliance with the public
investment reimbursement plan.

Alterations in the corporate governance model are coherent with the use of public funding
In what concerns its corporate governance model, the Bank introduced recently some adjustments therein
that have reinforced its alignment with best practices and compliance with national and international
corporate governance recommendations, namely concerning the express adoption of solutions that enable
it to achieve a closer and more efficient performance of the supervision and control functions and the
implementation of a one-tier management and supervision model more suited to the size and specific
features of the institution, aligned with the majority of the relevant Portuguese listed companies. In
accordance with the law, while the public investment is in force, the State will also be able to exercise
its rights in what concerns the appointment of non-executive Directors.
Concerning the remunerations policy of the Board of Directors, of individuals in charge of functions and of
senior executives and in accordance with the statements submitted to the General Meeting of
Shareholders held on 31 May by the Remunerations and Welfare Board and by the Board of Directors, the
same are currently being revised aiming at ensuring total compliance with the most recent applicable
legal requirements, including the provisos of Decree-Law 104/2007, of 3 April, altered by Decree-law
88/2011, of 20 July, of Notice of Banco de Portugal nr. 10/2011, of 29 December and of the Ordinance
150-A/2012, of 17 May.
Finally, in what concerns the dividends policy, historically characterized by the distribution of 40% of net
income to shareholders, the Bank foresees the suspension of that dividend payment policy during the
period of time the public investment is in force, exception made to the eventual payment of the priority
dividend relating to the shares eventually held by the State.

Recapitalisation process, management agenda and corporate governance aligned with the
procedures followed by similar cases in Europe
All the principles of the Recapitalisation Plan duly comply with the financial aid regime approved by the
European Commission and, therefore, fully observe all the requirements applicable to State financial aid
programs and all their respective substantial requirements.
The principles that rule the recapitalisation are also strictly coherent with the interventions made since
2008 by several States in European Banks that, like Millennium bcp, were structurally solid and viable but
presented transitory liquidity needs or had a limited access to the markets mainly due to the financial
crisis and to the sovereign debts crisis. In these cases, the public investment was made in a focused
manner, using instruments with (relative) seniority or that do not confer control rights, having been
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agreed as counterparties for the investment, generic behaviour guidelines for the business model without
the a substantial alteration of the structural nature or of the corporate governance models.
Examples of this type of approach are the models used by the Governments of France and Austria (ex.
Société Générale or Erste Bank) where the public funding was essentially made via a temporary injection
of funds to reinforce capitalisation and overcome the challenges created by the conjuncture without the
introduction of significant changes to the business or corporate governance models. This type of European
experiences must constitute the reference model to be followed by the Portuguese banking institutions
showing similar conditions.
The execution of the Recapitalisation Plan will enable the bank to comply with the minimum Core Tier 1
requirements, in accordance with the requisites set forth by Banco de Portugal in Notice 3/2011 (9% by
the end of December 2011 and 10% by the end of December 2012) and in Notice 5/2012 (9% by the end of
June 2012, computed in accordance with even more demanding criteria aiming at the creation of a
temporary capital buffer). It is expected that the Bank will attain a Core Tier 1 ratio (Banco de Portugal)
of 11.8% on 30 de June 2012 and 12.5% on 31 December 2012 and also a Core Tier 1 ratio (EBA) of 9.6% on
30 June 2012 and on 31 December 2012.
Without damaging the larger deadline made available to it, the Bank estimates being able to pay the
totality of the public funding until the end of 2016. Its capacity to reimburse the investment will be
ensured by a set of factors. It is expected that the Bank will be able to, organically, generate capital
from 2013 onwards (with the contribution of the income generated by its subsidiary companies in Poland,
Angola and Mozambique) and the gradual amortisation of the sovereign debt in the Bank’s balance sheet
will also reduce capital needs. Moreover, the Funding and Capital Plan shows that the Bank will have
sufficient liquidity to carry out the reimbursements.
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1. Characterization of the applicant institution

1.1. General information

1.1.a. Introduction
Banco Comercial Português is the parent company of the Millennium Group, the largest banking group in
Portugal in terms of number of branches and the second largest in terms of total assets, loans to
customers (gross, excluding off balance sheet securitisations) and customer deposits, as at 31 December
2011 (based on data from Banco de Portugal).
The Group offers a wide range of banking products and related financial services, both in Portugal and
internationally, namely demand accounts, instruments of payment, savings and investment products,
mortgage-loans, consumer credit, commercial banking, leasing, factoring, insurance, private banking and
asset management, among others, and its customers are served on a segmented basis. Internationally,
the Group is highly regarded in Europe and Africa by virtue of its operations in Poland, Greece, Romania,
Switzerland and in Mozambique and Angola, all of which operate under the Millennium brand.
In accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”), the Group had at 31 December
2011, total assets of Euro 93,482 million and total customer funds (including customer deposits, debt
securities, asset management and capitalisation insurance) in the sum of Euro 65,530 million. Loans to
customers (gross) amounted to Euro 71,533 million. The consolidated solvency ratio, calculated in
accordance with Banco de Portugal rules stood at 9.5% (Core Tier I at 9.3%).
Based on the latest available data from Banco de Portugal, the Group accounted for 19.6% of loans to
customers (gross) (22.3% in loans to companies) and 18.1% of on balance sheet customer deposits in the
Portuguese banking sector on 31 December 2011. In addition, on 31 December 2011, the Bank was one of
the largest companies listed on Euronext Lisbon in terms of market capitalisation (Euro 980 million).
The Bank’s registered offices are located at Praça Dom João I, 28, 4000–295 Porto, with telephone
number +351 211 134 001.
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1.1.b. Context and strategy
The Bank operates a retail business model that is widely recognised as successful and sustainable.
Millennium bcp is the largest private banking institution in Portugal, used as reference for various
products and financial services and market segments built on strong brand recognition and on a very
expressive franchise in Portugal.
In the end of 2011, the Bank held the largest banking distribution network of the country (885 branches),
serving more than 2.4 million customers, being the second bank in terms of market share, both in loans
and advances to customers (approximately 19.6% and 22.3% in loans to companies), and in customer
deposits (approximately 17.6%).
The Bank maintains a successful business model, as shown by the high return on equity and on assets, as
well as by net earnings in the financial years prior to the economic crisis that began in 2008. Even within
a context of international and domestic crisis, the Bank was able to limit the decrease of profits and to
preserve the financial margin, at the same time it undertook an important effort towards deleveraging
and reinforcing solvency ratios.

The Bank currently has a strong capitalisation, enough for permanent requirements, but it faces
exogenous and transitory challenges
The bank is currently strongly capitalised and would not need additional capital to meet the permanent
own funds requirements. In effect, this Recapitalisation Plan aims to meet the capital needs resulting
from exogenous and transitory impacts or anticipating the demands foreseen in the wake of Basel III,
which the Bank intends to cover by re-establishing the ability to generate capital internally.
Considering the transitory character of the increased capitalisation demands and of the exogenous
reasons pushing Millennium bcp to use public investment (namely the devaluation of sovereign debts, the
crisis in Greece and Portugal’s request for financial aid, which led to significant losses, such as the
transfer of assets from the Pension Fund of BCP to Social Security), it is intended for the Public
Investment to be reversible in as short a term as possible, thus keeping future attractiveness conditions
for private investment to replace the public investment.

The Bank's profitability was pressured by its commitment towards the Portuguese economy
Since 2009, the Bank's profitability was significantly damaged, mainly due to i) the sovereign debt crisis,
which translated directly into the value of the balance sheet assets, and indirectly through the impact of
the rating downgrades for sovereign debt to the Bank's own ratings and to the ratings attributed to
customers (resulting in deterioration of the quality of balance sheet loans), and ii) to the economic crisis
in Portugal, which directly jeopardised the credit capacity of domestic economic agents (State,
companies and families) and the quality of balance sheet loans.
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Despite the improvement of the models for granting, managing, monitoring and recovering credit, the
Bank was very penalised by its commitment to granting loans to companies (namely SMEs and sectors that
contributed to the economic development model adopted before the crisis, which were seriously struck
by the recession) and families (due to smaller income and high unemployment).
The expression of these impacts on profitability can be seen in the level of impairments registered in the
last three years in the Bank's financial statements (about 3,000 million Euros), and in the credit quality
and credit risk ratios, which showed performances, in comparison with the competition, that prove, on
one hand, the effect of the Bank's lead in the funding of the Portuguese economy and, on the other hand,
the fast and sudden effort to decrease the commercial gap, to meet the demands resulting from the
commitments assumed by the State within the scope of the EFAP (the loans-to-deposits ratio, computed
according to instruction 23/2011 of Banco de Portugal, went down from 161.5% in 2010 to 143.3% in
2011).

Strong correlation between the geographical presence and the Bank's stakeholders
The Bank has concentrated its international activity in geographies that offer good growth prospects and
have a strong historical connection with Portugal or large Portuguese communities (such as Angola and
Mozambique), and in markets to which the successful business model used in Portugal can be efficiently
exported and adjusted to local markets (Poland).
Group BCP's operations in Poland, Mozambique and Angola are important and valuable additions to the
Bank, whether for the Portuguese economy, due to the support these subsidiary companies give to
Portuguese customers who operate in those countries, namely SMEs and large companies in the
communications, distribution and construction sectors, facilitating and promoting commerce, direct
investment and capital flows.
The presence in Angola, Mozambique and Poland are strictly focused on the commercial banking, with a
perfectly defined and contained business risk. The capital injection in these countries is smaller than in
Portugal, as these operations are at a stage where their organic generation of capital guarantees their
own funding (even in Angola, where the recent capital increase is able to support its investment plan).
Besides, the capital allocated is locally shared with important local shareholders, who contribute directly
to the capital of these subsidiaries. This strategy to share risk and capital, not only excludes the need to
allocate resources from public investment, but is also essential for the maintenance of attractive
conditions to reinforce the interest of current private shareholders and to create interest with new
shareholders, including new reference shareholders.

Strategic Agenda in 2011
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In July 2011, BCP announced a strategic agenda for the period of 2011-2014, based on four keys areas of
operation: i) to ensure solvency levels above the regulatory requirements (9% of Core Tier 1 in 2011 and
10% in 2012); ii) to manage for deleveraging process in order to stabilize the funding needs and the
funding structure; iii) to re-establish the business profit levels in Portugal, in order to obtain a return on
equity (ROE) of more than 10%, and iv) to focus on the international portfolio according to its
attractiveness and available resources.
In September 2011, BCP announced that it had signed a partnership agreement with Banco Privado
Atlântico, S.A. to create a bank in Brazil in order to access opportunities in the Brazilian market, namely
in corporate finance and trade finance, through partnerships, reflecting the new strategic agenda to
refocus on affinity markets.
In December 2011, Banco Comercial Português, after considering different scenarios for creating value for
the operations in Poland, some of them involving offers received for the acquisition of Millennium bcp’s
shareholding in Bank Millennium, concluded that the option that best protected the interests of all
stakeholders and that best preserved its ability for creating value was to maintain its stake in Bank
Millennium. Hence, BCP reaffirmed its confidence in the Polish economy, and remained committed to
continuing to support the organic growth of Bank Millennium, anchored on its strong retail franchise, a
low risk credit portfolio, and efficiency and productivity gains.

New strategic agenda
The Bank has been constantly adjusting itself in the recent years due to the continuous changes of the
macroeconomic and regulatory environment in the banking sector in Europe and in Portugal. In early
2012, the Bank reorganized around a new corporate model, and revised its strategic agenda,
consolidating the strategic pillars and priority vectors.
Accordingly, Banco Comercial Português’ strategic pillars are currently the following:


To maintain the unity and consistency of the Group, leveraging on the international operations to
enhance value creation;



To preserve the attractiveness of the Bank’s project, creating conditions to reimburse the
projected State Aid up until 2016 and to increase share value;



To reinforce private shareholder structure, while minimizing the dilutive and interfering impact
of the projected State Aid;



To capitalize upon the competitive advantages of Millennium bcp, by exploring synergies, knowhow and resources of the several operations.

The strategic guidelines aim to:


In Portugal:
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o

Reinforce competitive position, recover profitability and increase efficiency on capital
allocation;

o

Reduce cost loans to deposits, through increased funds and regain market share in
affluent segment;

o

Optimize credit recovery processes;

o

Simplifying with higher efficiency and relevant cost reduction;

o

Manage credit granting – altering credit mix towards a stronger support to SMEs and
companies in tradable goods sectors.

o


Preserve the market share of loans to companies in tradable sectors of the economy;

In the international operations:
o

Reinforce the capability of value creation of the international operations - Poland, Angola
and Mozambique;

o

Reduce exposure to Greece and access to the recapitalisation support mechanisms for
Greek banks;

o

Expand international operations without the State Aid;

o

Availability to new partnerships with foreign investors;

o

Keep shareholding control.
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1.1.c. Bank’s history and evolution

Incorporation and organic growth
Banco Comercial Português was incorporated in 1985 as a limited liability company (“sociedade
anónima”), registered at the Commercial Registry of Porto with a single register and fiscal number of 501
525 882, and is organised under the laws of the Portuguese Republic, in the wake of the deregulation of
the Portuguese banking system, which allowed private-capital commercial banks to be established. The
Bank was founded with the support of a group of over 200 founding shareholders and a team of
experienced banking professionals who sought to capitalise upon the opportunity to form an independent
financial institution, operating primarily in Portugal, that would serve the underdeveloped domestic
financial market in areas and in a manner previously unexplored by the state-owned banks.
The first stage of the Millennium Group development was characterised primarily by organic growth and,
until 1994, the Bank was able to significantly increase its share of the Portuguese financial services
market by exploiting the market opportunities presented by deregulation. In 1994, Banco Comercial
Português gained market shares of 8.3% in total assets, 8.7% in loans to customers and 8.6% in deposits,
according to information released by the Portuguese Banking Association (“Associação Portuguesa de
Bancos”).

Development in Portugal by acquisitions and partnerships
After 1994, competition in the domestic banking market intensified following the modernisation of
existing financial institutions and the entry of new foreign and domestic deposit taking banks and nondeposit taking financial institutions. The Bank decided to acquire a domestic bank with a complementary
business focus to secure additional market share in domestic banking, insurance and other related
financial services sectors. In March 1995, the Bank acquired control of Banco Português do Atlântico, S.A.
(“BPA” or “Atlântico”), which was then the largest private sector bank in Portugal. This followed a joint
take-over bid for the whole share capital of Atlântico, launched together with Companhia de Seguros
Império (“Império”), a Portuguese insurance company. In June 2000, Atlântico was merged into the Bank.
The joint takeover bid for the whole share capital of Atlântico led to further co-operation between the
Bank and the José de Mello Group, which was Império’s largest shareholder. This culminated in the
merger of the Bank’s financial services business with that of the José de Mello Group in January 2000.
The merger included the purchase from the José de Mello Group, of its subsidiaries Uniparticipa and
Finimper which, in turn, controlled 51% of the share capital of each of Banco Mello and Império,
respectively. Subsequently, the Bank launched public offers for the minority interests in Banco Mello and
Império. In June 2000, Banco Mello was merged into the Bank.
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In March 2000, the Bank reached an agreement with Caixa Geral de Depósitos (“CGD”) for the purchase of
a controlling stake in Banco Pinto & SottoMayor (“SottoMayor”), held by CGD. In April 2000, the Bank
purchased, in a public tender offer, a majority interest in SottoMayor from CGD and the remaining shares
in SottoMayor from its minority shareholders. In December 2000, SottoMayor was merged into the Bank.
With a view to strengthening the focus on the core business of distribution of financial products including
bancassurance, and to optimise capital consumption, important agreements were established in 2004 with
Caixa Geral de Depósitos and Ageas Groups relating to non-bancassurance insurance. Within the scope of
this partnership, Ageas increased its shareholding in the Bank to 4.99% in September 2005. In September
2007, Ageas disposed of its qualified holdings in the share capital of BCP.
BCP made a preliminary public announcement in March 2006 for the launch of a General Tender Offer for
the acquisition of the shares representing the total share capital of Banco BPI, S.A. (“BPI”), the offer was
not successful.

Internationalization
The Bank took a clear decision to opt for an internationalisation strategy, after the consolidation of its
relevant position in the Portuguese market. From the beginning, the aim underlying the involvement in a
process of internationalisation was the desire to participate in businesses with strong growth prospects in
foreign markets with a close historical connection with Portugal and with businesses that have large
communities of Portuguese origin – including Mozambique, Macao, Luxembourg, France, USA and Canada –
as well as in markets where there is a strong commercial rationale for establishing banking operations
following a similar business model to the one the Bank has adopted in its Portuguese market – including
Poland and Greece.
The access to specialised knowhow and the new organisational capabilities led to the development of
strategic partnerships with selected foreign financial institutions. These included alliances with Fortis
(currently, Ageas) for bancassurance in Portugal, Eureko for bancassurance in other markets, Banco
Sabadell in Spain (wherein the Group provides support to Banco Sabadell customers in Portugal while
Banco Sabadell provides support to the Group’s customers in Spain), and F&C Investments, for the asset
management activities of the Group, and, in 2007, the establishment of a partnership with Sonangol,
providing for the subscription of up to 49.99% of Banco Millennium Angola through a capital increase of
the former.
In 1998, the Bank entered into a partnership agreement with the Polish financial group, BBG, pursuant to
which it launched a retail operation with BBG in the Polish market under the name “Millennium”. This
joint venture was controlled jointly by the Bank and BBG. As part of a restructuring of BBG in 2002, the
Bank and BBG decided to merge their Millennium joint venture into BBG and to establish one banking
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operation. During the fourth quarter of 2002, the Bank increased its shareholding in BBG to 50% of its
share capital. At the start of 2003, BBG changed its name to Bank Millennium. All existing BBG branches
and brands were rebranded under the name ‘Bank Millennium’. On 16 December 2006, a further 15.51% of
Bank Millennium’s share capital and voting rights was acquired, increasing the Bank’s participation to
65.51% of Bank Millennium’s share capital and voting rights.
In July 1999, the Bank and Interamerican Hellenic Life Insurance Company S.A. (“Interamerican”), one of
the largest Greek life insurers and a wholly owned subsidiary of Eureko, launched a joint greenfield retail
banking operation in the Greek market, NovaBank. Following the April 2005 acquisition of the remaining
50% of NovaBank’s share capital, BCP wholly owned NovaBank. Following the brand change in all its Group
operations in 2006, Novabank started to operate under the name of Millennium Bank.
In 2000, the Bank included its insurance operation centred around Pensões Gere SGPS, S.A. in the capital
of the pan-European insurance alliance Eureko B.V. (presently Achmea B.V.), of which it held around 23%
of the share capital, having joint control of the company with the Association Achmea. The failure of the
project to list the shares of Eureko B.V. in the stock exchange, associated with the consequences for the
insurance sector of the crisis after the September 11, 2001 attacks, led BCP to repurchase Seguros e
Pensões Gere, SGPS, S.A. in 2002, decreasing its stake in Eureko to about 5%.
In 2005, BCP participated in the process of the privatisation of Banca Comerciala Romana (“BCR”) with
the aim of acquiring a controlling participation in the share capital of BCR held by the Romanian State.
The rationale behind the participation in the process of privatisation of BCR was based on its potential
contribution to the transformation of BCP into a multi-national bank operating not only in Portugal but
also in emerging European countries and/or conforming to European Union standards. BCP was selected
(short listed) by the BCR Privatisation Commission and by the Romanian Authority for Assets Recovery
(“AVAS”) as one of the two institutions that went through to the next stage of the privatisation process.
However, BCP was not selected as the acquirer of BCR, as its financial offer was not the highest price
offered. In October 2007, BCP launched a Greenfield operation in Romania.
In May and September 2008, BCP signed strategic partnership agreements with Sonangol – Sociedade
Nacional de Combustíveis de Angola, Empresa Pública (“Sonangol”) and Banco Privado Atlântico S.A.
(“BPA”). The group of interlinked agreements that govern this partnership include a framework
agreement that foresees, notably, an indicative qualified stake of Sonangol in the share capital of BCP
and, while this stake remains as such, a presentation to the shareholders of BCP of a proposal for the
appointment of a member agreed with Sonangol to be a member of the Supervisory Board and the Senior
Board of BCP, as well as consultation principles that will govern the evolution of the qualified stake
referred to.
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The partnership also contemplated the acquisition of up to 49.9% of the share capital of Banco Millennium
Angola (“BMA”) by Sonangol and by Banco Privado Atlântico by means of a share capital increase to be
subscribed in cash, which took place in February 2009. Under the terms of the agreements, BMA
maintains its current nature as Banco Comercial Português subsidiary, but will benefit from the reference
participations therein held by Sonangol and BPA. Under the agreement, BMA acquired a 10% stake in
BPA’s share capital.

Process of restructuring involving divesture of non strategic assets
During 2005, important operations were carried out in the matter of the sale of or reduction of exposure
to non-core assets, particularly: completion of the sale of Crédilar; the agreement for the sale of
Santander Consumer Finance of BCP’s holding in Interbanco (50.001% of its share capital); the agreement
with Hong Kong-based Dah Sing Bank Limited for the sale of the banking and insurance businesses carried
out in Macao, while ensuring the continuation of the local Millennium bcp branch; the sale of
shareholdings in Friends Provident, Banca Intesa, PZU, and reduction of the holding in EDP.
These were measures of strategic nature that generated considerable capital gains and made a material
contribution to an increase in the Group’s own funds.
Still in 2005, BCP completed the divestment in the insurance sector, selling to Group CGD 100% of the
share capital of the companies Império Bonança – Companhia de Seguros, S.A., Seguro Directo Gere –
Companhia de Seguros, S.A., Impergesto – Assistência e Serviços, S. A. and Servicomercial – Consultoria e
Informática, Lda. and entering into an agreement with Ageas under which the parties created a
partnership for bancassurance, through an insurance company named Millennium bcp Fortis (presently,
Millennium bcp Ageas Grupo Segurador SGPS, S.A. - "Millennium bcp Ageas"). The Group holds 49% of the
share capital of Millennium bcp Ageas, while the remaining 51% are held by Ageas.
During 2006, important operations were carried out in the matter of the sale of or reduction of exposure
to non-core assets, particularly: conclusion of the sale of the 50.001% stake in Interbanco, S.A., in a
transaction that had been announced on 5 August 2005; completion of the sale of 80.1% of the share
capital of Banque BCP France and Banque BCP Luxembourg to the French financial institution, Groupe
Caisses d’Epargne – the Group retained 19.9% participation in both the French and Luxembourg operations
and established cooperation agreements with the buyer for developing cross-border remittances in both
markets; closing of an agreement with the Canadian financial institution BMO Financial Group (formerly
the Bank of Montreal) in respect of the sale of the whole of the share capital of bcpbank Canada; and the
closing of an agreement by BCP and BCP Pension Fund with EDP – Energias de Portugal S.A. with a view to
the sale of the whole of BCP’s holding in ONI SGPS S.A., corresponding to 23.062% of its share capital.
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Already in February 2010, an agreement was signed with the financial institution Credit Europe Bank,
N.V., a wholly owned subsidiary of Fiba, Holding, A.S., in order for Banco Comercial Português Group to
sell 95% of Millennium Bank AS in Turkey for a total price of approximately euro 58.9 million subject to a
final adjustment when the transaction is completed. Banco Comercial Português will retain a 5% stake in
the company, having agreed with the buyer a put and call mechanism to sell the remaining stake for a
price per share no lower than the price agreed for the majority stake.
In March 2010, Banco Comercial Português informed that it had decided to exit the U.S. market. Pursuant
to this objective, BCP has signed a purchase and assumption agreement with Investors Savings Bank to sell
all the branches of Millennium bcpbank in the United States of America (“USA”) and deposits of
approximately USD 627 million. Following the purchase and assumption agreement, the parties intend to
enter into a Loan Purchase agreement under which Investors Saving Bank will purchase a portion of
Millennium bcp bank’s loan portfolio. BCP has also established a cooperation agreement with the buyer
for financial remittances from the USA. As a result of this transaction, BCP will no longer develop new
retail commercial activities in the USA.

Strategic commitment to the Polish operation
In December 2011, Banco Comercial Português, after considering different scenarios for creating value for
the operations in Poland, some of them involving offers received for the acquisition of Millennium bcp’s
shareholding in Bank Millennium, concluded that the option that best protected the interests of all
stakeholders and that best preserved its ability for creating value was to maintain its stake in Bank
Millennium. Hence, BCP reaffirmed its confidence in the Polish economy, and remained committed to
continuing to support the organic growth of Bank Millennium, anchored on its strong retail franchise, a
low risk credit portfolio, and efficiency and productivity gains. One must also underline that, according to
the respective business plan, the operation in Poland does not require additional capital or liquidity
reinforcement in the future, quite the contrary, it is expected that it may significantly contribute to
generate earnings for the Group and to accomplish the designed schedule for the return of the public
investment.
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1.1.d. Shareholder Structure
The fully paid up share capital of the Bank on 31 December 2011 amounted to 6,064,999,986 Euros,
represented by 7,207,167,060 ordinary, book entry and nominative shares without nominal value, and the
Annual General Meeting held on 31 May 2012 approved the reduction of the share capital to
3,000,000,000 Euros.
This decrease was based on the following reasoning:
i.

The Bank's 2011 figures were severely affected by, among other factors, the alteration of the
accounting policy related to the recognition of actuarial deviations, anticipating the transfer
to the Social Security General Regime of the liabilities with pensions being paid to pensioners
and retirees, set forth by Decree-Law 127/2011, of 31 December, as well as the recognition of
impairment in the Greek public debt, the devaluation of the Portuguese public debt and the
increase of provisions for credit impairment, namely those required as a result of the Special
Inspections Programme, executed within the Economic and Financial Aid Plan (“EFAP”),
agreed with the International Monetary Fund and with the European Union. Due to these
extraordinary events, in the Bank's individual financial statements, shareholders equity fell
below the amount of the share capital, amounting the former to 4,517,126,546.31 Euros and
the share capital to 6,064,999,986.00 Euros (thus the accounts show a loss of
1,547,873,440.00 Euros);

ii.

Besides the interest in the adequate cover of the losses recorded, it was also in the company's
best interest to, within the scope of the law, create conditions for the future existence of
funds that could qualify as distributable under regulatory provisos, taking into consideration
the already disclosed possibility of the Bank deciding to resort to public investment for its
recapitalisation, the remuneration of which must be accounted for, without prejudice to
abiding by the principle that the company's shareholders equity cannot exceed the new share
capital by less than 20%.

Thus, the General Meeting approved, following a proposal from the Board of Directors, the reformulation
of the equity items, by reducing the amount of share capital without altering the number of existing
shares without nominal value, by reducing the ratio between the share capital and the number of shares
issued, being the share capital reduction made through two components, with the new share capital
amounting to 3,000,000,000 Euros and integrating a legal reserve with the maximum legal amount of
600,000,000 Euros, corresponding to 20% of the new share capital.
As at December 31, 2011, the following shareholders held 2% or more of the share capital of Banco
Comercial Português, S.A. On 14 February 2012, Pensõesgere – Sociedade Gestora de Fundos de Pensões,
S.A. informed that it reduced its stake in the Bank's share capital to under 2%.
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The voting rights referred to above are solely in respect of direct and indirect shareholdings in Banco
Comercial Português. Any other allocations of voting rights envisaged in Article 20 of the Securities Code,
were either not communicated or have not been revealed.
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1.1.e. Composition of corporate bodies
In accordance with the management and supervision corporate governance model adopted by the Bank on
28 February 2012, the management and supervision are structured as follows:
A. Board of Directors
1. Executive Committee
2. Audit Committee
B. Statutory Auditor
Besides these bodies, the Bank's articles of association also establish the following corporate bodies:
A. Remuneration and Welfare Board
B. International Strategic Board

A. Composition of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors presently in office, elected by the Shareholders at the General Meeting held on 28
February 2012 by a majority of 98.39% of the votes cast, to the 2012/2014 term-of-office, is composed of
the following members:
Board of Directors:
Chairperson:

António Vítor Martins Monteiro

Vice-Chairpersons:

Carlos José da Silva
Nuno Manuel da Silva Amado
Pedro Maria Calainho Teixeira Duarte

Members:

António Luís Guerra Nunes Mexia
João Bernardo Bastos Mendes Resende
António Manuel Costeira Faustino
Álvaro Roque de Pinho Bissaia Barreto
António Henriques de Pinho Cardão
César Paxi Manuel João Pedro
José Jacinto Iglésias Soares
André Luiz Gomes
João Manuel de Matos Loureiro
José Guilherme Xavier de Basto
Jaime de Macedo Santos Bastos
Maria da Conceição Mota Soares de Oliveira Callé Lucas
Miguel de Campos Pereira de Bragança
Miguel Maya Dias Pinheiro
Luís Maria França de Castro Pereira Coutinho
Rui Manuel da Silva Teixeira
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A1. Composition of the Executive Committee
On 29 February 2012, the Board of Directors appointed, from amongst its members, the Executive
Committee, the Bank’s day-to-day management body. It is composed as follows:
Chairperson:

Nuno Manuel da Silva Amado

Vice-Chairpersons:

Miguel Maya Dias Pinheiro
Miguel de Campos Pereira de Bragança

Members:

José Jacinto Iglésias Soares
Luís Maria França de Castro Pereira Coutinho
Maria da Conceição Mota Soares de Oliveira Callé Lucas
Rui Manuel da Silva Teixeira

A2. Composition of the Audit Committee
The Audit Committee was elected by the Shareholders at the General Meeting held on 28 February 2012
and is composed as follows:
Chairperson:

João Manuel de Matos Loureiro

Members:

José Guilherme Xavier de Basto
Jaime de Macedo Santos Bastos

B. Statutory Auditor
The Statutory Auditor, whose term-of-office is 2011/2013, is KPMG & Associados, Sociedade de Revisores
Oficiais de Contas, SA, represented by Ana Cristina Dourado, and by João Albino Cordeiro Augusto (ROC
632) as alternate.

C. Composition of the Remuneration and Welfare Board
The Remuneration and Welfare Board was elected by the Shareholders at the General Meeting held on 28
February 2012 for the 2012/2014 term-of-office, and is composed as follows:
Chairperson:

Baptista Muhongo Sumbe

Members:

Manuel Soares Pinto Barbosa
José Manuel Archer Galvão Teles
José Luciano Vaz Marcos
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D. Composition of the Board for International Strategy
The Chairperson and the Vice-Chairpersons of the Board for International Strategy were elected by the
Shareholders at the General Meeting held on 28 February 2012 for the 2012/2014 term-of-office, being
this body composed as follows, besides the ex-officio members (Chairperson and Vice-Chairpersons of the
Board of Directors and the Chairperson of the Executive Committee):
Chairperson:

Carlos Jorge Ramalho dos Santos Ferreira

Vice-Chairpersons:

Francisco Lemos José Maria
Josep Oliu Creus
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1.1.f. Internal Organisation
As at 31 December 2011, a the two-tier governance model was in place at Millennium bcp, which enable
the separation between management and supervision, with the first activity being under the
responsibility of the Executive Board of Directors (EBD) and the second being undertaken by the
Supervisory Board (SB), composed by a majority of members independent in relation to the company.
GENERAL MEETING
REMUNERATION AND
WELFARE BOARD

EXECUTIVE B OARD OF
DIRECTORS

CLIENT OMBUDSMAN

SUPERVISORY BOARD






Audit Committee
Corporate Governance Committee
Risk Assessment Committee
Nominations Committee
Ethics and Deontology Committee

COORDINATION COMMITTEES






Retail
Companies
Asset Management & Private Banking
European Business
Processes and Banking Services

STATUTORY AUDITOR

SPECIALISED COMMISSIONS
 Capital, Assets and Liabilities Management Commission
 Credit Commission
 Risk Commission
― Credit Risk Monitoring Sub-Commission
― Pension Fund Risk Sub-Commission
 Pension Fund Monitoring Commission
 Stakeholder Commission
 Sustainability Coordination Commission

CORPORATE AREAS

As at 28 February 2012, a General Meeting of Shareholders of Banco Comercial Portuguese, SA, was held
and it approved the alteration and restructuring of the articles of association of the company, which was
consolidated in the adoption of an one-tier management and supervision model, composed by a Board of
Directors, an Audit Committee and Statutory Auditor, as well as the creation of an International Strategic
Board.
GENERAL M EETING
INTERNATIONAL
S TRATEGIC
BOARD

REMUNERATION
AND WELFARE BOARD

CLIENT
OMBUDSMAN

BOARD OF DIRECTORS





Nominations and Evaluation Commission
Corporate Governance Commission
Risk Assessment Commission
Ethics and Deontology Commission

 Stakeholder Commission

STATUTORY
AUDITOR

A UDIT C OMMITTEE

COORDINATION COMMITTEES
 Retail
 Companies
 European Business
 Processes and Banking Services
 Human Resources

EXECUTIVE C OMMITTEE

SPECIALISED COMMISSIONS

COMPANY
S ECRETARY

 Capital, Assets and Liabilities Management

Commission
 Credit Commission
 Risk Commission
― Credit Risk Monitoring Sub-Commission
― Pension Fund Risk Sub-Commission
 Pension Fund Monitoring Commission
 Sustainability Commission
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As at 31 December 2011, the internal organisational model of Millennium bcp covered four business areas:
Retail, Companies, Asset Management & Private Banking and Foreign Business (Europe, Africa and Other),
and two support units - Processes and Banking Services and Corporate Areas.
BUSINESS IN PORTUGAL

RETAIL *

 Retail Banking (South, Centre South, Centre

 IT Department

 Litigations Department

North, North)
 Madeira and Azores Regional Departments

 Operations Department

 Administrative & Logistis Department

 Credit Department

 Prevention & Safety Office

 Standardized Recovery Department

 Quality Department

PROCESSES
AND BANKING
SERVICES

 Direct Banking
 Cards Department

 Specialized Recovery Department

 Network Support Department
 ActivoBank
 Companies Banking (South, North)

 Company Secretary’s Office
 Office of the Chairman of the EC

 Research Office

 Investment Banking Department
 Tax Advisory Services – Investment Banking
 Specialized Credit Department

CORPORATE
A REAS

 Real Estate Business Department
 International Department

 FBSU - Foreign Business Support Unit
 Management Information Department  Staff Management Support
Department
 Accounting & Consolidation

Department

 Risk Office

 Investors Relations Department

 Rating Department

 Audit Department

 Financial Holding Department

 Millennium bcp Gestão de Ativos

 Legal Department

 Assets and Liabilities Management

 Treasury & Markets Department

 Tax Advisory Department

 Private Banking Department

 General Secretariat

 Microcredit

PRIVATE BANKING
& A SSET
MANAGEMENT

 Communication Department

 Planning & Budget Control

Department

 Corporate I and II

COMPANIES *

 Compliance Office

Department
 Support Office of the Board of

Directors

 Millennium bcp Foundation

INTERNATIONAL B USINESS
 Bank Millennium (Poland)

 Millennium bcp Bank and Trust

 Millennium Bank (Greece)

EUROPE

 Banca Millennium (Romania)

AFRICA

 Banque Priveé BCP (Switzerland)
 Banque BCP (France and Luxembourg) **

 Millennium bim (Mozambique)
 Millennium Angola

OTHERS

(Cayman)
 Desk Oriente – Macao/China
 Brasil ***

* The Marketing Management Department registries the two Committees ** Consolidated by the equity-method *** Partnership agreement with Private Bank Atrantico, S.A. for the creation/acquisition of a bank in Brazil
aiming to exploit the brazilian market.
Note: The Internal Organization Model is structured according to the criterion of geographic segmentation (vs. Business in Portugal. Foreign Business).

Management mechanisms and risk control
The Group’s Risk Management - understood as a set of functions and procedures implemented to identify,
assess, monitor and control/mitigate all material risks the Group faces, both internally and externally - is
increasingly identified as a crucial element for the development, profitability and sustainability of the
business.
Moreover, risk management is a key element to ensure full compliance of the Bank and its banking and
financial subsidiaries with the requirements and definitions of prudential regulations, particularly those
relating to the determination of appropriate levels of own funds to the risks to which its banking and
financial activities are exposed.
Thus, and within this dual aim, since appointing the Group Risk Officer and establishing the Risk Office in
2004, the Group has been developing and consolidating a number of achievements framed by a clear
policy on risk management (whose principles and normative rules are laid out in internal documents) and
directed by a solid risk governance structure.
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The following picture schematically illustrates the risk governance model currently followed, which
includes several of the top management bodies of the parent company and subsidiaries:

Within this model, two committees have been appointed to provide direct support to the Board of
Directors ("BD") on matters of risk. Special relevance is given to the Risk Committee, which is supported
by two specialised Sub-Committees (credit risk monitoring and pension funds).
The Risk Committee is the body responsible for overseeing overall levels of risk - credit, market, liquidity,
operational, among others - ensuring they are compatible with the objectives, available financial
resources and the strategies adopted for the development of the Group’s activity. This Committee
includes all BD members, the Group’s Risk Officer ("GRO"), the Compliance Officer and those in charge of
the areas of Auditing, Treasury and Markets, Planning and Budget Control, Shareholdings, Credit, Rating,
Research Office, and Assets and Liabilities Management.
In turn, the GRO is responsible for controlling the risk of all the Group’s entities. Thus, its role is that of
ensuring the cross-company monitoring and alignment of concepts, practices and objectives of risk
management, as well as informing the Risk Committee of the overall level of risk and propose measures
to improve the control and implementation of the approved limits. The tasks of the GRO also include
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assisting in the setting up of policies and methodologies for risk management (related to the
identification, measurement, limits, monitoring, mitigation and reporting of the different types of risk)
that have been approved by the Board of Directors, and thus ensuring the existence of a body of rules and
procedures to support risk management and compliance with the Group’s policies, regulations and limits,
as well as continuously monitoring the evolution of different risks.
As part of risk management and development of its policies and instruments, the connection between the
parent company and the various subsidiaries is ensured through functional reporting lines, which are set
up at two levels: firstly, through local Risk Control Committees that report to BCP’s Risk Committee and,
secondly, through local Risk Officers that report to the GRO. Through these lines - and with no detriment
to the institutional linkages between the Board of Directors of BCP and the boards of the subsidiaries in
managing the Group's business - the Group establishes cross-company policies for risk management,
monitoring and controlling, which are supported by instruments that are often common (and / or
centralised), in order to ensure a desirable consistency in risk management and therefore take full
advantage of the potential effectiveness and synergies arising from such integration.
It should also be noted that the Group has consistently achieved its objectives regarding the effectiveness
of its policies on risk management. Such effort has been recognised by Banco de Portugal that, under
Basel II, has granted authorisations for the use of advanced methods in the determination of capital
requirements (internal ratings/credit risk method, standardised/operational risk method, internal
/market risks model) for its activities in Portugal. Currently, there is an expectation that the internal
ratings based approach might be used for prudential reporting in Poland (regarding the exposure class
“retail portfolio"), as the local Supervisor is at present engaged in validating the application the Group
presented in due course.
In addition, the Group has been gradually developing and introducing in its strategic management model
its own model of internal capital requirements, under Pillar II of Basel II (Supervisory Process/ICAAP Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process), while also adopting metrics that aim to assess the
coverage of those needs by available financial resources (also called "Risk Absorption Capacity ").
On a daily basis, risk management is supported by a set of models, metrics and methodologies for risk
assessment and control, such as:
 The models of PD (probability of default), LGD (loss given default) and CCF (credit conversion
factors) for credit risk, the use of which is beyond the calculation of regulatory capital
requirements, and which also serves as an effective support to the credit process (analysis and
decision), for example, by assigning internal ratings to customers asking for credit;
 The model for monitoring credit risk (MARC), which produces warning signs regarding conditions for
potential default by customers;
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 Internal models developed for the assessment of market risks, among which the VaR model (Valueat-Risk) stands out;
 Management by processes of operational risk (defined on a set of processes of business and business
support, for which Process Owners and Process Managers are appointed), with the holding of
regular risk self-assessment exercises involving the major key actors in the processes. It is also
noteworthy that the management of this type of risk is also realised through a systematic process
of capturing data related to operating losses incurred (and the correction/control arising from the
analyses and conclusions related to operational loss events); as well as through a relevant set of
metrics (KRI - Risk Key Indicators) which also allow for corrective or preventive measures on the
integrated (or to be integrated) controls of processes;
 The business continuity plans, set up to face contingency situations arising out of internal or
external events and whose extent of negative impact on the activity of the Bank/Subsidiaries may
threaten the continuity of the Group’s operations.
Finally, regarding liquidity risk – whose daily management is ensured by the treasury areas of the Bank
and Subsidiaries, the Group monitors liquidity levels on a regular basis, forecasting its cash requirements
and the evolution of the key metrics monitoring this risk.
As liquidity risk is closely linked with capital management and allocation, it is relevant to mention the
following:
 The role of CALCO (an acronym that refers to the Assets and Liabilities Management and Capital
Planning and Allocation Committees), both locally and at the Group’s level (Group CALCO), with
the latter being responsible for the management of the Group's overall capital, assets and liabilities
and for developing strategies for managing liquidity at consolidated level;
 The existence of a Capital and Liquidity Contingency Plan designed to deal with contingency
situations, based on a composite ratio on the course of liquidity (to which contribute 29 variables),
and that determines the need for activation of this plan.
Special Inspection Programme
The third part ("WS3") of the Special Inspection Programme ("SIP"), developed under the EFAP underway in
Portugal, and whose execution was supervised by a Steering Committee chaired by Banco de Portugal,
consisting of experts appointed by the International Monetary Fund, the European Central Bank, the
European Commission and three European supervisory authorities, in this case focusing on the assessment
of the methodology and the model of stress tests of BCP was completed on 28 February 2012.
The WS3 focused on a stress test exercise for the period of 2011-2015. The base and adverse scenarios
were defined by Banco de Portugal having as reference 30th June 2011. This exercise included a
significant worsening of credit risk, interest rates decreasing over the forecast period and the imposition
of a transformation ratio of 120% at the end of 2014. These assumptions strongly conditioned the
evolution of credit balances and net interest income.
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The stress test model was extensively discussed with Banco de Portugal and Oliver Wyman in order to
fully clarify methodologies, parameters and model results; particularly regarding the determination of
probabilities of default (PD), estimates of loss given default (LGD), forecast of volumes, margins and
commissions, the methodology for the calculation of credit risk weighted assets (RWA) and the impact of
the pension fund.
The assessment undertaken confirmed that the parameters and methodologies used by BCP Group in
conducting stress tests are adequate.
A number of opportunities for improvement in terms of forecast of impairments was also identified,
particularly regarding the treatment of the segment of loans secured by commercial real estate (CRE),
the use of differentiated cure rates for new and old portfolio of credit default, and the caution level to
be incorporated in the business forecasts of operations in Greece considering the current economic
situation in this country.
The recommendations of Banco de Portugal following the completion of the SIP WS3 were fully covered
under the third update of the FCP, timely sent to that institution.
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1.1.g. Business Model

Nature of Operations and Main Activities
The Group is engaged in a wide variety of banking and related financial services activities, in Portugal and
internationally. The Bank operates in foreign markets, being present in the following markets: Poland,
Mozambique, Angola, Switzerland, Greece and Romania. In Portugal, the Bank’s operations are primarily
in Commercial Banking, but it also offers a range of additional financial services. The Bank also engages
in a number of international activities and partnerships.
The Bank presents a complete range of banking products and services, including demand accounts,
instruments of payment, funds transfers, saving products, investments, mortgage-loans, consumer credit,
commercial banking, leasing, factoring, insurance, private banking and asset management, among others.
The Bank’s domestic activities are conducted mainly through its distribution network in Portugal, which
follows a segmented approach to the Portuguese market and serves the diverse banking needs of specific
groups of customers. Back office operations for the distribution network are integrated in order to
explore economies of scale.
The Bank has subsidiaries that offer additional financial services, including asset management and
insurance. These subsidiaries generally distribute their products through BCP’s distribution networks. The
Bank’s Commercial Banking and related financial services activities, together with its international
operations and partnerships, are described in greater detail below.

Distinctive factors and sustainability of the business model

Millennium bcp is the largest private national bank
Millennium bcp is the largest private national bank, with a prominent position in several products,
financial services and market segments based on a strong and very significant franchise in Portugal. At
the end of 2011, Millennium bcp had the largest banking distribution network in the country - 885
branches, serving more than 2.4 million Customers, making it the second bank (the first private) in terms
of market share, both in loans to customers (about 19.6%) and in customer deposits (about 17.6%).
Millennium bcp provides a unique service in terms of quality, with innovative and tailored products and
services, covering the entire financial needs and expectations of its Customers. The Bank offers its
Customers a wide range of products and banking and financial services, ranging from current accounts,
payments, savings and investment products to private banking, asset management and investment
banking, mortgages, consumer credit, commercial banking, leasing, factoring and insurance, among
others, serving its Customer base in a segmented way.
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In addition, the Bank provides remote banking channels (phone and Internet banking) that work as
distribution points for its products and financial services. Remote channels are also the basis of a new
banking concept, based on the platform ActivoBank, as the preferred way to serve a number of urban
Customers that are young at heart, intensive users of new communication technologies and that
appreciate simplicity, transparency, trust, innovation and accessibility in their relationship with the bank.

Resilience and sustainability of the business model
The Bank’s soundness is based on a certified and distinguished business model, as evidenced by the
performance indicators and external recognition (mirrored by the significant number of awards obtained
and, in particular, by the high satisfaction levels of its Customers). The business model proved its
resilience, associated to its focus on retail banking, which is more stable and less volatile, and with
reduced weight of financial operations; to the resilient banking product, even in the context of today's
most serious financial crisis of decades; and to the high levels of efficiency, which have been reinforced
since 2008 through cost reduction efforts.

Focus on Customer
The 'Focus on Customer' is a critical factor for the commercial success of the Bank. Such focus has been
one of Bank’s values and strategic pillar since its foundation and it has grown even stronger as from 2009,
when the Bank elected to strengthen the commitment to Customers as one of its priority strategies, and
implemented a number of initiatives in this area, with special highlight for the programmes of getting
closer to the Customer base and of attracting new Customers in all international operations.
Strengthening the relationship with Customers is among the initiatives recently implemented, which seeks
to reinforce the policy of proximity and relationship with Customers. The objective is to increase the
number of contacts and regularly monitor their activity in order to identify new business opportunities, as
well as detect any signs of difficulty that will allow the Bank to take a preventive action. Millennium also
promotes several events on a regular basis with Customers in order to share information; noteworthy for
its importance is the Millennium Meeting programme with special interest both for Private and Corporate
Customers.
In 2011, and as part of monitoring Customers, 21 studies of the different business segments, products and
services provided were carried out. The studies were done by sending more than 890,000 inquiries by post
and electronic mail, whose overall response rate was 7%. The detailed study carried out among Customers
of the Retail Network identified the challenges and aspects that they value most in their relationship with
the Bank (service quality, kindness and courtesy, competence of Employees). Confidence in the Bank was
prominently the attribute chosen by Customers as the main reason to choose their main Bank.
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Monitoring Retail Customer satisfaction with the global offer and service rendered led to the conclusion
that high levels of satisfaction are maintained, anchored in strengthening the relationship with
Customers, technical support and information / financial advice and adequacy of offer.
Overall index of Customer satisfaction of the retail network of Millennium bcp in Portugal (index points)
2011

2010

2009

Overall satisfaction

80

80

79

Repurchase

80

80

79

Recommendation

82

83

82

Continuity

86

86

85

Additionally, the Bank enjoys a privileged recognition among SMBs, which are representative of the
Portuguese business network (99.7% of the total number of companies in Portugal). According to the
latest barometer of financial services in Portugal, the Bank has the highest rate of awareness and the
largest number of references as the Bank mostly used by Portuguese companies.

Bank leader in innovation
Millennium bcp is positioned in the market as an innovative bank and with a strong tradition in
innovation, being recognised by the market as a leading bank in innovation. Since the foundation of
Millennium bcp up to the present date, innovation is and will continue to be a distinctive and
differentiating value in relation to the competition, being present in the financial offer to Customers, in
particular in credit and saving solutions, following a path of simplification and transparency in banking
relations, especially in the channels of contact with Customers and in the actual concept of Banking,
where ActivoBank is an example, in its service and model of interaction with Customers, adopting new
technological trends concerning contact, expressed through the Internet and Mobile Banking, in internal
processes and in operations, including the management of people and talent, in the business model currently under reformulation - and in the communication strategy, both in terms of the message and the
media.
The ActivoBank embodies a new banking concept, based on distinctive factors, such as branches with
extended hours, bank access via smartphones, applications for investment support for iPhones. It was
recognized by the international financial community, having been honoured with awards such as "Most
Innovative Bank in Portugal" by World Finance magazine (Banking Awards 2011), "Best Consumer Internet
Bank in Europe" and "Best in Mobile Banking", awarded by Global Finance magazine, among others, and
the appointment as one of five finalists among approximately 200 applicants in the Global Banking
Innovation Awards in the category "Disruptive Innovation" sponsored by the BAI.
Having actively entered the Social Networks in May 2010, Millennium bcp currently has several dozens of
thousands of "followers", in particular on Facebook, where the higher number of visitors and ongoing
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activity support a communication strategy that has proved to be particularly beneficial due to its
immediacy and proximity to target groups. Always with the mission of taking value added to Customers
and other public groups, the presence of Millennium bcp in the social networks has focused on publicising
information of general interest regarding the activity of each of the areas present.
Having started its approach to these new channels through the entertainment topic with the “Stage
Millennium” (official presence of Millennium bcp at Rock in Rio), the success of the initiative rapidly
spread to other areas giving rise to the presence of “Millennium Mobile” (targeting a public particularly
interested in new technology and online presence), “Microcredit”, “Millennium Suggests” and the
“Millennium bcp Foundation” (closer to social responsibility) and recently, of a more commercial nature,
“Millennium GO!”, a retail product targeting a younger age group. Careful management, with a coherent
policy on contents and permanent supervision, has ensured that this experience in a new field has
developed without major set-backs, and is currently supported by a large community which, in turn, is
supportive and helps us to grow.

Millennium Brand
The Millennium brand constitutes a base for the entire offer of the Bank and a fundamental part of its
commercial strategy with direct impact on its results, leading to the positioning of the Millennium bcp in
the mind of its Customers and to the projection of credibility, strengthening the relation of trust in the
Bank and creating feelings of loyalty, boosting the value of the brand.
The Millennium brand reflects a promise of value for Customers and enables the differentiation of the
Bank and its service in relation to the competition, by clearly embodying the principles and values
undertaken by Millennium bcp and perceived by the market, including, in particular, "Innovation",
"“Modernity/Youth", "Dynamism" and "Quality", according to independent studies conducted by Marktest
(BASEF) and Consultores Group (brandScore).
Millennium bcp is amongst the best in the indices in the banking sector in Portugal in terms of Brand
awareness and Campaigns, according to the last available study of brandScore . In the latest BASEF study
published by Marktest, Millennium bcp is in the first place, amongst the private banks operating in
Portugal, in terms of "Total Spontaneous Notoriety".
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Total Spontaneous Notoriety
(References above 10%)

Dec.07

Jun.08

Dec.08

CGD
S.Totta
BANIF

Jun.09

Dec.09

Millennium bcp
Créd. Agrícola
BPN

Jun.10
BES
Montepio

Dec.10

Jun.11

Dec.11

BPI
Barclays Bank

Base: all individuals (to tal)
Source: BASEF Banca - Marktest

The international consultants Brand Finance publish the "Global Banking 500" study on an annual basis,
which assesses the brand value of the 500 most valuable banking institutions of the world. In the study
published in February 2012, the Millennium brand registered a value of 357 million USD (approximately
272 million Euros at the exchange rate on the date of the study), positioning as the 247th of the global
ranking (2nd brand within the private owned financial institutions in Portugal).

Main awards received
Several prizes were also awarded by independent recognized entities in 2011, as recognition of the
quality of offer and service of Millennium bcp. Among which are the prize for "Best Bank in Portugal" by
emeafinance, "Best Commercial Bank in Real Estate" and "Best Private Bank" by Euromoney, the
"Microfinance Recognition Award" in the category Commitment to social and financial transparency
toMillennium bcp Microcredit by MicroFinance. Also noteworthy is the recognition of the Millennium bcp
brand as the "Most Valuable" among private banks in Portugal and of Millennium bcp and Médis as "Brands
of Excellence". Finally, highlight to the award of "Best Insurance 2011" in Portugal to Millenniumbcp Ageas
by World Finance.
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2011 Awards
“Best Bank in Portugal”
“Best Private Bank”
“MicroFinance Recognition Award” in the category of Commitment to social
and financial transparency to Millennium bcp Microcredit
“Deal of the Year 2010” to Project ELOS, of which Millennium bcp is
shareholder and financial advisor

EmeaFinance
Euromoney
Microfinance
Euromoney

“Most Innovative Bank” in Portugal to ActivoBank

World Finance

“Best Consumer Internet Bank” in P ortugal, “Best Integrated Consumer Bank
Site”, “Best Web Site Design” and “Best in Mobile Banking” in Europe to
ActivoBank

Global Finance

Millennium bcp brand award ed as the “Most Valuab le” among the Portuguese
private owned banks

Brand Finance

“Best Insurance Company in 2011” in Portugal to Millenniumbcp Ageas

World Finance

2010 Awards
"Millennium" brand awarded as the most valuable
Best Portuguese bank in the relationship with analysts and investors
Classification as Top Rated Bank in the Leading Clients segment
Latin America Power Deal of the Year for the transaction "Central
Termoeléctrica a Carvão no Brasil (Porto do Pecém I)", where Millennium
investment banking acted as MLA
Distinction to the "Mil Ideas" programme as Best Demonstrated Practice in the
involvement of the Employees in the organization

Brand Finance
Institutional Investor
Global Custodian
Project Finance
Magazine do Grupo
Euromoney
Corporate Executive
Board

2009 Awards
“Best Banking Group” in Portugal, within the scope of the World Finance
Banking Awards 2009

World Finance

“Best Foreign Exchange Bank” in Portugal

Global Finance

“Best Companies for Leaders Portugal” with Millennium bcp considered the
best company in the banking sector

HayGroup

“Leading Commended” in the “Agent Banks in Developed Markets” category

Global Custodian

Bank preferred b y foreign citizens resident in Portugal and by foreign
companies operating in Portugal
4th of 200 comp anies appraised in the ranking of “Sustainable Development
2009”

The Portugal News
Diário Económico and
Heidrick & Struggles
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1.1.h. Business areas

Business in Portugal – Business segments
The retail financial services in the Portuguese banking market have been expanding significantly since
1996. This has resulted in the sustained development of mortgage credit, consumer credit, investment
funds and unit-linked products, as well as a greater use of credit cards. The Portuguese banking market is
currently a developed market that includes strong domestic and foreign competitors; these follow
multiproduct, multichannel and multi-segment approaches. This context allowed the Portuguese banks to
adjust their financial products and services to Customer needs and improve their commercial capacity.
Additionally, there has been a significant development of banking operations through Internet banking
and the use of new techniques, such as CRM ("customer relationship management"), which have allowed
banks to more accurately assess the needs of customers. Cross-selling has benefited from the use of these
techniques and has led to an increase of banking income of banks in recent years.
Several foreign banks have entered the Portuguese market, especially in areas such as corporate banking,
asset management, private banking and brokerage services. These factors have resulted in increased
competition, especially in customer funds and brokerage services. Loans and advances to customers
increased significantly in the second half of the 90s; the slower economic growth observed since the end
of 2000 has led to a slowdown in the use of credit, resulting in increased competition. BCP’s main
competitors are the remaining four largest banking groups operating in the domestic market: CGD, Banco
Espírito Santo, S.A., Banco Santander Totta, S.A. and BPI, in addition to a number of small banks (e.g.
Banif, Caixa de Crédito Agrícola Mútuo and Montepio Geral) that exert significant competitive pressure on
these banks. The size of BCP’s distribution network operating under a single brand, Millennium bcp, has
allowed the Bank to maintain a top position in the domestic market. The full centralisation of back office
operations allows the Bank to operate efficiently and exploit economies of scale.
In the second half of the 90's, the Portuguese banking system underwent a consolidation process that was
triggered by the need to benefit from economies of scale and operational synergies. More recently, the
largest Portuguese banks rationalised their operational structures in order to reduce costs and improve
efficiency levels. Additionally, many Portuguese banks are committed to increase their income by
increasing their market share, cross selling and opening new branches, as well as their core operations,
which give support to aggressive commercial strategies.
Based on statistical information provided by Banco de Portugal at the end of 2011, BCP’s market share
was 19.6% in loans to customers (gross value, excluding loan securitisation not accounted on the balance
sheet) and 17.6 % in deposits. The following table illustrates the competition scenario in Portugal, as from
31 December 2007 to 31 December 2010.
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On December 31st
2010

2009

2008

2007

Number of Banks (1)

37

41

40

40

Number of branches

6,232

6,162

6,062

5,742

Population (thousands)

10,637

10,638

10,627

10,618

Inhabitants per branch

1,707

1,726

1,753

1,849

168

150

152

144

Branches per Bank

Sources: Associação Portuguesa de Bancos and Instituto Nacional de Estatística.
(1) Banks associated with the Associação Portuguesa de Bancos

Analysis by Segment
The BCP Group develops a range of banking activities and financial services in Portugal and abroad, with
special emphasis on Retail Banking business (including Retail in Portugal and part of Foreign Business), on
Corporate Banking (including Business Network, Corporate & Investment Banking) and on Private Banking
& Asset Management.
Information regarding 2008, 2009 and 2010 is on a comparable basis with the information reported for
2011, except in what concerns the component associated to the Millennium bank in Turkey and the
Millennium bcpbank in the United States of America, reflecting the current organisational structure of the
Group's business areas.
The net contributions of each segment are not deducted, when applicable, from the interests that they
do not control. Thus, the values of the net contributions presented reflect the individual results of the
business units, regardless of the percentage held by BCP, including the impact of movements of funds
previously described. The following information was produced based on the financial statements prepared
in accordance with IFRS and the organisation of the business areas of the BCP Group in force as at 31
December 2011.

Retail in Portugal
In Portugal, the Retail segment includes: (i) the Retail Network in Portugal, which is outlined taking into
consideration customers who prize a value proposal based on innovation and speed, referred to as "Massmarket Customers", and customers whose specific interests, size of financial assets or income level
justifies a value proposal based on innovation and personalised service through a dedicated account
manager, referred to as "Prestige and Business Customers"; and (ii) the ActivoBank, a bank devoted to
customers that are young at heart, intensive users of new communication technologies and who prefer a
banking relationship based on simplicity, offering innovative products and services. Retail in Portugal
operates, within the cross-selling strategy of BCP, as a distribution channel of products and services from
other Group companies.
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Retail Banking
Euro million

2011

2010

2009

2008

Summary of indicators
Net c ontribution

(16)

113

2,040

2,167

Alloc ated capital

1,324

1,608

2,040

2,167

Return on allocated c apital
Risk weighted assets
Cost to income ratio

-1.2%

7.0%

8.1%

14.3%

13,243

16,076

20,397

21,674

73.9%

68.8%

67.1%

54.5%

Loans to customers (1)

31,384

33,547

34,678

34,819

Total customer funds

34,992

36,133

36,204

34,014

Note: Loans to custom ers and customer funds on monthly average balances.
(1) Includes commercial paper.

Net contribution of Retail Banking in Portugal amounted to EUR -16.0 million in 2011 compared to EUR
112.7 million recognised in 2010 and EUR 309.5 million in 2008. The decrease in net contribution of Retail
reflects the extremely challenging situation in which Portuguese banks, including BCP, exert their activity
following the international economic/financial crisis triggered in 2007.
Despite the negative effects of the crisis, reflected in net interest margin and increased impairment, the
volumes of total customer funds increased compared to 2008 and loans to customers have been
progressively reduced following greater difficulties felt by Portuguese banks in financing themselves in
wholesale markets and the high dependence of funding from the ECB.
In 2011, following the implementation of EFAP objectives, Portuguese banks were imposed objectives
that led to the implementation of an ongoing process of deleveraging by reducing the loan portfolio
(credit is reduced by 6.4% compared to 2010 and 9.9% to 2008), with the goal of achieving a Loans-toDeposits ratio of 120% by the end of 2014.

Corporate Banking
The business of Corporate Banking includes the Business Network of Banco Comercial Português in
Portugal, which works within the "cross-selling" strategy of the Group as a distribution channel for
products and services from other companies of the Group, and the Corporate & Investment Banking
segment.
The Business Network serves the financial needs of companies in Portugal with an annual turnover of
between EUR 7.5 million and EUR 100 million, focused on innovation and a global offering of traditional
banking products complemented by specialised financing.
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The Corporate & Investment Banking segment includes: (i) Corporate network in Portugal, dedicated to
corporate and institutional customers with an annual turnover exceeding EUR 100 million, providing a full
range of products and value-added services; (ii) Investment Banking, specialising in capital markets, in
providing consulting services and strategic and financial advice, specialised services in "project finance",
"corporate finance", securities brokerage and "equity research", as well as the structuring of risk-hedging
derivatives products; and (iii) the activity of the Bank's International Division.

Companies
Euro million

2011

2010

2009

2008

Summary of indicators
Net c ontribution
Alloc ated capital
Return on allocated c apital

(86)

11

1,013

1,153

906

996

1,013

1,153

-9.5%

1.1%

4.2%

10.4%

Risk weighted assets

9,058

9,958

10,134

11,533

Cost to income ratio

21.5%

22.8%

22.4%

21.6%

Loans to customers (1)

9,378

10,024

10,717

10,911

Total customer funds (2)

2,609

2,982

3,080

3,059

Note: Loans to custom ers and customer funds on monthly average balances.
(1) Includes commercial paper.
(2) Includes Interfundos' total customer funds

Business Network
The Business Network recorded a net contribution of EUR -86.3 million in 2011, compared with a positive
net contribution of EUR 11.0 million in 2010 and EUR 119.6 million in 2008. The decrease in net
contribution of the Business Network has been determined by the increase in loan impairment charges,
despite the positive evolution of net interest income. Loans to customers have been significantly
reduced, showing a reduction of funding, credit to real estate development, leasing and commercial
paper.
As the business community consists mostly of SMEs, the activity of the Business Network, in 2011, was
guided by the following strategic vectors: i) reducing the commercial gap, based on a complementary
policy of deleveraging of credit and growth of funds, ii) reduction of capital consumption (reduction of
risk weighted assets), by optimizing the negotiation of collaterals associated with credit transactions, iii)
ongoing monitoring of overdue loans, in order to reduce loan impairment; and iv) maximizing the
profitability of Customers, within a logic of partnership with the companies, developing solutions adapted
to their different needs, namely cash management, financing of current activity and new investments,
and other support services. In addition, the process of repricing credit operations was still ongoing,
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aiming to adjust the price of products to the risk profile of each Customer, which provided a favourable
evolution of credit´s net interest income.
Corporate & Investment Banking
The Corporate & Investment Banking segment recorded a negative net contribution of EUR 63.0 million in
the financial year of 2011, compared with a positive net contribution of EUR 82.9 million in the same
period of 2010 and EUR 130.0 million in 2008. The evolution of the net contribution essentially reflects
the increase in loan impairment charges. Net interest income increased by 16.9%, supported by the
Corporate Network and it includes the effect of the repricing of credit operations that aimed to adapt the
spread of operations to the risk involved in and strengthen the associated mitigation factors, allowing for
an increased net interest margin of credit to customers and to overcome the reduction in the volume of
loans to customers.
An increase of fees in the Corporate Network has been also evidenced. The increase in loan impairment
charges includes, in 2011, an increase in charges made under the SIP, as well as the effect of the
devaluation of financial collaterals and increased signs of impairment of the loan portfolio, following the
persistence of an adverse macroeconomic environment and the deterioration of economic and financial
conditions, particularly in businesses related to the construction and tourism sector. In accordance with
the strategic priority of reducing the commercial gap, loans to customers fell 7.9% as at 31 December
2011, compared with that recorded on the same date in 2010, driven by a reduction in financing, leasing
and commercial paper.

Corporate & Investment Banking
Euro million

2011

2010

2009

2008

Summary of indicators
Net c ontribution

(63)

83

1,457

1,471

Alloc ated capital

1,637

1,608

1,457

1,471

Return on allocated c apital
Risk weighted assets
Cost to income ratio

-3.8%

5.2%

10.8%

8.8%

16,370

16,082

14,569

14,707

18.4%

20.5%

17.3%

24.0%

Loans to customers (1)

12,199

13,245

12,962

13,103

Total customer funds

10,822

11,236

11,150

9,406

Note: Loans to custom ers and customer funds on monthly average balances.
(1) Includes commercial paper.

Private Banking & Asset Management
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The Asset Management & Private Banking segment, for the purpose of geographical segments, comprises
the Private Banking network in Portugal and its subsidiaries specialised in the business of managing
investment funds operating in Portugal.

Private Banking & Asset Management
Euro million

2011

2010

2009

2008

Summary of indicators
Net c ontribution

(67)

(7)

127

163

Alloc ated capital

64

97

127

163

Return on allocated c apital

-104.5%

-6.8%

2.8%

2.4%

Risk weighted assets

643

975

1,266

1,626

Cost to income ratio

63.3%

74.1%

56.8%

58.0%

Loans to customers

1,288

1,391

2,211

2,005

Total customer funds

4,713

5,804

5,741

5,771

Note: Loans to custom ers and customer funds on monthly average balances.

The Private Banking & Asset Management segment recorded a negative net contribution of EUR 67.3
million in the financial year of 2011, compared with an also negative net contribution of EUR 6.7 million
in 2010. This was driven by increased loan impairment charges despite an increase in banking income, as
a result of the devaluation of financial collaterals and the worsening of the loan portfolio with signs of
impairment, given the persistence of an adverse macroeconomic and financial context.
Loans to customers have been declining significantly since 2009. Total customer funds recorded an offbalance sheet decrease, given the greater Customer desire for more traditional and conservative solutions
over structured products, investment funds and discretionary management, in the present economic
context.

Foreign Business
The Foreign Business segment comprises the Group's operations outside of Portugal, namely in Poland,
Greece, Switzerland, Romania, Mozambique, Angola and the Cayman Islands. The Group is represented in
Poland by a national universal bank offering a wide range of financial products and services to individuals
and businesses; in Greece by an operation focused on retail and based on offering innovative products
and high service levels; in Switzerland by an operation of "private banking" incorporated under Swiss law;
and in Romania by an operation focused on the segments of individuals and small businesses. The Group is
also represented in Mozambique by a universal bank, focused on individual and corporate customers; in
Angola by a bank focused on individuals, public and private sector companies and institutions; and in the
Cayman Islands by a bank specifically designed to render international services in the area of "private
banking" to high worth customers. All these operations carry out their activities under the trade name
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"Millennium". Millennium bank in Turkey (operation partially sold on 27 December 2010) and Millennium
bcpbank in the United States of America (operation partially sold on 15 October 2010) were also part of
this segment until the date of their disposal.

Foreign Business
Euro million

2011

2010

2009

2008

Summary of indicators
Net c ontribution

178

101

1,800

1,817

Alloc ated capital

1,795

1,740

1,800

1,817

9.9%

5.8%

1.2%

8.5%

Risk weighted assets

14,285

14,272

14,381

15,221

Cost to income ratio

58.3%

67.4%

70.5%

68.0%

Loans to customers (1)

16,306

16,926

15,868

15,296

Total customer funds (1)

15,914

16,453

15,430

14,832

Return on allocated c apital

Note: In 2008, 2009 and 2010 the net contribution was not adjusted from the impact related to the
activities in Turkey and in the United States of America, which were partially sold during 2010.
(1) Not included subsidiaries in Turkey and the United States of America, which were partially sold
the last quarter of 2010.
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Analysis of the activity in different periods
The financial crisis has greatly conditioned the activity of the Portuguese banking system, including
Millennium bcp.
The worsening of the global macroeconomic and financial conditions, mainly felt since 2008, greatly
influenced the Bank’s activity, in such a way that the evolution of the activity in the period 2006-2008
contrasts sharply with the period 2009-2011 in terms of key business indicators. These distinct periods,
which may be typified as pre and post-crisis, represent two totally different cycles of profitability for
Millennium bcp, namely in Portugal.

Euro million

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Average
11/09

08/06

Change

Portugal

Banking income
Impairment and provisions
Cost of risk (net, basis points)
Overdue loans (>90 days)
Overdue loans (>90 days) / Gross loans
Net income

2,166

2,043

1,930

1,726

1,977

1,515

2,046

1,739

-15%

125

407

737

513

770

1,959

423

1,080

155%

19

40

71

64

94

208

47

119

269

311

476

1,424

1,709

2,497

333

1,526

0.6%

0.6%

0.8%

2.3%

2.9%

4.6%

0.6%

2.6%

665

407

117

214

293

-971

396

-155

72 pb
359%
2.0 pp
-139%

Between the two analysed periods, and considering the average of each period for the main indicators,
the Bank recorded, in the activity in Portugal, a drop in operating income of 15% and, in parallel, a very
large increase in impairment (+155%) and overdue loans (+359%), showing a strong tendency of decrease
in net income, which culminated with losses of EUR 971 million in the financial year of 2011.
Business in Portugal – other financial services
ActivoBank
ActivoBank7 came under a joint initiative of the BCP Group and Banco Sabadell, aiming to launch a
banking operation within the Iberian Peninsula with a multichannel approach, in order to take advantage
of the experience and knowledge acquired by the two institutions in the respective domestic markets.
Over a period of seven years BCP Group had already acquired a vast experience in the industry with its
direct banking operation, Banco 7 (launched in 1994), a leading innovator in the Portuguese market in the
area of direct channels.
In 2002, ActivoBank7 became 100% owned by the BCP Group in an effort to consolidate its position as the
first Portuguese bank in the specialised market of offering online investment solutions to the private
sector. By providing a structure on the Internet and with methods already tested, the Bank can offer the
best financial products of the most prestigious national and international investment houses.
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The Bank confirmed its status as an innovative Bank, surprising the market with the launch of a value
proposal that will allow meeting the needs of the market, by providing more common financial services
and more transactional needs - ActivoBank. Despite this relevant technical repositioning and
restructuring, the Bank maintains, as one of its pillars of activity, a specialised service focused on
investment solutions.
This new banking concept was materialised in a new image, product offer and service channels aimed at a
number of urban customers, young at heart, intensive users of new communication technologies, who
favour a banking relationship based on simplicity, transparency, trust, innovation and accessibility. The
new value proposal is reflected in the signature "Simplify", a Bank thought in detail and with the aim of
simplifying the everyday banking needs of its customers.
To achieve this repositioning, a set of initiatives were implemented, including:
 Launch of a non-banking recommendation team ("Associates") to attract customers and forward
requests for servicing;
 Development of a new website easy to use, fast, intuitive and reliable, and an innovative platform
for smartphones that allows the user to query accounts, transfer, pay and charge card services;
 Simplification of operational processes, especially those that have a direct impact on customers,
such as account opening and the possibility of delivery of debit cards in real time;
 Opening of four new branches, three in Lisbon and one in Porto, with an innovative model and
design, as well as extended office hours, from 10:00 to 20:00; in shopping centres the Bank is also
open on Saturdays;
 Restructuring of the product portfolio in order to make it more competitive, transparent, easy to
understand and adhere;
 Adoption of the ActivoBank brand, using a new image and the endorsement of the Millennium,
capitalizing on the values, soundness and credibility of the Group.

Insurance
The Bank is present in the insurance market through Millennium bcp Ageas, a partnership with Ageas for
the activity of bancassurance in Portugal. The Group holds 49% of the share capital of Millennium bcp
Ageas, while the remaining 51% is held by Ageas.
The joint venture started in January 2005 and includes four main business units: i) Ocidental vida,
focusing on Unit Link products, PPR (retirement savings plan) and other savings products, ii) Ocidental
Seguros, responsible for risk insurance in housing and car among others; iii) Médis, one of the biggest
operations in the segment of health insurance in Portugal, and iv) Pensões gere, responsible for managing
pension funds.
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The business, which is highly leveraged in the sound knowledge in bancassurance and the distribution
network of Millennium bcp, has achieved an outstanding presence in the market and above average
results. In 2011, Millennium bcp Ageas held a market share of 14.5% in life insurance and 5.5% in non-life
insurance, and generated consolidated net income of EUR 37 million, i.e. about 85% of sector’s total
aggregate.

Mortgage Loans
The Bank entered the mortgage business in 1992 when it launched, in partnership with Cariplo - Cassa di
Risparmio delle Provincie Lombarda S.p.A. (which currently includes Banca Intesa, an Italian financial
group), an independent bank specialising in mortgage loans: Banco de investimento Imobilário, S.A.
("BII"). BCP held 69.9% of BII, and the remaining 30.1% was held by Banca Intesa.
Initially, BII distributed their products through the marketing and distribution networks of the Bank, as
well as through its own retail outlets. In October 2005, the Bank acquired the 30.1% stake held by Intesa
and became the sole shareholder of BII. Currently, the BII manages its mortgages portfolio granted until
the end of the first half of 2007, which will gradually reduce over time. The mortgage business is now
managed directly by the Bank.
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1.1.i. Group structure

Main shareholdings and subsidiaries
The diagram of the main shareholdings of BCP as at 31 December 2011 was as follows:

The following is a list of major subsidiaries of BCP as at 31 December 2011:
Country of
Incorporation/
Residence

% held by the
Bank

% held by the
Group

Banco de Investimento Imobiliário, S.A. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Portugal

100.0

100.0

Banco ActivoBank, S.A. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ..

Portugal

−

100.0

Banco Internacional de Moçambique, S.A.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Mozambique

−

66.7

Banco Millennium Angola, S.A. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Angola

52.7

52.7

Millennium Bank, S.A. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Poland

65.5

65.5

Banque Privée BCP (Suisse) S.A. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Switzerland

−

100.0

Portugal

100.0

100.0

Imobiliários, S.A. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Portugal

100.0

100.0

Millennium bcp-Prestação de Serviços, A.C.E. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Portugal

73.5

91.5

Millennium Bank, Societe Anonyme .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Greece

−

100.0

Banca Millennium, S.A. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Romania

−

100.0

Millennium bcp Gestão de Activos - Sociedade Gestora de
Fundos de Investimento, S.A. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Interfundos - Gestão de Fundos de Investimento

In April 2012, the Bank reduced its stake in Banco Millennium Angola to 50.1% following the capital
increase of BMA which was fully subscribed by the Global Pactum - Asset Management (majority
shareholder of BPA), in harmony with what was set forth in the strategic partnership agreement
established with Sonangol and BPA in 2009.
A subsidiary of Millennium bcp, Millennium bcp -Prestação de Serviços ACE, represents its members
before third parties, particularly in the areas of information technology, operations, management and
procurement.
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1.1.j. Geographic implantation
Millennium bcp is present in five continents through its banking operations, representative offices and/or
commercial protocols, corresponding to approximately 5.4 million Customers by the end of 2011. In 2011,
with the redefinition of its strategic vision, the Bank maintained focus on retail distribution in Portugal
and in markets that ensure a competitive presence and significant position in the medium long term. All
the operations develop their activity under the Millennium brand.
Current positioning of BCP

December 2011

Afinitty Markets

Portugal *

Market Share

Mozambique

Market Share

Euro millions

Angola

Market Share

19.6%

17.6%

35.9%

33.7%

3.4%

In loans to
customers

In deposits

In loans to
customers

In deposits

In loans to
customers

2.6%
In deposits

Poland

Greece

Romania

Market Share

Market Share

Market Share

5.0%
In loans to
customers

4.9%
In deposits

Others**

2.0%

1.4%

0.8%

0.6%

In loans to
customers

In deposits

In loans to
customers

In deposits

71.156
54.552

49.615

11.404
1.793
Total
Assets

Loans
Customer
to
funds
customers
(gross)

Total
Assets

1.061 1.338

1.388

Loans
Customer
to
funds
customers
(gross)

Total
Assets

506

9.545 9.292

6.364

872

Loans
Customer
to
funds
customers
(gross)

Total
Assets

Loans
Customer
to
funds
customers
(gross)

Total
Assets

4.865 2.983
Loans
Customer
to
funds
customers
(gross)

522

398

Total
Assets

Loans
Customer
to
funds
customers
(gross)

275

1.155

855

606

Total
Assets

Loans
Customer
to
funds
customers
(gross)

9,959
6,289
885
Employees

Branches

2,377

Employees

138
Branches

893
Employees

451

61
Branches

Employees

Branches

1,212

Employees

690

120
Branches

Employees

66
Branches

88
Employees

1
Branches

Notes: Market shares in Portugal are based on Banco de Portugal and Banks’ public data. Market shares in Mozambique are based
on public data disclosed by Bank of Mozambique and in Angola are based on public data disclosed by the National Bank of Angola
and the other banks. Market shares in Poland are from the National Bank of Poland and Banks data, in Greece are based on Bank of
Greece and Banks’ public data and in Romania are from National Bank of Romania and Banks..
(*) Includes Macao
(**) BCP Banque Privée, BCP Bank & Trust, Consolidation adjustments.
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Millennium network
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Foreign Business
In recent years, BCP has focused its international activity on business areas that offer good prospects for
growth in foreign markets that have a strong historical connection to Portugal or large communities of
Portuguese origin (such as Angola and Mozambique) and in markets for which the Portuguese successful
business model can be effectively exported and adjusted to local markets (such as Poland, a strategy also
later followed for Greece and Romania).
The international presence, based on the single brand "Millennium", is focused on organic growth and
value creation, based on an integrated management of operations, adopting a multiproduct,
multichannel, multi-segment philosophy, while sharing resources and achieving operational, commercial
and marketing synergies, sharing of banking products and services among the various banking operations
(from deposit accounts to investment banking services), sharing of best practices in bank management,
risk management, decision-making processes for credit granting, monitoring of operational processes,
sharing of knowledge and innovation through the mobility of people between operations and cost savings
through centralisation of several activities.
BCP Group's international operations, particularly with regard to Poland, Mozambique and Angola, are key
levers of value both to the Bank (as they provide exposure to economies with high growth potential and
relevant dimension) and to the Portuguese economy, as they are an important stimulus to the national
economy (insofar as they provide relevant support to Portuguese customers with operations in those
countries, including companies in the communication, distribution and construction sectors). This
facilitates and promotes commercial trade, direct investment and capital flows that the national
economy needs to ensure a rapid and sustained recovery.
The Bank intends to optimize conditions for exploiting its international assets, capturing all the benefits
associated with the potential development of core strategic operations in Poland, Angola and
Mozambique. These assets have synergies with domestic activity due to the support given to the
Portuguese companies, the sharing of execution capacities, and to the Bank’s strategic partnerships
(current and potential) – while also having a critical role in creating appealing conditions to attract
international investors, which are essential for the Bank to return to the capital markets. The existence
of these operations is critical to maintain the current strategic partnerships with private investors (e.g.,
Angola) and to attract new future investors (e.g., Poland). It is important to note that, according to the
respective business plans, operations in Poland and Mozambique do not require additional capital efforts
or liquidity in the future; on the contrary, it is expected that they can significantly contribute to the
Group's results and to achieving the projected timetable for repayment of public investment.
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Mozambique
The Group has been present in Mozambique since 1995 through the International Bank of Mozambique
("Millennium bim"). According to figures from the Bank of Mozambique, Millennium bim has a market
share of 35.6% in loans to customer and 33.5% in deposits as at December 2011. Competition from other
banks, especially foreign banks including those from South Africa, is expected to continue to increase.
From 1995 to 2000, Millennium bim was focused on organic growth, based heavily on innovation, in order
to become a relevant player in the Mozambican market. In 2001, Millennium bim merged with BCM, and,
until 2004, the emerging bank experienced a restructuring process to lay the groundwork to become a
highly profitable institution. From 2005 onwards, the bank entered a new expansion cycle, aiming at
increasing the level of emerging banking in the Mozambican market. In 2006, the bank adopted the
Millennium brand, and the trade name of Millennium bim. In recent years, the bank has expanded its
Customer base, reaching the milestones of 1 million Customers in 2011 and 100 branches in 2008.
As at 31th December 2011, Millennium bim had EUR 1,793 million in total assets, EUR 1,338 million in
customer funds, EUR 1,061 million in loans to customers (gross), and was operating with 138 branches and
2,377 employees. Net income of Millennium bim in Mozambique increased 69.5% to Euro 89.4 million in
December 2011 vs December 2010. This strong growth in net income was supported by the good
performance of the banking product (+34.8%), especially net interest income, despite the increased
operating costs driven by the ongoing investment plan.

2011 Awards
“Bank of the Year 2011”

The Banker

“Best Bank in Mozamb ique”

Global Finance

“Best Banking Group in Mozambique 2011”

World Finance

“Best Bank in Mozamb ique”

EmeaFinance

“Best Local Bank in Africa”

African Banker

2010 Awards
Corporate Social Responsibility Award, within the African Banking
Achievement Awards 2010
Millennium bim distinguished as one of the five b est national banks in Africa
Best Brand in Banking & Insurance

Emeafinance
IC Publisher of
Afric an Banker
Magazine
GfK
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2009 Awards
“Entrepreneur of the Year” in the “Multinational Company Social
Responsibility” category
74th of Africa’s 100 biggest banks, the only Mozambican bank included in this
ranking

Ernst & Young
African Business

Angola
BMA was incorporated on 3 April 2006, as a result of the transformation of Millennium bcp’s branch in
Angola into a bank incorporated under the laws of Angola. In 2008, BMA strengthened its goal of
contributing to the modernisation and development of the Angolan financial system by providing
innovative, personalised financial products and services conceived to satisfy all the financial needs and
expectations of the various market segments, and higher quality and specialisation standards. In February
2009, the financial transactions relating to the strategic agreement established with Sonangol and BPA,
were completed through a rights issue carried out by BMA, in the amount of USD 105.8 million. Presently,
Sonangol holds a 31.5% stake in the capital of BMA, and BPA holds a 15.8% stake. BMA has meanwhile
acquired a 10% stake in the capital of BPA.
In December 2011, BMA had total assets of EUR 1,288 million, an increase of 37.2% in relation to the 2010
figure. Loans to customers and customer funds had a significant performance during 2011, with increases
of 8.8% and 46.9% respectively, compared to the previous year. Customer funds reached EUR 872 million,
while loans to customers (gross) reached EUR 506 million. Net income for 2011 stood at EUR 33.3 million,
an increase of 41.4% in relation to 2010, essentially reflecting the good performance of net interest
income, which more than compensated the expansion plan impact in operating costs and the increased
impairment charges.
BMA embodies the aim of growing up to 130 branches by 2015, as a result of implementation of the
proposed capital increase in the established strategic partnership agreements with Sonangol and BPA in a
context of greater competition in Retail, Corporate and Investment Banking. The market share of BMA as
at December 2011, according to data from the Bank of Angola, stood at 3.4% in loans to customer and
2.6% in deposits.
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2011 Awards
“Bank of the Year 2011”
“Best Banking Group in Angola 2011”
“Best Bank in Angola”
“Most Innovative Bank”

The Banker
World Finance
Euromoney
EmeaFinance

2010 Awards
“Best Foreign B ank”

Emeafinance

2009 Awards
“Most Innovative Bank”

Emeafinance

Poland
In Poland, the Group operates through Bank Millennium, S.A., a universal bank directed at individuals and
companies. Bank Millennium offers a complete range of financial products and services, including
deposits, savings and investment products, short, medium and long-term lending (including mortgage and
consumer loans), debit and credit cards, fund transfers and other payment methods, mutual funds,
insurance, leasing, treasury services and money market transactions.
In 1998, the Group entered into a partnership agreement with the Polish financial group, BBG, pursuant
to which the Group launched a retail operation with BBG in the Polish market under the name
‘‘Millennium’’. This joint venture was controlled jointly by the Group and by BBG. In 2002, as part of BBG
restructuring, BCP and BBG decided to merge the Millennium joint venture into BBG and to establish one
banking operation. During the fourth quarter of 2002, BCP increased its shareholding in BBG to 50%. At
the beginning of 2003, BBG changed its name to Bank Millennium, and in December 2006, BCP has
increased its holding to 65.51% of share capital and respective voting rights. In February 2010, Bank
Millennium successfully completed a capital increase of approximately EUR 258.6 million (PLN 1,055.4
million) through a rights issue of 363,935,033 new shares (3 shares per each 7 owned) with a subscription
price of PLN 2.9 per share. Millennium bcp (the main shareholder with 65.5% of the share capital)
exercised fully its pre-emptive rights. The remainder of the rights issue was fully subscribed, with the
shares available to minority shareholders being almost four times oversubscribed.
Leveraged on a renewed network of 451 branches – including the larger multi-segment outlets – Bank
Millennium is one of the operators in the Polish market that has returned the greatest growth,
underpinned by an efficient sales industrialisation platform and by growing awareness of the Millennium
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brand. Having successfully completed the Millennium 2010 programme a year before the deadline at the
end of the 2009, Bank Millennium approved and began implementing a new strategy for the 2010-2012
period. The new strategy aims to balance a strong volumes growth with an adequate and sustainable level
of profitability by increasing new customers’ acquisition rate, exploring the potential for cross-selling,
focusing on strengthening the relationship with the customer base and developing initiatives aimed at
improving revenues, while maintaining a conservative approach to risk and ensuring discipline in liquidity
and capital management.
In order to implement this strategy, Bank Millennium plans to capitalise on its key strengths, namely the
fact that it is one of the five largest retail networks in Poland, with 1.2 million active customers, high
brand awareness, the quality of loan portfolio above the average and the clear commitment of the parent
company with the development of the Polish operation. Along with the definition of a new strategy, Bank
Millennium set new medium-term goals for 2012. On the financial side, the main objectives are to achieve
an ROE of 15%, a cost-to-income ratio below 60%, a loans-to-deposits ratio below 105%, while the
commercial side of the main objectives are to achieve a market share of 7% in the retail banking deposits
and 5% in loans to companies. To support its development objectives, in February 2010, the Bank
concluded a highly successful capital increase through a rights issue, with a cash-in of PLN 1,055 million,
providing Bank Millennium with adequate capital levels.
As at 31 December 2011, Bank Millennium had total assets of EUR 11,404 million, EUR 9,292 million in
customer funds, EUR 9,545 million in loans to customers (gross), and was operating with 451 branches and
6,289 employees. Bank Millennium’s net income in 2011 amounted EUR 113.3 million, 39.3 % higher than
in 2010. This positive evolution was mainly due to net interest income good performance, which
increased 19.9% on an annual basis, and to cost of risk reduction, associated with an improvement in the
quality of loans to companies and the maintenance of the good quality of mortgage credit, which led to
efficiency gains (the cost-to-income ratio fell below 60%, corresponding to the planned target to be
achieved only in 2012, despite rising operating costs).
Significant business opportunities, the privatisation and consolidation of the Polish banking market in the
second half of the 90s, contributed to increased competition. Additionally, the process of European
integration created strong incentives for cross-border provision of financial services, without the need for
local business representation, and cross-border mergers, which resulted in a significant increase in
competition from foreign banks. According to data released by the National Bank of Poland, in December
2011, the market share of Bank Millennium in Poland stood at 5.0% in loans to customers (gross) and 4.9%
for deposits.
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2011 Awards
“Best Bank for Companies” and award of “Five Stars” distinction to Bank
Millennium
Top 3 in terms of quality service offered to customers, ranking third in the
“Traditional Customer's Friend ly Bank” and “Best Internet Bank” categories
“Best card” to Millennium Visa Impresja in the Best New Customer Proposition
category
“Special Award” to Dobre Konto current account and to its debit card in the
innovative cards category

Forbes
Newsweek Friendly
Banks
Visa Europe
Publi-News

2010 Awards
Best Consumer Internet Bank for individual customers and Best Online Deposits
Acquisition for the Central and Eastern Europe regions

Global Finance

3rd place for the "Bank Millennium" b rand in the Power of the Brand ranking
for bank sector (4th in the financial sector)

Jornal diário
Rzeczpospolita

2009 Awards

“Pearl of the Polish Economy” in the 6th edition of the ranking of Polish
Entrepreneurs

Polish Market
Economic Magazine
and Instituto de
Economia da
Academia de Ciênc ias

“2009 Europe's Best Investor Relations”

Institutional Investor

Greece
Millennium bank is especially directed at retail banking for affluent customers and business. In July 1999,
the Bank and the Interamerican Hellenic Life Insurance Company SA, one of the largest Greek insurers in
life insurance, currently wholly owned by Achmea BV, jointly announced the launch of an innovative
retail-banking network in the Greek market, NovaBank. Following the acquisition, in April 2005, of 50% of
the respective share capital and voting rights, BCP now holds the entire share capital of NovaBank, and
adopted the Millennium brand in 2006.
Since its inception, the bank has implemented an ambitious development plan, focusing on organic
growth, since its establishment. The Millennium bank's business strategy has always been based on
product and service innovation, providing excellent service and a specialised approach to corporate
customers. According to data from the Bank of Greece, the market share of loans to customers and
deposits amounted to, respectively, 2.0% and 1.4% in December 2011.
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In 2010, efforts to attract deposits and new customers and to control credit default marked the action
plan of Millennium Bank. As at 31 December 2011, Millennium bank had total assets of EUR 6,364 million,
customer funds of EUR 2,983 million and loans to customers (gross) of EUR 4,865 million, operating with
120 branches and 1,212 employees. Net income in December 2011 was negative in the amount of EUR 3.5
million due to unfavourable evolution of loan impairment, penalised by the deteriorating macroeconomic
situation in Greece.

Switzerland
Millennium bcp Banque Privée BCP is a private banking platform set up in Switzerland in 2003 which
provides services to Group clients, with a focus on the Portuguese, Greek, Polish and Brazilian markets. In
an adverse market environment, Millennium bcp Banque Privee BCP continued its activities in the key
markets where it operates, having recorded a net income below the previous year, mainly due to loan
impairment charges, caused by the widening of the gap between the value of the collaterals and the
value of the loans, and, to a lesser extent, the unfavourable evolution of commissions, reflecting the
lower volume of brokerage transactions and reduced base of assets under management.
As at 31 December 2011, Millennium bcp Banque Privée BCP had total assets of EUR 570 million, EUR
2,121 million in customer funds and EUR 406 million in loans to customers (gross), operating with one
branch and 69 employees. Net profit in December 2011 was negative in the amount of EUR 12.0 million.

Romania
Banca Millennium started its activity in October 2007. As at 31 December 2008, Banca Millennium
operated with 65 branches and 691 employees. Banca Millennium has three main business areas:
Commercial Banking, Retail Banking, especially oriented to the prestige and business segments and
consumer finance, while simultaneously developing a small private banking operation. The Bank believes
that Romania shows a strong growth potential.
In the year 2008, the bank opened 25 new branches, bringing the total number of branches to 65. The
branch network as at 31 December 2008 already covered major population centres and major centres of
commercial and industrial activity in the country, distributed by 19 financial centres through which the
global needs of customers are served, particularly those of the affluent and business segments, by 45
credit centres especially designed for the mass market segment and by a private banking branch located
in Bucharest.
As at 31 December 2011, Millennium Bank had EUR 522 million in total assets, EUR 275 million in customer
funds and EUR 398 million in loans to customers (gross), and was operating with 66 branches and 690
employees. The bank ended the year 2011 with a negative result of EUR 17.8 million, which represents an
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improvement over the same period in 2010, mainly as a result of net interest income good performance
(+26.7%), and an effort to contain costs, which led to a decrease of 5.1% in operating costs in December
2011.

Macao / China
The presence of Millennium bcp in the East goes back to 1993. However, it was only in 2010 that the
existing branch witnessed an activity extension, through the attribution of a full license (onshore) in
Macao, aimed at the establishment of an international platform for business operations between the
strategic triangle of Europe, China and Portuguese-speaking Africa. The cooperation agreements with the
Canton Business Association and Canton Municipal Finance Bureau also contributed to Millennium bcp's
objective to support the economy of Macao and entrepreneurs of this region, with the Bank's
representative office opening in 1998 in Canton (capital of the province of Guangdong, Southern China).
In 2011, the Macao Branch began to offer its Customers operations and services in Renminbis, namely the
purchase and sale of Renminbis against a varied range of currencies, investments in term deposits and
transfers of Renminbis to accounts with other Banks, provided that they were not located in the Popular
Republic of China. Therefore, if a Customer of Millennium bcp, or of any other operation of the Group,
wishes to carry out foreign trade operations in Renminbis with a Chinese company, the Macao Branch is
capable of brokering the operation in coordination with the Chinese company.
The deposit portfolio reached EUR 298.0 million, having grown by 103.4%, while the loan portfolio
decreased by 30.1% to stand at EUR 173.4 million, with the loans-to-deposits ratio standing at 58.2% in
December 2011.
For 2012, and in view of the strategic agenda of Millennium bcp which plans for the strengthening of
commercial relations and deepening of the strategic diamond of Portugal, China, Portuguese-speaking
Africa and Brazil, the Macao Branch has a crucial role to play as an international business centre
supporting both Portuguese companies wishing to develop business in Macao and China, and Chinese
companies developing business in the Portuguese-speaking geographic areas in which Millennium bcp is
present.

Brazil
In September 2011, BCP informed the market on the signing of a partnership agreement with BPA for the
constitution of a bank in Brazil, with a view to exploring opportunities in the Brazilian market, namely in
the areas of corporate finance and trade finance, through partnerships.

International Partnerships
Since 1991, the Group has also developed an internationalisation strategy based on establishing
cooperation agreements with foreign partners. The Group’s current foreign partners are Achmea, Ageas,
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Sonangol and BPA. Some of these partnerships involve, among other things, joint ventures, crossshareholdings and reciprocal board representation.

Sonangol and Banco Privado Atlântico
Sonangol and BPA acquired 47.3% of BMA’s share capital through a capital increase, subscribed by the
acquirers, in cash. BMA acquired 10% of the share capital of BPA. According to the terms of the strategic
partnership celebrated with Sonangol and BPA, BMA continues to be a subsidiary of BCP, but benefiting
from having important minority shareholders, with the corresponding co-operation potential. Sonangol
acquired a 4.98% shareholding in BCP in 2007 and held 11.03% of the Bank on 31 December 2011. In April
2012, the Bank reduced its stake in BMA to 50.1%, following the increase in BMA´s share capital fully
subscribed by Global Pactum - Gestão Ativos (main shareholder of BPA), in line with the partnership
agreement signed with Sonangol and BPA in 2009.

Banco Sabadell
In March 2000, the Bank announced the terms of a strategic partnership agreement with Banco Sabadell
of Spain, seeking the development of joint initiatives in finance-related fields of mutual interest. In the
first half of 2005, an agreement was reached to reinforce the offer of products and services common to
BCP and Banco Sabadell, notably in corporate loans and in innovating services for individuals. As a result
of the agreement, Millennium bcp’s clients can use the retail and corporate networks of Banco Sabadell in
Spain and vice versa for Banco Sabadell’s clients in Portugal. The Bank sold its 2.75% shareholding in
Banco Sabadell to the BCP Pension Fund. On 31 December 2011, Banco Sabadell held 4.14% of BCP share
capital.

Achmea B.V.
In 1991, the Group established strategic partnerships with two significant European insurance groups,
Friends Provident (United Kingdom) and AVCB Avero Centraal Beheer (Netherlands). In 1992, Eureko B.V.
(currently Achmea B.V.) was established as a pan-European insurance group, as a result of the association
between the insurance groups Friends Provident, AVCB Avero Centraal Beheer, Wasa (Sweden) and the
financial group Topanmark (Denmark). In 1993, BCP Group became the fifth partner in this pan-European
strategic insurance alliance, holding approximately 23% of Eureko B.V. share capital. Currently, the
Achmea Group holds, through Achmea B.V., 1.7% of BCP’s share capital and voting rights, while, in turn,
BCP’s Pension Fund holds 2.7% of Achmea’s share capital. F&C, when jointly participated by Achmea B.V.
and by Friends Provident, celebrated a series of agreements concerning asset management, with
Millennium bcp.
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1.1.k. General aspects concerning the financial position, liquidity and commercial gap, asset quality
and risk coverage

Macroeconomic context
The adverse economic environment in Portugal and Greece during 2010 has been reflected in the
expectations of deterioration in profitability and asset quality, which, despite the successful restructuring
of the subsidiary in Poland, has led some rating agencies to review long-term risk ratings assigned to BCP.
Another factor that affects particularly the long-term risk ratings assigned to BCP, along with other
Portuguese banks, relates to the conditions in the wholesale funding market. However, the Bank
strengthened its solvency position by performing liability management operations (conversion of
Perpetual Subordinated Securities with Conditioned Interest into capital, exchange offer of perpetual
debt securities and preference shares into senior debt and at a lower Tier II issue and repurchase of
covered bonds) in order to submit a Core Tier 1 of at least 9.0% at the end 2011. In terms of liquidity,
highlight to the increased pool of assets eligible for discount operations with Central Banks.
The deterioration of the macroeconomic and financial system in 2011, amid worsening and spreading of
the systemic effects of sovereign debt crisis in the euro zone, came to aggravate both the risks presented
to the financial stability at the European level and the challenges facing the national economy and the
Portuguese financial system. Moreover, the PAEF, despite contributing to the mitigation of risks to
financial stability in Portugal, has introduced a new set of challenges to the national financial system,
inseparable from the additional pressures on capital ratios of banks and the deleveraging process required
to the national economy and the banking sector in particular.

Deleveraging and Commercial Gap
In this context, Millennium bcp has placed special emphasis on growth and retention of balance sheet
customer funds, contributing not only to achieve the imperatives of reducing the commercial gap and
deleveraging, but also to the strengthening of stable funding sources, due to the continuing limits in
access to medium and long term operations in the wholesale debt markets.
The loans-to-deposits ratio, calculated according to instruction No. 23/2011 of Banco de Portugal,
decreased from 163.6% in 2010 to 144.8% in 2011. This resulted in the reduction of total assets in 2011 by
5% and loans to customers by 6% compared to 2010, while balance sheet customer funds grew 3% and
customer deposits increased by 4%.

Liquidity management
In the first three months of 2011, the Group partially implemented the defined Liquidity Plan for the
period, despite being faced with the persistent closure of the commercial paper and capital markets,
while remaining active in the money and interbank market, reducing the net exposure to the European
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Central Bank (ECB) and strengthening the pool of eligible collateral, in particular via BII mortgage bonds
amounting to EUR 0.9 billion.
In early April, in response to the emergence of national political crisis and the downgrading in the rating
of the Portuguese Republic and, by contagion, the ratings of Portuguese banks, Millennium bcp undertook
a review of the Liquidity Plan for 2011, giving particular emphasis to the acceleration of deleveraging
goals and strengthening the eligible assets portfolio, which effects were visible during the second
quarter, through, namely, the selective sale of assets, the internalisation of off-balance sheet customer
funds and the incorporation of IRB credits in the eligible asset pool discountable with the ECB.
In the third quarter of 2011, amid worsening tensions related to the sovereign debt crisis in the euro
zone’s peripheral countries, Millennium bcp continued to carry out a proactive liquidity management in
order to ensure the satisfaction of foreseen of short and medium term refinancing needs. Thus two new
Bank bond issues were integrated in the pool of eligible assets, one guaranteed by the Portuguese
Republic amounting to EUR 1.75 billion, and the other by private debt amounting to EUR 500 million.
In the last quarter of 2011, against a severe supply shortage in the interbank money market, the Bank
continued its deleveraging strategy, on one hand based on reducing the commercial gap and, on the other
hand, on the progressive reduction of exposure to Portuguese public debt. In parallel, the Bank reinforced
the portfolio of eligible collateral by issuing bonds guaranteed by the Portuguese Republic, in December
2011, amounting to EUR 1.35 billion.
The rigorous execution of the policy of reducing funding needs resulted in the reduction of the Group's
exposure to the ECB to EUR 12.7 billion at December 31, 2011 (EUR 15.3 billion at the end of September
2011). Moreover, the Bank lengthened the maturity of their borrowings from the ECB, using the first ECB’s
auction with three years term in order to provide liquidity to the banking system of the euro area. On
December 31, 2011, the portfolio of securities eligible for collateral in refinancing operations with central
banks stood at EUR 16.3 billion

Credit quality
The quality of the loan portfolio, assessed by the levels of the default indicators, namely by the
proportion of loans overdue by more than 90 days relative to total loans, stood at 4.5% as at 31 December
2011 (3.0% as at 31 December 2010), reflecting the progressive deterioration of the economic and
financial situation of families and companies, expressed in the growing materialisation of credit risk
throughout 2011, notwithstanding the reinforcement of the risk prevention and control mechanisms and
endeavours of integrated action of the commercial areas in strict coordination with the loan recovery
areas. The ratio for loans overdue by more than 90 days covered by impairments stood at 109.1% as at 31
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December 2011 (109.4% as at the same date of 2010), showing practically stable coverage levels, both in
Portuguese and in international activity.
Non-performing loans which, pursuant to Instruction number 23/2011 of Banco de Portugal, includes loans
overdue by more than 90 days and doubtful debt reclassified as overdue for the effect of provisioning,
accounted for 6.2% of total loans as at 31 December 2011, compared with 4.5% recorded as at the same
date of 2010. In turn, credit at risk, calculated under the terms defined in the said instruction of Banco
de Portugal, stood at 10.1% of total loans as at 31 December 2011.
In terms of overdue loans by more than 90 days, the Bank shows non-performing levels (4.5% of total
loans at the end of 2011) in line with the Portuguese banking system (4.6%). Considering the weight of
each segment, the overdue loans of the Bank were mainly originated by companies segment (53% of total,
excluding construction) on the contrary to the average of the remaining Portuguese banks. In any case,
the above average quality of the loan portfolio in major segments (e.g. Mortgage loans) evidenced the
quality of the Bank’s models for granting, managing, monitoring and recovering loans.
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The main specific factors (unrelated to the conjuncture) of the Bank’s business model that determined
the existence of overdue loans are i) the exposure to companies segment, following the referenced
position in this segment, and ii) the rapid deleveraging process that the Bank has been pursuing in order
to reduce balance sheet.
The exposure to companies segment, and in particular to smaller dimensioned companies, was
determinant to total overdue loans, due to high non-performing levels of this type of clients in the
country’s macroeconomic context. With effect, the Bank, as leader in national SME’s financing – with a
market share of circa 30% in smaller dimensioned companies (loan volume under EUR 200 thousand) - was
highly penalized by its efforts to grant loans to the economy. Nevertheless, the Bank has maintained its
position as a reference Bank in the companies segment of the Portuguese market, holding the highest
market share in the last five years for loans to companies.

Millennium bcp’s deleveraging process, which has been conducted in a rapid and balanced manner,
already allowed a decrease in the commercial gap (loan-to-deposits ratio, calculated in accordance with
Instruction 23/2011 of Banco de Portugal) from 163.6% in 2010 to 144.8% in 2011. This process is based on
the combination of increasing customers’ deposits and decreasing loan granting, with preponderance of
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the latter. With effect, de reduction of the loan portfolio – achieved by slowing down new loans
production and gradual amortization of the existing portfolio – stressed the overdue loans weight on the
total loans portfolio, due to the reduction of the exposure to higher quality credit.
Notwithstanding the quality of the models for granting, managing, monitoring and recovering loans, and
despite the repricing efforts and reinforcement of the structure allocated to overdue loans recovery, the
Bank identified and currently applied a set of initiatives aiming to increase efficiency in loan recovery,
namely reinforcing prevention mechanisms, involving commercial areas, presenting new tools and
defining a clear incentives system. These initiatives will allow support to the national economy, through
loan granting to companies, and in particular to SMEs in transactional goods sectors, which remains a
fundamental vector in Millennium bcp’s strategy.

Main indicators
In accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”), the Group had at 31 December
2011, total assets of EUR 93,482 million and total customer funds in the sum of EUR 65,530 million. Loans
to customers (gross) amounted to EUR 71,533 million. The consolidated solvency ratio, calculated in
accordance with Banco de Portugal rules stood at 9.5% (Core Tier I at 9.3%).
As at 31 December 2011, the business in Portugal accounted for 76% of total assets, 76% of gross loans to
customers and 68% of total customers’ deposits. International operations accounted for 49% of the
Group’s 1,722 branches and 54% of 21,508 employees. Net income from international operations should
record an increasing importance in the Group's results in the coming years. Should be highlighted the
growing size of the Bank Millennium in Poland operation, with 451 branches and market share of circa
4.9% in deposits and 5.0% in loans to customers (as at December 2011, based on data from the Poland
Banking Association), the leadership of Millennium bim in the Mozambican market (as at December 2011:
35.9% in loans to customers and 33.7% in deposits, based on data from the Bank of Mozambique), and t
continuation of the BMA’s expansion plan, increasing its distribution network to 61 branches in December
2011, with market share of circa 2.8% in deposits and 3.0% in loans to customers (November 2011, based
on the data released by National Bank of Angola).
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1.2 Consolidated and individual financial data

1.2.1 Consolidated financial data
Qualitative analysis on the consolidated financial information for the years ended 31 December 2009,
2010 and 2011 was based in the reporting models of the funding and capital plan (FCP), prepared in
accordance with the principles and requirements of information (Explanatory Notes) established by the
Banco de Portugal.

1.2.1.1 Consolidated balance sheet analysis

A. Credit to customers
Credit to customers for the years of 2009, 2010 and 2011, detailed by the main funding and Capital Plan
line items, is presented in the following table.

Credit to customers

Credit to customers residents
Credits to the Government
Central government (excluding SOEs)
Regional and Local governments
SOEs
Credits to the private sector
Households - housing
Households - consumption
Households - other purpuses
Non-financial corporations (excluding SOEs)
SOEs
Other financial corporations
Credit to customers non-residents
of which, domiciled in Portugal
Other
Total credit to customers

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010
-2.9%
-6.7%
-53.4%
-86.8%
87.6%
-5.7%
234.3%
-67.4%
-4.9%
-5.2%
4.1%
-3.8%
-6.4%
-19.3%
-13.2%
-21.6%
-12.4%
-5.7%
56.4%
-10.6%
-2.2%
3.8%
-5.1%
-4.7%
-12.2%
-21.7%
-24.3%
-1.1%
-6.2%

2009
56,214
501
27
266
207
55,714
20,785
1,882
2,487
29,337
0
1,223
21,054
4,111
58
77,326

2010
54,575
1,617
425
500
692
52,958
21,642
1,761
2,158
25,692
612
1,093
21,855
3,919
45
76,475

2011
50,944
753
56
471
226
50,191
20,826
1,422
1,693
24,224
958
1,069
20,745
3,441
34
71,723

60,383

58,540

54,418

-3.1%

-7.0%

16,942

17,936

17,304

5.9%

-3.5%

Per memory:
Activity in Portugal (1)
International activity

(2)

(1) Credit to customers residents, credit to customers non-residents domiciled in Portugal and other.
(2) Credit to customers non-residents excluding credit domiciled in Portugal.
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Credit to customers (summary)

Residents
Government
Private sector
Households
Corporations
Non-residents
Other

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010
-2.9%
-6.7%
222.9%
-53.4%
-4.9%
-5.2%
1.6%
-6.3%
-10.3%
-4.2%
3.8%
-5.1%
-21.7%
-24.3%
-1.1%
-6.2%

2009
56,214
501
55,714
25,154
30,560
21,054
58
77,326

2010
54,575
1,617
52,958
25,561
27,398
21,855
45
76,475

2011
50,944
753
50,191
23,940
26,250
20,745
34
71,723

60,383

58,540

54,418

-3.1%

-7.0%

16,942

17,936

17,304

5.9%

-3.5%

Per memory:
Activity in Portugal (1)
International activity

(2)

(1) Credit to customers residents, credit to customers non-residents domiciled in Portugal and other.
(2) Credit to customers non-residents excluding credit domiciled in Portugal.

2011 compared to 2010
The unfavourable circumstances and strengthening of the regulatory requirements have led to greater
selectivity in credit concession to customers, aimed at pursuing the objectives of reduction of the
commercial gap and progressive deleveraging over the next few years. Millennium bcp has sought to
adjust its value proposition to meeting the funding needs of customers in this new context, especially of
companies in the tradable sectors, namely through the offer of innovative solutions for treasury
management and export support, assistance regarding access to the available institutional credit lines, as
well as added value services, in particular in the specialised credit area, supporting the business
development of company customers.
Credit to customers reduced 6.2%, to EUR 71,723 million as at 31 December 2011, from EUR 76,475
million posted as at 31 December 2010. This evolution was determined fundamentally by the retraction in
the activity in Portugal (-7.0%), simultaneously with the decrease recorded in the international activity
from the end of 2010, despite the sustained increases in the credit portfolios of Millennium bim and
Banco Millennium Angola, albeit still showing relatively modest volumes, but indicating the receptivity of
the innovative value propositions offered by the Group in these markets which promise high potential
growth.
In the activity in Portugal, credit to customers was influenced by the performance of resident customers,
which reduced 6.7% to EUR 50,944 million as at 31 December 2011, from EUR 54,575 million as at 31
December 2010, as well as by the performance of credit to customers non-residents, which decreased
12.2% to EUR 3,441 million as at 31 December 2011, compared to EUR 3,919 million as at 31 December
2010.
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The behaviour of credit to customers was mostly influenced by the decrease in credit to the private
sector (-5.2%), in particular credit granted to households (-6.3%) and also to corporations (-4,2%),
reflecting, on the one hand, the impact of the gradual deleveraging efforts in progress through, namely,
the sale of specific loans, and, on the other hand, the deterioration of the confidence of companies and
families expressed in the contraction of investment in durable goods and consequent decreased demand
for funding.
Indeed, the slowdown in credit concession to individuals in 2011 resulted both from the lower demand for
consumer credit and mortgage loans, due to the negative appraisal of the future evolution of disposable
family income, and from the higher selectivity and requirements tied to the loans upon concession,
namely the lower values of loans relative to the real value of the housing (guarantee), while the
retraction in loans to companies continued to take place, essentially, in the activity sectors that are
traditionally more dependent on the evolution of internal demand, such as services, commerce and
construction.
Between 31 December 2010 and 31 December 2011, the structure of the credit portfolio maintained
identical patterns of diversification, with credit to resident customers representing 71% of total credit
granted, while credit to residents corporations represented 37% of the portfolio of credit to customers
and credit to residents households represented 33% of the credit to customers portfolio.
Loans to residents households stood at EUR 23,940 million at 31 December 2011, having decreased by
6.3% relative to the EUR 25,561 million recorded at the end of 2010, determined by the reduction of both
consumption credit and housing loans, although with a preponderance in volume of housing loans, which
represented 87% of loans to households, reaching a total of EUR 20,826 million as at 31 December 2011.
Consumption credit to residents stood at EUR 1,422 million as at 31 December 2011, compared with the
EUR 1,761 million at the end of 2010, preserving, however, its relative weight (2%) in the structure of the
portfolio of credit granted to customers.
Loans to resident corporations on the private sector stood at EUR 26,250 million as at 31 December 2011,
compared with EUR 27,398 million as at the same date of 2010. The trend of slowdown in loan concession
to companies was exacerbated during 2011 by the effect of the beginning of the process of deleveraging
of the national economy, both through the adjustment of company balance sheets and reduction of
banking indebtedness levels in order to achieve more stable funding structures, and through the greater
limitation of bank access to funding in financial markets and consequent greater selectivity in loan
concession, although Millennium bcp has continued to support company customers with business and
investment plans that are sustainable in the long term.
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In this context, particular reference should be made to the support offered to exporting companies and
companies with internationalisation strategies, as well as the support to enterprising businesses and
initiatives and the participation in the credit lines to Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME), namely
under the protocols signed with IAPMEI and PME Investimentos, especially in the PME Investe/QREN and
Export Investe programmes.

2010 compared to 2009
In a particularly difficult context for financial intermediation activities, as previously mentioned,
Millennium bcp adapted its credit concession policy to the mentioned objective of strict control of the
evolution of the commercial gap, reformulating the offer of financing solutions to companies and
individuals, adjusting partially the price to the associated cost of funding, offsetting the risk via the
reinforcement of the levels of collateralisation and promoting the identification of new business
opportunities.
Credit to customers reached EUR 76,475 million as at 31 December 2010, a slight contraction relative to
EUR 77,326 million on 31 December 2009.
The evolution of the credit to customers portfolio was essentially influenced by the activity in Portugal
which registered a decrease of 3.1%, while the international activity evolved positively, registering an
increase of 5.9% from the end of 2009, driven by the good performances of the subsidiaries in Poland, in
Mozambique and in Angola, supported in these markets by the placing of innovative financing solutions
adapted to customer needs and profiles.
In the activity in Portugal, credit to customers totalled EUR 58,540 million as at 31 December 2010, which
compares with EUR 60,383 million on 31 December 2009.
The performance of credit to resident customers was mostly restrained by credit to the private sector (4.9%). Credit to corporations totalled EUR 27,398 million as at 31 December 2010 (-10.3%) and credit to
households stood at EUR 25,561 million as at 31 December 2010, an increase of 1.6%, sustained by the
growth of 4.1% in housing credit.
The lower volume of customer loans granted, relative to the end of 2009, also reflects the impact of the
climate of strong uncertainty on the postponement of investment decisions, including the deleveraging of
companies, and on the lower use of consumer credit by families, despite the persistent low interest rate
levels, partly explained by the demobilisation and use of savings. In fact, the growth path of credit
granted to individual customers, in 2010, was attenuated by a more selective acquisition of durable
goods, while in corporate loans the contraction in the volumes of credit granted had a greater impact on
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the activity sectors more exposed to changes in the economic cycle, such as commerce, services and
construction.
Between 31 December 2009 and 31 December 2010, the structure of the loan portfolio registered
identical levels of diversification, with credit to resident corporations maintaining the position as the
dominant component of the portfolio of credit to customers, with 36% weight of the portfolio, while loans
to residents households represented 33% of total credit to customers.
The evolution of credit to resident customers essentially reflected the growth of 1.6% of credit to
households that reached EUR 25,561 million as at 31 December 2010, relative to EUR 25,154 million at the
end of 2009, mainly underpinned by housing loans that increased 4.1% to EUR 21,642 million as at 31
December 2010.
Consumer credit to resident customers reached EUR 1,761 million as at 31 December 2010, compared to
EUR 1,882 million as at 31 December 2009, representing 2% of the total portfolio of credit to customers.
Loans to resident corporations totalled EUR 27,398 million as at 31 December 2010, compared to EUR
30,560 million on the same date in 2009, maintaining itself as the main component of the loan portfolio.
The slowdown in loans to companies, initiated in 2009, resulted in part from the effects of the
deterioration of the economic and financial environment in 2010, namely the retraction of private
investment, in combination with greater selectivity in credit concession, despite the reinforcement of
credit lines to SMEs and the support to businesses and entrepreneurial initiatives, namely within the
scope of protocols celebrated with IAPMEI, PME Investimentos and Mutual Guarantee Companies.

B. Impairment on credit and other (Balance sheet)
Impairment on credit and other (balance sheet) for the years of 2009, 2010 and 2011, detailed by the
main funding and Capital Plan line items, are presented in the following table.

Impairment (balance sheet)
2009

2010

2011

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010

Impairment on credit
Residents
Non-residents
Total impairment on credit

1,613
544
2,157

1,833
673
2,506

2,716
772
3,488

13.6%
23.7%
16.2%

48.1%
14.8%
39.2%

Securities impairment
Goodwill impairment (Greece)
Other assets impairment
Total impairment

62
0
186
2,405

57
147
228
2,938

600
294
297
4,679

-7.1%
22.5%
22.2%

946.2%
100.0%
30.6%
59.3%
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The global amount of impairment accounted in the balance sheet totalled EUR 4,679 million as 31
December 2011, showing an increase of 59.3% from EUR 2,938 million as at 31 December 2010 (EUR 2,405
million at the end of 2009).
The evolution in the balance of impairment between 2010 and 2011 was restrained by the following
exceptional factors occurred in 2011: (i) reinforcement of impairment charges in the amount of EUR 381.0
million, as a result of the Special Inspections Programme, which corresponds to 0.7% of the total credits
analysed and to 16.0% of total impairment of the portfolio within the analyse; (ii) recognition of
impairment losses associated with Greek sovereign debt in the amount of EUR 533.5 million; (iii)
accounting of impairment losses relative to the remaining goodwill of Millennium bank in Greece in the
amount of EUR 147.1 million, to be added to the same amount recognised in 2010.
In addition to the factors mentioned, added that the impairments observed a significant increase in
Portugal and Greece, in macroeconomic and financial adverse context with impact on the deterioration of
the financial situation of households and corporations, which was reflected in the behaviour of portfolio
of credit with impairment signals, despite the implementation of initiatives by the Group in order to
mitigate the increase in the non-performing levels.
The balance of impairment for other assets include, in particular, the impairment charges for repossessed
assets in the activity in Portugal which, under the regular process of revaluation of these assets,
presented a decrease of their respective market value over the last three years and led to the
reinforcement of provisions charges, together with the impairment/provision charges associated to other
commitments.

C. Total customer funds
Total customer funds for the years of 2009, 2010 and 2011, detailed by the main funding and Capital Plan
line items, is presented in the following table.
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Customer deposits

Deposits from customers residents
Deposits from the Government
Central government (excluding SOEs)
Regional and Local governments
SOEs
Deposits from the private sector
Households
Non-financial corporations (excluding SOEs)
SOEs
Other financial corporations
Deposits from customers non-residents
of which, domiciled in Portugal
Total deposits

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010
-2.3%
9.2%
28.9%
152.3%
31.9%
168.3%
-24.1%
54.1%
-82.6%
-3.5%
1.5%
-5.0%
6.1%
15.8%
5.6%
-28.9%
-33.7%
-26.1%
0.3%
-3.1%
-10.0%
-18.5%
-1.3%
4.2%

2009
27,516
1,062
933
121
7
26,455
17,031
5,046
0
4,378
18,284
3,541
45,800

2010
26,888
1,368
1,230
92
46
25,520
16,176
5,845
595
2,904
18,332
3,188
45,220

2011
29,356
3,451
3,301
142
8
25,905
17,159
6,175
423
2,147
17,762
2,597
47,118

31,057

30,076

31,953

-3.2%

6.2%

14,743

15,144

15,165

2.7%

0.1%

Per memory:
Activity in Portugal (1)
International activity

(2)

(1) Deposits from customers residents and deposits from customers non-residents domicilied in Portugal.
(2) Deposits from customers non-residents excluding domicilied in Portugal.

Total customer funds
2009
Deposits
Residents
Government
Private sector
Households
Corporations
Non-residents
Debt securities issued placed with retail customers
Balance sheet customer funds
Mutual funds
Insurance
Off-balance sheet customer funds
Total customer funds

2010

2011

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010

27,516
1,062
26,455
17,031
9,424
18,284
45,800
4,686
50,486
4,959
11,122
16,081
66,567

26,888
1,368
25,520
16,176
9,344
18,332
45,220
5,733
50,953
4,459
11,795
16,254
67,207

29,356
3,451
25,905
17,159
8,745
17,762
47,118
5,544
52,662
3,739
8,731
12,470
65,132

-2.3%
28.9%
-3.5%
-5.0%
-0.8%
0.3%
-1.3%
22.3%
0.9%
-10.1%
6.0%
1.1%
1.0%

9.2%
152.3%
1.5%
6.1%
-6.4%
-3.1%
4.2%
-3.3%
3.4%
-16.2%
-26.0%
-23.3%
-3.1%

31,057

30,076

31,953

-3.2%

6.2%

14,743

15,144

15,165

2.7%

0.1%

Per memory:
Deposits from the activity in Portugal (1)
Deposits from the international activity

(2)

(1) Deposits from customers residents and deposits from customers non-residents domicilied in Portugal.
(2) Deposits from customers non-residents excluding domicilied in Portugal.

2011 compared to 2010
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The focus on growth and the retention of balance sheet customer funds became especially important
during 2011, contributing not only to the materialisation of the imperatives of reduction of the
commercial gap and deleveraging regarding customer funds, but also to the strengthening of the Group's
sources of stable funding, in view of the persistent limitation of access to medium and long term
transactions in wholesale funding markets. In this context, Millennium bcp strengthened the offer of
solutions concerning programmed small savings and low risk investment with attractive yields, especially
targeting individual customers but also adjusted to companies, so as to ensure both the expansion of its
customer base and internalisation in the balance sheet of the portfolio of off-balance-sheet funds at the
time of their maturity and redemption, through the offer of attractive financial investments, preferably
term deposits and structured products, in a context of heavy competitive intensification.
Total customer funds reached EUR 65,132 million as at 31 December 2011, relative to the EUR 67,207
million recorded as at the same date of 2010. This evolution was determined by the behaviour of the
assets under management and capitalisation products, in spite of the 3.4% increase in balance sheet
customer funds.
Balance sheet customer funds increased by 3.4%, reaching a total of EUR 52,662 million as at 31
December 2011, relative to the EUR 50,953 million at the end of 2010, especially reflecting the growth of
customer deposits (+4.2%), materialising the focus on the attraction and retention of balance sheet funds,
aimed at reducing the commercial gap and, at the same time, increasing the funding of loans to
customers using deposits, by boosting the marketing of long term deposits offering attractive yields and
adapted to customer needs, notwithstanding the placement of other savings products which might
strengthen customer funds of a stable character. Customer deposits grew by 4.2%, reaching EUR 47,118
million as at 31 December 2011, relative to the EUR 45,220 million as at the same date of 2010, driven by
the activity in Portugal which increased by 6.2% and, regarding the international activity, by the
performance of Millennium bim in Mozambique and Banco Millennium Angola.
Debt securities owed to customers amounted to EUR 5,544 million at the end of 2011, compared with EUR
5,773 million as at 31 December 2010, reflecting a relative contraction in the placement of structured
products, albeit indicating a preference for longer term investments, under the commercial effort
directed towards the attraction of stable customer funds.
Off-balance sheet customer funds stood at EUR 12,470 million as at 31 December 2011, compared with
the EUR 16,254 million recorded as at the same date of 2010. This evolution was determined by the
unfavourable performance of both the assets under management and capitalisation products during 2011,
indicating, on the one hand, the uncertainty and volatility of the capital markets with impact on the
depreciation of the asset portfolios as well as on the redirecting of savings to assets not subject to
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market fluctuations and of lower risk, and, on the other hand, the focus referred to above on the
attraction of balance sheet customer funds.
The assets under management stood at EUR 3,739 million as at 31 December 2011 (EUR 4,459 million at
the end of 2010), reflecting the persistent instability and volatility of the capital markets, with strong
impact on the asset management industry. This evolution was driven by the performance of both the
activity in Portugal, in spite of the commercial involvement of the Bank's networks in the placement of
investment funds and fostering of options targeting the investment of small savings, of low risk and aimed
at customers with a conservative profile, such as the Special Investment Fund (FEI) and Millennium Extra
Treasury III, and the international activity, concerning Millennium bank in Greece and Bank Millennium in
Poland.
The capitalisation products stood at EUR 8,731 million as at 31 December 2011 (EUR 11,795 million at the
end of 2010), evidencing the divestment of unit linked capitalisation products and the lower
attractiveness and demand for products which traditionally received tax benefits, in particular the
retirement saving plans.
In the activity in Portugal, deposits from customer stood at EUR 31,953 million at 31 December 2011,
showing an increase of 6.2%, compared with the EUR 30,076 million as at 31 December 2010. The increase
in deposits from customers in the activity in Portugal was favourable influenced by deposits from resident
customers (+9.2%), in particular deposits from the Government and from the private sector, despite the
reduction in deposits from corporations of the private sector.
In terms of structure, deposits from resident customers of the private sector continued to be the main
component of deposits from customers, representing 81% of total deposits from customers in Portugal as
at 31 December 2011 (85% as at 31 December 2010).

2010 compared to 2009
The growth of customer funds in 2010 continued to be one of the priority objectives of Millennium bcp,
acquiring an even greater importance given the more restrictive financing conditions in interbank
markets, with the Group having focused on the innovation and excellence of customer service as
distinctive and promotional factors of the commercial capabilities of the distribution networks both in
Portugal and internationally. To this end, the focus of commercial policy centred on the reinforcement of
the offer of adequate solutions and products for the financial needs of customers in the savings and
investment components, in accordance with liquidity needs and the risk profiles of customers.
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Total customer funds reached EUR 67,207 million as at 31 December 2010, increasing 1.0% relative to EUR
66,567 million on the same date in 2009, despite the decrease in assets under management, benefitting
from the increase in balance sheet customer funds (+0.9%) and capitalisation products (+6.0%).
Balance sheet customer funds totalled EUR 50,953 million as at 31 December 2010, compared to EUR
50,486 million at the end of 2009, reflecting the increase of debt securities issued placed with retail
customers (+22.3%), materialising the focus on the attraction of medium and long term balance sheet
customer funds, with the objective of reducing the commercial gap, through the provision of products
with attractive returns and adapted to customers' savings levels.
Customer deposits totalled EUR 45,220 million as at 31 December 2010 (EUR 45,800 million at the same
date of 2009), conditioned by the activity in Portugal, which decreased 3.2%, partly offset by the 2.7%
increase in the international activity, to which contributed the performances of Millennium bim in
Mozambique, Banco Millennium Angola and Bank Millennium in Poland, in particular. Debt securities
issued placed with retail customers totalled EUR 5,733 million at the end of 2010, compared with EUR
4,686 million as at 31 December 2009.
Off balance sheet customer funds grew 1.1% to EUR 16,254 million as at 31 December 2010 (EUR 16,081
million registered on the same date of 2009). The favourable evolution of off balance sheet customer
funds since 2009 has been important for the increase in total customer funds, although assets under
management registered a contraction of 10.1% relative to 31 December 2009, having been driven in
particular by capitalisation products which posted a positive performance (+6.0%). The maintenance of
interest rates at historical low levels, although having increased in the last quarter of 2010, gave rise to a
growing preference from customers for alternative financial solutions, characterised by attractive returns
and low risk, in particular capitalisation products.
Assets under management decreased from EUR 4,959 million as at 31 December 2009 to EUR 4,459 million
at the end of 2010, influenced by the instability and volatility of financial and capital markets and the
consequent negative impact on customers' investment options for products and solutions with a greater
exposure to risk. This evolution was determined by the performance of the activity in Portugal and the
international activity, namely of Millennium bank in Greece, despite the positive behaviour of Bank
Millennium in Poland.
The capitalisation products registered an increase of 6.0%, totalling EUR 11,795 million as at 31 December
2010, relative to EUR 11,122 million at the end of 2009, driven by a diversified and attractive offer of
products providing tax benefits, in particular retirement savings plans, benefiting from the performance
of the activity in Portugal, with emphasis on Retail and Private Banking.
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In the activity in Portugal, deposits from customer stood at EUR 30,076 million as at 31 December 2010,
showing an increase of 3.2%, compared with EUR 31,057 million as at 31 December 2009. The
performance of deposits from customers in the activity in Portugal was influenced by deposits from
resident customers (-2.3%), in particular deposits from households.

Deposits from customers maintained a similar structure, between 31 December 2009 and 31 December
2010, with deposits from resident customers of the private sector continued to be the main component of
deposits from customers, representing 85% of total deposits from customers in Portugal on both dates.

D. Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, available-for-sale and held to maturity
The portfolio of debt securities held, in particular financial assets at fair value through profit or loss,
available-for-sale and held to maturity, for the years of 2009, 2010 and 2011, detailed by the main
funding and Capital Plan line items, is presented in the following table.

Debt securities held
2009
Amount % of total

2010
Amount % of total

2011
Amount % of total

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010

By issuer
Portuguese Government
Central government bonds
Central government T-bills
Regional and Local governments
SOEs
Resident private sector
Non-financial corporations (excluding SOEs)
SOEs
Other credit institutions
Other financial corporations
Non-residents
Total

537
406
130
–
0
1,352
573
505
274
–
4,276
6,165

8.7%
6.6%
2.1%
0.0%
21.9%
9.3%
8.2%
4.4%
69.4%
100.0%

5,726
3,027
2,699
–
0
2,142
550
1,009
583
–
5,224
13,091

43.7%
23.1%
20.6%
0.0%
16.4%
4.2%
7.7%
4.5%
39.9%
100.0%

4,676
3,014
1,662
–
0
2,098
701
934
463
–
4,159
10,933

42.8%
27.6%
15.2%
0.0%
19.2%
6.4%
8.5%
4.2%
38.0%
100.0%

58.3%
-4.0%
99.6%
112.6%
22.2%
112.3%

-18.3%
-0.4%
-38.4%
-2.0%
27.5%
-7.4%
-20.6%
-20.4%
-16.5%

By type
Classified as Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Classified as Available-for-sale financial assets
Classified as Held to maturity
Total

2,171
1,994
1,999
6,165

35.2%
32.4%
32.4%
100.0%

4,008
2,405
6,678
13,091

30.6%
18.4%
51.0%
100.0%

796
4,514
5,623
10,933

7.3%
41.3%
51.4%
100.0%

84.6%
20.6%
112.3%

-80.1%
87.7%
-15.8%
-16.5%

2011 compared to 2010
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, available-for-sale financial assets and financial assets
held to maturity totalled EUR 10,933 million as at 31 December 2011, which compares with EUR 13,091
million as at 31 December 2010. This performance reflects the progressive reduction of the exposure to
Portuguese public debt, in particular in the second half of the year, incident on Treasury Bills and other
securities, as well as the lower exposure to Polish public debt.

2010 compared to 2009
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Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss, available-for-sale financial assets and financial assets
held to maturity increased to EUR 13,091 million as at 31 December 2010 (EUR 6,165 million on the same
date in 2009). This evolution was essentially determined by the increase of financial assets held to
maturity and financial assets held for trading, in particular of sovereign debt securities and bonds of
national public issuers, within the framework of the strategic option to invest in financial assets with the
aim of reinforcing the portfolio of securities eligible for collateral in possible refinancing operations with
Central Banks, in particular the European Central Bank.

E. Contingent liabilities
The Group regularly assess of major contingencies, accounting the estimated amount for each of the
contingencies identified, assessed according to the probability of default. These amounts were duly
accounted for in the financial statements of 2009, 2010 and 2011 under provisions.

1.2.1.2. Consolidated Income Statement Analysis
An income statement summary for the years 2009, 2010 and 2011, with a breakdown for the main items
of “Funding and Capital Plan” is presented above.

Income statement (summary)
Consolidated

Net interest income
Other net income
Net operating revenues
Staff costs
General administrative costs
Depreciation and amortisation
Operating costs
Operational results
Impairment and provisions
Results before taxes and non-controlling interests
Income tax
Results before non-controlling interests
Non-controlling interests
Net income

2009
1,327.2
1,206.4
2,533.6
864.4
585.8
104.4
1,554.6
978.9
686.5
292.4
43.6
248.8
23.6
225.2

2010
1,511.6
1,400.4
2,912.1
890.8
616.8
108.1
1,615.7
1,296.4
941.2
355.2
-5.7
360.9
59.2
301.6

2011
1,573.6
1,004.9
2,578.5
951.9
598.6
95.4
1,645.9
932.6
2,156.9
-1,224.3
-461.0
-763.3
85.3
-848.6

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010
13.9%
4.1%
16.1%
-28.2%
14.9%
-11.5%
3.0%
6.9%
5.3%
-3.0%
3.6%
-11.7%
3.9%
1.9%
32.4%
-28.1%
37.1%
129.2%
21.5%

33.9%

Note: The amounts in the 2010 financial statements were not restated.

A. Net Income

2011 compared to 2010
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The net income of Millennium bcp was negative by EUR 848.6 million in 2011, compared with the profit of
EUR 301.6 million in 2010, influenced by exceptional negative factors related to the reinforcement of
loan impairment charges, the recognition of impairment relative to the goodwill of Millennium bank in
Greece, the increase of impairment charges for other financial assets, highlighting the Greek sovereign
debt securities, the effect of the partial transfer of the liabilities related to pensions for retired
employees and pensioners to the General Social Security Scheme and the mark-to-market of Portuguese
sovereign debt. These exceptional factors fundamentally reflect the persistence of an adverse national
and international macroeconomic context, added to the intensification of the tensions related to
sovereign debt in the Euro area and the increased uncertainty in international financial markets.
Net income for 2011 includes the impact of the reinforcement of loan impairment charges following the
Special Inspections Programme, carried out under the Economic Adjustment Programme established with
the Portuguese authorities and applied to the largest Portuguese banking groups, of EUR 270.5 million net
of tax, the recognition of impairment relative to the remaining goodwill of Millennium bank in Greece of
EUR 147.1 million (the same amount as posted in 2010), the accounting recognition of impairment losses
of Greek sovereign debt securities in the amount of EUR 408.9 million net of tax, and the recording under
staff costs of the costs associated to the partial transfer of the liabilities related to pensions for retired
employees and pensioners to Social Security of EUR 117.0 million net of tax.
Furthermore, the net income for 2011 also reflects the recording of losses associated to Portuguese
sovereign debt securities of EUR 90.9 million net of tax (EUR 13.2 million net of tax in 2010), the
cancelation of provisions related to the pension fund of former members of the Executive Board of
Directors, in the first quarter, and of employees relative to the complementary plan of EUR 31.4 million
net of tax and the cost related to early retirements of EUR 8.7 million net of tax (EUR 7.7 million net of
tax in 2010). In 2010, the net income also incorporated the recording of the gain obtained from the sale
of the shareholding in Eureko, B.V. of EUR 65.2 million.
Nevertheless, the consolidated net income was favourably influenced by the increased net interest
income, as well as by the reduction of general administrative costs, benefiting from the savings achieved
in most line items, and by the lower level of depreciation and amortization costs.
The evolution of profitability on a consolidated basis was determined by the performance in the activity
in Portugal, since the international activity recorded an increase in net income, benefiting from the
higher net income reached by all foreign operations, highlighting the performance of Bank Millennium in
Poland, of Millennium bim in Mozambique and of Banco Millennium in Angola.
The net income of the activity in Portugal was negative of EUR 971.3 million in 2011, compared with
positive net income of 249.8 million in 2010, having been constrained by the exceptionally negative
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factors noted above, which were attenuated by the increase in net interest income, benefiting from the
adjustment of the loan spreads to customer risk profiles, by the reduction of general administrative costs,
reflecting the initiatives which were implemented aimed at strict cost control relative to external
supplies and services, and by the lower level of depreciation costs, in particular equipment and buildings.

2010 compared to 2009
Consolidated net income for 2010 stood at EUR 301.6 million in 2010 compared with EUR 225.2 million in
2009, supported on the performance by both the activity in Portugal and the international activity,
benefiting from the performances of the subsidiaries companies in Poland, in Angola and in Mozambique.
Net income for 2010 include the impairment charges related to the revaluation of goodwill of Millennium
Bank in Greece totalling EUR 147.1 million, the gain from the sale of the shares in Eureko, BV totalling
EUR 65.2 million and the costs related to the early retirement of employees totalling EUR 7.7 million net
of tax. By turn, net income for 2009 includes the capital gains associated with Banco Millennium Angola’s
rights issue and share capital increase totalling EUR 21.2 million, the gains from the sale of assets
totalling EUR 57.2 million and the costs related to the early retirement of employees totalling EUR 2.9
million net of tax.
The increase in net income between 2010 and 2011 resulted primarily from an increase in net operating
revenues, in particular in net interest income, net commissions and net trading income, partially offset
by an increase in loan impairment charges (net of recoveries) and other impairment and provision
charges, as well as an increase in operating costs. Income tax resulted in a benefit of EUR 5.7 million in
2010, reflecting primarily the effect of an increase in deferred tax income resulting from a change in the
nominal tax rate in 2010, partially compensated by the current tax income costs.
The net income of the activity in Portugal stood at EUR 249.8 million in 2010, compared with EUR 213.8
million in 2009, showing the increase of net operating revenues, supported in the net interest income, in
net commissions, in results of financial operations and by higher income from capital instruments levels.
Net income was also influenced by the operating costs control, reflecting the decrease of depreciation
and amortisation and of staff costs, despite the increase of general administrative costs, in pair with the
reinforcement of the impairment charges (net of recoveries) and the booking of impairment charges for
goodwill related to the Greek Group’s subsidiary.

B. Net Operating Revenue
B.1. Net Interest Income

2011 compared to 2010
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Consolidated net interest income increased by 4.1%, reaching a total of EUR 1,573.6 million in 2011, from
EUR 1,511.6 million recorded in 2010, supported by both the favourable business volume and interest rate
effects, benefiting both from the positive performances of the activity in Portugal as well as of the
international activity.
The positive business volume effect benefited both from the increase in the balance of financial assets,
despite the lower volume of loans to customers, arising from the decreased demand and higher selectivity
in credit concession, and from the contraction in debt issued and financial liabilities, notwithstanding the
growth in the balance of customer deposits, associated to the efforts dedicated to further increase
balance sheet customer funds amongst the customer base, under the deleveraging process and
strengthening of stable funding in the funding structure.
The favourable interest rate effect benefited above all from the performance shown by the customer loan
portfolio, based on the pursuit of initiatives focused on the adjustment of the price to the cost of the risk
of the operations contracted with customers, and also, although at a lesser scale, from the positive effect
related to the financial assets portfolio, despite the higher remuneration of customer deposits and the
increase in interest rates of debt securities issued and financial liabilities, following the trend of market
reference interest rates throughout 2011.
In the international activity, the increase in net interest income was driven by the favourable interest
rate effect combined with the overall positive business volume effect, reflecting the positive evolution of
business with customers, boosted by the pricing policies adapted to each geographical area and by the
growth in the business volumes. The higher net interest income benefited from the activity developed by
most of the international operations, in particular the subsidiaries in Poland, Mozambique and Angola.
The net interest income of the activity in Portugal increased by 1.9% to EUR 1,002.0 million compared to
EUR 983.5 million in 2010, benefiting of the impact generated by operations with customers, in particular
through the favourable interest rate effect, supported by the adjustment of loan spreads to customer risk
profiles, in a context of limitation of access to the interbank and wholesale funding markets and higher
funding costs, despite the growth in the remuneration of term deposits, consistent with the initiatives
implemented with a view to the retention and further increase of balance sheet customer funds amongst
the customer base in a context of particularly strong competitive intensification. Moreover, the net
interest income in Portugal was boosted by the positive volume effect, caused by the increase in business
volumes associated to transactions with financial instruments, both through the higher average balance of
financial assets and via the reduction of liabilities represented by securities, reflecting the constraints in
bond markets.

2010 compared to 2009
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Net interest income increased 13.9% to EUR 1,511.6 million in 2010 from EUR 1,327.2 million in 2009. The
increase in net interest income was boosted both by the volume and interest rates effects, and reflects,
simultaneously, the positive performances of the both Portugal and international activities.
The evolution of net interest income reflects the increase of business volume and of the Bank’s portfolio
of financial assets as well as the effect of a gradual interest rate increase beginning in the second half of
2010 resulting in a gap between the average interest rate applicable to interest earning asset and the
average interest rate applicable to interest bearing liabilities.
In the international activity the increase of net interest income was boosted by the favourable interest
rate effect, highlighting the Polish operation which pursues the adjustment effort focused on spread term
deposits join with positive business volume effect both of loans and advances to customers and of
customer funds. The increase in net interest income was supported by the performances of Bank
Millennium in Poland, Banco Millennium Angola, Millennium bim in Mozambique and Banca Millennium in
Romania, all contributed to the overall increase in consolidated net interest income.
Net interest income in Portugal stood at EUR 983.5 million, compared to EUR 915.9 million in 2009. The
increase in net interest income in Portugal was primarily due to increased volumes, despite the Bank
experiencing increased competition and an adverse economic environment in Portugal, partially offset by
an unfavourable interest rate effect on loans and advances to customers caused in part by a time lag in
market rate fluctuations on interest rates applicable to the Bank’s customers. The effect of interest rates
on the Bank’s net interest income in Portugal benefited from the cost control of customers deposits and
the revised loan spreads across all of its businesses in order to reflect the increase in financing costs
resulting from the instability in debt and inter-bank markets and from the increased restrictions on access
to alternative funding sources.

B.2. Other net income
Other net income includes income from capital instruments, income from services and commissions,
results of financial operations, other operating profit and loss and equity appropriation of income from
associates and joint ventures (equity method).

Other net income
Consolidated
2009
Income from capital instruments
Income from services and commissions
Results of financial operations
Other operating profit and loss
Appropriation of income from associates and joint ventures (equity method)

3.3
733.5
341.1
57.0
71.5
1,206.4

2010
35.9
814.4
445.2
34.3
70.6
1,400.4

2011
1.3
793.2
211.3
-24.0
23.1
1,004.9

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010
984.1%
11.0%
30.5%
-39.7%
-1.3%
16.1%

-96.3%
-2.6%
-52.5%
-170.0%
-67.3%
-28.2%
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2011 compared to 2010
Other net income stood at EUR 1,004.9 million in 2011, compared with EUR 1,400.4 million in 2010. This
performance was fundamentally influenced by the net results of financial operations as well as, although
in a lesser extent, the lower income from associates and joint ventures (equity method) and other net
operating profit and loss. The evolution of other net income reflects, above all, the performance of the
activity in Portugal, partially mitigated by the increase recorded in the international activity.
Other net income of the activity in Portugal stood at EUR 527.0 million in 2011, compared to EUR 1,007.4
million in 2010, reflecting the decrease evidenced by the results of financial operations.

2010 compared to 2009
Other net income amounted to EUR 1,400.4 million in 2010, compared to other net income of EUR 1,206.4
million in 2009. The increase in other net income resulted from an increase in net results of financial
operations, net income from services and commissions, income from capital instruments and equity
accounted earnings, partially offset by a decline in other net operating income. The increase in other net
income was primarily attributable to the Bank’s operations in Portugal and as well as to the Bank’s
international operations.
Other net income of the activity in Portugal stood at EUR 1,007.4 million in 2010, compared to EUR 824.5
million in 2010. This evolution was, above all, influenced by the increase evidenced by the results of
financial operations, in pair with the favourable performance of net income from services and
commissions and of equity accounted earnings.

B.2.1. Income from capital instruments
Income from capital instruments incorporate dividends received from investments in financial assets
available for sale.

2011 compared to 2010
Income from capital instruments reached a total of EUR 1.3 million in 2011, compared with the EUR 35.9
million in 2010. The dividends recorded in 2011 correspond, above all, to the income associated to the
Group's investments in shares and in investment fund units, while the income from equity instruments
recorded in 2010 fundamentally incorporated the dividends received in relation to the 2.7% stake held in
Eureko, B.V., which had been sold as at 31 December 2010.

2010 compared to 2009
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Income from capital instruments increased to EUR 35.9 million in 2010, compared to EUR 3.3 million in
2009. This increase was primarily due to dividends received in 2010 as a result of the Group’s 2.7%
holding in Eureko, BV (“Eureko”), which was sold at 31 December 2010, while in 2009 that company
didn’t distributed dividends. In 2009, income from capital instruments primarily reflects income received
from the Group’s investments in investment fund units and in shares.

B.2.2. Net income from services and commissions
Net commissions include commissions related to the Group’s banking business (debt and credit cards,
loans operations, guarantees, bancassurance and other commissions) as well as commissions related to
financial markets (securities’ operations and asset management).

2011 compared to 2010
Net commissions stood at EUR 793.2 million in 2011, compared with EUR 814.4 million in 2010. The
evolution in net commissions shows the behaviour of commissions related to the financial markets,
partially offset by the favourable performance of the commissions more directly related to the banking
business.
The commissions more directly related to the banking business were boosted by the diversification and
adjustment of the income sources to the economic-financial context, with their positive performance
supported by the growth in commissions related to loan operations and guarantees and to banking
services provided. By turn, the performance of the commissions related to financial markets reflects the
poor activity in capital markets, being influenced both by the commissions associated with securities
operations and by the commissions related to the asset management, both conditioned by the persistence
of an adverse framework for investment management activity, determined by the uncertainty and by the
volatility of the financial markets.
This performance of net commissions reflects both the evolution of the international activity, highlighting
the subsidiaries in Greece, in Switzerland and in Poland (strongly influenced by the effect of the
devaluation of the exchange rate of the zloty against the euro), despite the favourable contribution of
Millennium bim in Mozambique and Banco Millennium Angola, as well as the evolution of the activity in
Portugal, which decreased 1.9%, standing at EUR 563.6 million in 2010, from EUR 574.4 million in 2009.

2010 compared to 2009
Net commissions increased 11.0% to EUR 814.4 million in 2010 from EUR 733.5 million in 2009, benefiting
from both of the commissions more directly related to the banking business and of the commissions
related to the financial markets.
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Banking commissions were supported by the favourable contribution of the commissions originated by the
placement of insurance products, by the commissions related to credit and guaranteed as well as by the
commissions charged for the provision of banking services. By turn, the commissions related to the
financial markets were supported both by

the commissions on securities transactions and by the

commissions on asset management.
The positive performance in consolidated net commissions was sustained both the increase on
international activity, reflecting the performance of most Group’s international operations, highlighting
the subsidiaries in Poland and in Angola, as well as by the increase of 9.6% observed on the activity in
Portugal, which reached EUR 574.4 million in 2010, from EUR 524.2 million in 2009.

B.2.3. Results of financial operations
Results of financial operations includes net gains/losses arising from trading and hedging activities and
net gains/losses arising from available for sale financial assets.

2011 compared to 2010
Results of financial operations amounted to EUR 211.3 million in 2011, compared with the EUR 445.2
million posted in 2010. This evolution reflects, in 2011, the impacts from the instability in the financial
markets and in particular from the worsening of the tension related to the sovereign debt crisis in the
Euro area, which led to the high volatility and devaluation of the portfolio of financial instruments more
directly exposed to market risk, partially mitigated by the increase in net gains from foreign exchange
transactions. In 2010, results of financial operations included gains of EUR 65.2 million, related to the
sale of the 2.7% stake held in the share capital of Eureko, B.V.
Results of financial operations were influenced by the recording, in 2011, of losses associated to the: (i)
Portuguese sovereign debt in the amount of EUR 128.1 million (EUR 18.0 million in 2010); (ii) change in
the fair value related with credit risk of financial instruments at fair value option in the amount of EUR
20.6 million (gains of EUR 204.6 million in 2010); and to the (iii) sale of loans operations, only partially
offset by the gains associated to the own debt issued repurchase operations.
On this scope, it should be noted that, in accordance with the accounting policies and considering the
impact on financial operations referred to above, the Group adopted the fair value option as a method of
measurement of its own emissions of financial instruments which contain embedded derivatives or
associated with hedging swaps, where the financial liabilities recorded at fair value option are initially
recognised at their fair value, with the costs or income associated to the transactions and the subsequent
fair value variations being recognised through profit or loss.
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In the activity in Portugal, in 2011, the results of financial operations were negative of EUR 32.9 million,
which compares with EUR 300.7 million boosted in 2010. This evolution reflects, particularly, the impact
related with credit risk of financial instruments at fair value option, mentioned above.

2010 compared to 2009
Results of financial operations totalled EUR 445.2 million in 2010, evidencing a positive evolution from
EUR 341.1 million in 2009, most influenced by the revaluation of financial instruments recorded at fair
value option and by the net gains arising from the sale of shareholdings and securities in the Group’s
portfolio and the revaluation of the Group’s hedging operations. In addition, in 2010, were boosted higher
gains on foreign exchange gains, focused on the Group’s international operations, engaged in increased
volumes of foreign currency transactions.
In 2010, results of financial operations included a gain of EUR 65.2 million associated with the sale of the
Group’s 2.7% shareholding in Eureko, B.V., above mentioned.
The Group has adopted the fair value option as the method for measuring its financial instruments that
contain embedded derivatives or associated hedging swaps, with financial liabilities initially recognised at
fair value and transactions costs or income and subsequent fair value valuations being reflected in the
Group’s income statement.
In 2010, revaluation of financial instruments recorded at fair value option was affected by changes in
market financing conditions as compared to the end of 2009 and the subsequent impact on the credit risk
of the Bank and of the Portuguese Republic. The increase in the Bank’s credit risk in 2010 resulted in a
gain of EUR 204.6 million (a loss of EUR 106.1 million in 2009), as market spreads increased for operations
with similar credit risk as that of the Bank.
Results of financial operations were conditioned by the Group’s international operations, particularly by
the impact of the revaluation of derivative instruments, in particular in Bank Millennium in Poland,
partially offset by gains resulting from foreign currency exchange transactions in Mozambique and in
Angola, benefiting, however, from the positive performance in the activity in Portugal, which reached
EUR 300.7 million in 2010, compared to EUR 181.5 million in 2009.
Additionally, the results of financial operations includes, in 2009, the gain registered with the acquisition
of share capital by the new shareholders of Banco Millennium Angola, in the amount of EUR 21.2 million,
as well as by the gains obtained in the assets’ sales, in the amount of EUR 57.2 million.
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B.2.4. Other operating profit and loss
Other operating profit and loss includes other operating income, other results from non-banking activities
and results from the sale of subsidiaries and other assets.

2011 compared to 2010
Other operating profit and loss recorded net losses of EUR 24.0 million in 2011, compared with net gains
of EUR 34.3 million in 2010.
The behaviour of consolidated other profit and loss was fundamentally influenced by the activity in
Portugal, which boosted net losses of EUR 19.2 million in 2011 (net gains of 29.2 million in 2010),
reflecting the impact on the costs component of the: (i) extraordinary tax contribution on the banking
sector in 2011, in the amount of EUR 32.0 million; (ii) contribution to the Investor Compensation Scheme
in the amount of EUR 16.8 million; and the (iii) losses arising from the reduction in the value of assets,
although mitigated by the recording, during the first quarter of 2011, of an adjustment in insurance
premiums related to pensions.

2010 compared to 2009
Other operating profit and loss totalled EUR 34.3 million in 2010, compared to EUR 57.0 million in 2009.
The performance of other operating profit and loss, excluding the above mentioned impacts in 2009, was
essentially determined by the decrease in income from services provided and from the sale and
revaluation of real estate.

B.2.5. Equity appropriation of income from associates and joint ventures (equity method)
Equity appropriation of income from associates and joint ventures include the results appropriated by the
Group associated to the consolidation of companies where, despite having a significant influence, the
Group does not control the financial and operational policies.

2011 compared to 2010
Equity appropriation of income from associates and joint ventures amounted to EUR 23.1 million in 2011,
compared with EUR 70.6 million in 2010.
The evolution of equity appropriation of income from associates and joint ventures was fundamentally
influenced by the appropriation of lower results appropriated from the 49% stake held in Millenniumbcp
Ageas, which, in a context of major uncertainty, high volatility and deterioration of the conditions in the
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financial markets, were especially constrained by the recognition of impairment losses related to
sovereign debt securities and to shares portfolio. However, despite the fall in business volume in the
insurance sector, the performance of Millenniumbcp Ageas proved to be better than that of the market,
both in terms of mathematical provisions and of Life business and in all Non-Life businesses.

2010 compared to 2009
Equity appropriation of income from associates and joint ventures totalled EUR 70.6 million in 2010,
compared to EUR 71.5 million in 2009.
The behaviour of equity appropriation of income from associates and joint ventures, despite the
unfavourable of the results associated with the Group’s holding in VSC and Nanium, benefited
fundamentally from the shareholding of 49% hold in Millenniumbcp Ageas, which net income presented a
positive evolution in 2010, despite the adverse framework for the financial investments management
activity along the exercise.

C. Operating Costs
Operating costs includes staff costs, general administrative costs and depreciation and amortisation.

Operating costs
2009
Activity in Portugal
Staff costs
General administrative costs
Depreciation and amortisation
International activity
Staff costs
General administrative costs
Depreciation and amortisation
Consolidated
Staff costs
General administrative costs
Depreciation and amortisation

2010

2011

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010

604.3
328.6
60.0
992.9

599.0
345.7
54.5
999.2

673.3
331.6
47.9
1,052.8

-0.9%
5.2%
-9.2%
0.6%

12.4%
-4.1%
-12.1%
5.4%

260.1
257.3
44.3
561.7

291.7
271.2
53.6
616.5

278.6
267.0
47.5
593.1

12.2%
5.4%
20.9%
9.8%

-4.5%
-1.6%
-11.3%
-3.8%

864.4
585.8
104.4
1,554.6

890.8
616.8
108.1
1,615.7

951.9
598.6
95.4
1,645.9

3.0%
5.3%
3.6%
3.9%

6.9%
-3.0%
-11.7%
1.9%

2011 compared to 2010
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Operating costs stood at EUR 1,645.9 million in 2011 (EUR 1,615.7 million in 2010). Operating costs
included, in 2011, the charges associated with the partial transference of the pensions liabilities to the
General Social Security Scheme in the amount of EUR 164.8 million, the cancelation of provisions related
to the pension fund of former members of the Executive Board of Directors, posted in the first quarter,
and employees related to the supplementary plan of the total amount of EUR 44.2 million, and costs
related to early retirement in the amount of EUR 12.3 million (EUR 10.4 million in 2010). The
performance of the operating costs, excluding the impacts mentioned above, reflects the strict cost
control that has been undertaken in both the activity in Portugal and international activity, based on the
continuous implementation of initiatives aimed at the rationalisation and optimisation of operating costs.
In the international activity, the reduction of operating costs reflects, above all, the effect arising from
the partial sale of the operations in Turkey and in the United States of America, occurred at the end of
2010, which more than offset the increase in operating costs showed by the operations developed in
Poland and Greece, associated to the distribution network resizing plans implemented in these markets,
and in Angola and Mozambique, reflecting the support to the business plans in progress in these
operations and the reinforcement of the operating base in these markets as a platform of growth for the
African continent.
In the activity in Portugal, operating costs reached a total of EUR 1,052.8 million in 2011 (EUR 999.2
million in 2010), induced fundamentally by the staff costs, which include a set of impacts mentioned
above. Excluding these impacts, operating costs of the activity in Portugal reduced from 2010, reflecting
the savings achieved in most of the line items of other administrative costs, evidencing the efforts
pursued in cost control and in improving operating efficiency, as well as the lower level of depreciation
and amortisation, caused by the decrease in depreciation related to equipment and buildings.
The consolidated cost to income ratio, excluding specific items, stood at 58.7% in 2011 (56.4% in 2010),
constrained by the evolution of income, notwithstanding the performance of the operating cost
component, which benefited from various initiatives implemented focused on the strict cost control and
on the improvement of operating efficiency. The efficiency ratio of the activity in Portugal stood at 60.2%
in 2011 (51.3% in 2010).

2010 compared to 2009
Operating costs totalled EUR 1,615.7 million in 2010, an increase of 3.9%, from EUR 1,554.6 million in
2009. The performance of operating costs was essentially influenced by the operating costs in the Group’s
international operations and by the costs control in the activity in Portugal. Operating costs included
early retirement costs, totalling EUR 10.4 million in 2010 and EUR 3.9 million in 2009.
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The evolution of operating costs in the Group’s international operations resulted essentially from the
performance of operating costs at Banco Millennium Angola and at Millennium bim in Mozambique, due to
expansion of the Group’s operations in these markets, and at Bank Millennium in Poland, partly due to
the appreciation of the value of the Polish zloty as compared to the Euro, as well as from the effect of
the depreciation of assets not sold by Millennium bcpbank in the United States. However, the operating
costs in the Group’s international operations benefited from the reduction in operating costs at
Millennium bank in Greece and at Banca Millennium in Romania.
Operating costs in the Group’s operations in Portugal remained relatively stable in 2010, totalling EUR
999.2 million (+0.6%), influenced favourably by the lower levels of depreciation and amortisation, in
particular depreciation charges associated with real estate and equipment, and by the lower staff costs,
as pension costs and voluntary social security charges declined in 2010, despite the increase in general
administrative costs, namely from higher outsourcing costs and independent work costs resulting from the
increase in the Bank’s credit recovery activity.
The consolidated cost to income ratio stood at 56.4% in 2010 from 63.2% in 2009, reflecting the impact on
the efficiency improvement of both the international activity and the activity in Portugal. The cost to
income ratio of the Group’s operations in Portugal stood at 51.3% in 2010 from 59.5% in 2009, as a result
of the initiatives aimed at reducing operating costs and increasing income.

C.1. Staff costs

2011 compared to 2010
Staff costs stood at EUR 951.9 million in 2011, compared with EUR 890.8 million in 2010, and include the
specific impacts referred to above by the total value of EUR 132.9 million in 2011 (EUR 10.4 million in
2010).
In the international activity, staff costs were influenced by the increases observed in the subsidiaries in
Mozambique, Angola and Poland, which were caused essentially by the higher number of employees, in
particular in the first two operations, under the reinforcement of their operational competences and
capacities. Millennium bank in Greece also recorded an increase in staff costs as a result of the
implementation of measures for the restructuring and redefinition of the activity. However, these
performances were partially offset by the lower staff costs in the subsidiaries in Switzerland and in
Romania.
In the activity in Portugal, staff costs stood at EUR 673.3 million in 2011 (EUR 599.0 million in 2010).
Excluding the specific impacts mentioned above, focusing overall on the activity in Portugal, staff costs
were mostly influenced by the higher level of social contributions, despite the reduction of costs related
to pensions and remunerations, from the previous year. Staff costs for the activity in Portugal also reflect
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the reduction in the number of employees, by a total of 187 employees, between the end of 2010 and end
of 2011, showing the rationalisation and optimisation of resources, in line with the strategic focus on the
redesign of front and back office processes and reconfiguration and resizing of the distribution network.

2010 compared to 2009
Staff costs totalled EUR 890.8 million in 2010, an increase of 3.0% from EUR 864.4 million in 2009. Staff
costs included early retirement costs totalling EUR 10.4 million and EUR 3.9 million in 2010 and 2009
respectively. Excluding these retirement costs, staff costs increased 2.3% in 2010.
The evolution of staff costs was due to an increase in staff costs for the Group’s international operations,
as in the activity in Portugal they reduced from the previous year. The higher staff costs for the Group’s
international operations was primarily due to an increase in staff costs in Angola and Mozambique, as the
number of employees increased in order to support the Group’s expansion plans in each of these
countries, and an increase in staff costs in Poland due to appreciation of the Polish zloty as compared to
the Euro. The increase in staff costs for the Group’s international operations was partially offset by a
decrease in staff costs in Romania and in Greece.
Staff costs for the Group’s operations in Portugal declined 0.9% in 2010 (excluding early retirement costs
previously mentioned, staff costs declined 2.0%) mainly due to a reduction in pension and voluntary social
security charges, despite an increase in remuneration, as a result of the Group’s annual salary review
process. Staff costs also declined due to a decrease of 152 employees in 2010 as a result of the Bank’s
consolidation initiatives aimed at the efficient allocation of resources.

C.2. General administrative costs

2011 compared to 2010
General administrative costs fell by 3.0%, standing at a total of EUR 598.6 million in 2011 (EUR 616.8
million in 2010), benefiting from the savings achieved in most line items, in particular in costs related to
advertising, information technology services, communications, rents, maintenance and repair, other
specialised services and outsourcing.
In the international activity, general administrative costs reduced in 2011, supported fundamentally by
the lower expenditure related to information technology services, rents and communications. This
reduction reflects not only the abovementioned effect of the partial sale of the operations in Turkey and
in the United States of America, but also the lower costs posted by the subsidiary company in Greece,
which, as a whole, more than offset the increases recorded by Bank Millennium in Poland, Banco
Millennium Angola and Millennium bim in Mozambique. In the international activity, general
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administrative costs also reflected the impact of the resizing of the distribution network, which evolved
from 852 branches at the end of 2010 to 837 branches as at 31 December 2011, in particular in Greece,
Romania and Poland, under the redefinition of the European operations, despite the expansion of the
distribution network in both the Angolan and Mozambican markets, with a further 22 and 13 branches,
respectively, reflecting the strategy to strengthen the operating platform in Angola and Mozambique.
The reduction in general administrative costs incorporates above all the decrease of 4.1% in the activity
in Portugal, standing at EUR 331.6 million in 2011, from EUR 345.7 million posted in 2010, influenced
favourably by the lower expenditure on advertising, other specialised services, outsourcing,
communications, and maintenance and repair. This reduction of general administrative costs benefited
from the impact of various initiatives implemented focused on the strict control of costs related to
external supplies and services, as well as the optimisation of the distribution network to a total of 885
branches as at 31 December 2011 (892 branches at the end of 2010), under the strategic focus on a more
comprehensive, integrated and transversal multichannel platform, enabling the reconfiguration of the
branch network and optimisation of resources.

2010 compared to 2009
General administrative costs totalled EUR 616.8 million in 2010, compared to EUR 585.5 million in 2009
(+5.3%), due primarily to an increase in costs associated with outsourcing, advertising, rent, insurance
and other specialised services partially offset by a decline in costs associated with travel, hotel and
representation costs, communication and transportation.
The evolution of general administrative costs shows a behaviour both from the activity in Portugal and
from the international activity.
General administrative costs for the Group’s international operations increased as a result of the
evolution of costs associated with specialised services, rent, advertising and insurance primarily related
to the expansion of the Group’s distribution networks in Angola and Mozambique. However, highlighting
the cost containment measures implemented in Poland as Bank Millennium focus on improving operating
efficiency.
General administrative costs of the Group’s operations in Portugal totalled EUR 345.7 million in 2010,
compared to EUR 328.6 million in 2009 (+5.2%), influenced mostly by the increase in legal fees and
outsourcing costs to support the Group’s credit recovery efforts, partially offset by implementation of
cost containment measures by the Group in 2010 and by a decrease in the size of the Group’s distribution
network in Portugal, as the number of branches declined to 892 branches as at 31 December 2010.
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C.3. Depreciation and amortisation

2011 compared to 2010
The depreciation and amortization costs stood at EUR 95.4 million in 2011, compared with EUR 108.1
million posted in 2010, having benefited from the lower depreciation and amortization recorded for most
items, in particular in depreciation associated to tangible assets.
The reduction of depreciation and amortisation costs was favourably influenced both by the activity in
Portugal and by the international activity.
The depreciation and amortization costs in the international activity decreased between 2010 and 2011,
having been influenced by the abovementioned impact of the sale of the subsidiaries in Turkey and the in
United States of America, and by the lower level of depreciation in the subsidiaries of Poland, Romania
and Mozambique, despite the increase in depreciation costs recorded by Millennium bank in Greece,
related to the depreciation of tangible assets allocated to closed branches, and by Banco Millennium
Angola, as a result of the investments carried out under the strategy of organic growth in this
geographical area.
In the activity in Portugal, the depreciation and amortization costs fell by 12.1% from 2010, reflecting,
essentially, the evolution of depreciation related to equipment and buildings, following the progressive
end of the depreciation period of the investments carried out, notwithstanding the increased
depreciation of software, under the selective investment policy aimed at optimising and adapting the
technological and application platform to business requirements, combined with improved operating
efficiency.

2010 compared to 2009
Depreciation and amortization charges totalled EUR 108.1 million in 2010, compared to EUR 104.4 million
in 2009. The behaviour of depreciation and amortization charges primarily reflects depreciation of the
residual value of assets excluded from the sale of Millennium bcpbank in the United States and an
increase in depreciation charges in Angola and Mozambique as a result of the expansion of the Group’s
operations in these markets.
By turn, in the activity in Portugal the depreciation and amortization charges reduced 9.2%, standing at
EUR 54.5 million in 2010 from EUR 60.0 million posted in 2009, fundamentally as a result of the end of the
depreciation period for certain of the Group’s equipment and real estate investments, which more than
offset an increase in depreciation due to the Group’s increased investments in software as part of its
technology upgrade initiative.
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D. Impairment on credit (net of recoveries)

2011 compared to 2010
Impairment on credit (net of recoveries) stood at EUR 1,331.9 million in 2011, compared with the EUR
713.3 million in 2010, as a result of the assessment of the loan portfolio in an adverse macroeconomic
context, with impact on the deterioration of the financial situation of households and companies in
various sectors of activity. In 2011, loan impairment (net of recoveries) includes a reinforcement of
impairment charges in the amount of EUR 381.0 million, as a result of the Special Inspections Programme
in the scope of the Economic Adjustment Programme established with the Portuguese authorities and
applied to the largest national banking groups.
The cost of risk, calculated by the proportion of loan impairment charges (net of recoveries) to the loan
portfolio, stood at 186 basis points in 2011, compared with 93 basis points in 2010.
In the international activity, loan impairment (net of recoveries) was influenced by the higher level of
impairment charges recorded by the subsidiaries in Greece, due to the deterioration in the
macroeconomic environment and worsening of tension associated to sovereign debt, in Switzerland,
reflecting the devaluation of financial collaterals, and, to a lesser extent, in Mozambique and Angola,
following the expansion of the business volumes. Loan impairment charges at Bank Millennium in Poland
decreased from 2010, having benefited from the improved quality of the loan portfolio, evidenced in a
lower level of impairments associated to loans to companies and in the stabilisation of impairments
related to loans to individuals.
In the activity in Portugal, impairment on credit (net of recoveries) stood at EUR 1,136.7 million in 2011,
compared with the EUR 556.7 million in 2010, as a result of the reinforcement of loans impairment
charges, influenced by the impact of adjustment related to the Special Inspections Programme (SIP)
previously referred and by the performance of the loan portfolio with impairment signs, notwithstanding
the implementation of initiatives aimed at mitigating the increase of default levels, in particular through
the monitoring and the proactive management of risk prevention mechanisms, as well as through the
renegotiation and strengthening of the collateral of impaired loans.

2010 compared to 2009
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Impairment on credit (net of recoveries) stood at EUR 713.3 million in 2010, compared to EUR 560.0
million in 2009, reflecting the reinforcement of loan impairment charges, in line with the expectations
associated with the adverse economic and financial environment.
The cost of risk, measured by the ratio of loan impairment charges (net of recoveries) to the loan
portfolio, stood at 93 basis points in 2010, having increased 21 basis points from 2009 (72 basis points in
2009).
In the international activity, the increase in loan impairment (net of recoveries) recorded by Millennium
bank in Greece and, to a lesser extent, by the operations developed in Switzerland, resulting from the
devaluation of financial collaterals, and in Angola and Mozambique, following the expansion of
commercial activity, were more than offset by the reduction in loan impairment charges recorded at Bank
Millennium in Poland, mainly as a result of the lower impairment associated with loans to companies.
In the activity in Portugal, impairment on credit (net of recoveries) stood at EUR 556.7 million in 2010,
which compares with EUR 390.7 million in 2009. This evolution was influenced by the increase in nonperforming loan levels, despite the focus on the reinforcement of prevention and risk control and
management processes.

E. Impairment on other assets
Impairment on other assets comprise include impairment charges associated with other non-financial
assets, such as assets received as payment in kind resulting from the termination of loan contracts with
customers, and goodwill impairment.

2011 compared to 2010
Impairment on other assets stood at EUR 289.1 million in 2011, compared with EUR 224.6 million recorded
in 2010. The total amount of impairment on other assets fundamentally incorporates the accounting of
impairment losses relative to the remaining goodwill of Millennium bank in Greece in the amount of EUR
147.1 million (the same amount as recognised in 2010), following the process of regular assessment of the
recoverable value of the goodwill of financial holdings recorded in the Group's assets, considering the
estimated impact of the deterioration of the economic and financial situation of Greece and in
accordance with the IAS 36 and the Group´s accounting policy.
In the international activity, impairment on other assets fell in most of the subsidiaries, from 2010, in
particular in Millennium bim in Mozambique, Banco Millennium Angola and Bank Millennium in Poland.
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Impairment on other assets in the activity in Portugal totalled EUR 289.0 million in 2011, which compares
with EUR 219.9 million in 2010, which include in both periods the recognition of impairment losses
relative to the goodwill of Millennium bank in Greece. Additionally, reflects the behaviour of impairment
charges for repossessed assets which, under the regular process of revaluation of these assets, presented
a decrease of their respective market value.

2010 compared to 2009
Impairment on other assets totalled EUR 224.6 million in 2010, compared to EUR 70.3 million in 2009,
essentially influenced by impairment recognition in the amount of EUR 147.1 million, posted in the
second and fourth quarters of 2010, associated with the goodwill of Millennium bank in Greece, in
accordance with the Group's accounting policy and IAS 36, considering the estimated impact of the
deterioration of the Greek economic situation.
Additionally, the evolution of impairment on other assets reflects the higher level of provisions recorded
in the international activity, in particular at Bank Millennium in Poland and at Millennium bim in
Mozambique.
In the activity in Portugal, impairment on other assets stood at EUR 219.9 million in 2010, which
compares with EUR 70.1 million in 2009, influenced by impairment recognition in the amount of EUR
147.1 million, posted in the second and fourth quarters of 2010, associated with the goodwill of
Millennium bank in Greece.

F. Other impairment and provisions
The other impairment and provisions incorporate the recognition of impairments for securities,
guarantees and other commitments.

2011 compared to 2010
The other impairment and provisions totalled EUR 535.9 million in 2011, which compares with EUR 3.4
million in 2010. The other impairments registered in 2011 were influenced mainly by the accounting
recognition of impairment losses associated with Greek sovereign debt in the amount to EUR 533.5
million.
In the activity in Portugal, the other impairment and provisions totalled EUR 532.8 million in 2011, which
compares with EUR -6.3 million in 2010. This evolution reflects, mainly, the accounting recognition in
2011 of impairment losses associated with Greek sovereign debt in the amount to EUR 533.5 million.
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2010 compared to 2009
The other impairment and provisions totalled EUR 3.4 million in 2010, which compares with EUR 56.3
million in 2009. This evolution reflects the lower level of impairment related with securities together
with the reduction in impairments and provisions for guarantees and other commitments, despite the the
reinforcement posted by the international activity in provisions related to guarantees and other
commitments, from 2009.
In the activity in Portugal, other impairment and provisions totalled EUR -6.4 million in 2010, which
compares with EUR 51.7 million in 2009, influenced by the reduction impairments and provisions for both
guarantees and other commitments.

1.2.1.3 Other Comprehensive Income
During 2011, the impact of the items of the profit and loss account not accounted in profit and loss
account was negative by EUR 294.6 million after tax. This amount was determined by the variation
registered in fair value reserves associated with financial assets available for sale, showing the
depreciation observed in the exposure held by the Bank to Portuguese sovereign debt, and the fair value
of derivatives qualified as cash flow hedge, which global amount stood at EUR -223.1 million, after tax.
The amount of 2011 was also influenced by the inclusion of actuarial losses related to the pension fund,
amounting to EUR 31.3 million, after tax, and by the foreign exchange rate differences arising on
consolidation of companies of the Group, in particular by the subsidiary company in Poland, by the total
amount of EUR 40.2 million.
In 2010, the impact of the items of the profit and loss account not accounted in the statement of income
was negative by EUR 241.7 million, after tax, of which EUR 246.1 million were related to the impact of
the negative variation of the fair value reserves in financial assets held for sale, EUR 14.0 million were
associated with the negative variation in the fair value of derivatives qualified as cash flow hedge and
EUR 18.4 million of positive foreign exchange rate differences arising on consolidation of companies of
the Group.
In 2009, the impact of the items of the profit and loss account not accounted in the consolidated
statement of income was negative by EUR 155.6 million, after tax, of which EUR 116.0 million were
related to the impact of the negative variation of the fair value reserves in financial assets held for sale,
EUR 4.9 million were associated with the negative variation in the fair value of derivatives qualified as
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cash flow hedge and EUR 34.7 million of negative foreign exchange rate differences arising on
consolidation of companies of the Group.
Consolidated statement of comprehensive income
2009
Fair value reserves
Financial assets available for sale
Cash-flow hedge
Tax
Financial assets available for sale
Cash-flow hedge
Actuarial losses for the year
Gross value
Tax
Exchange differences arising on consolidation
Comprehensive income recognised directly in equity after tax
Net income
Total comprehensive income for the year
Attributable to:
Shareholders of the Bank
Non-controlling interests
Total comprehensive income for the year

2010

Million euros
2011

-100.3
-6.0

-268.6
-17.3

-304.0
29.6

-15.7
1.1
-120.8

22.5
3.3
-260.1

56.9
-5.6
-223.1

0.0
0.0
0.0
-34.7
-155.6
248.8
93.2

0.0
-36.8
0.0
5.5
0.0
-31.3
18.4
-40.2
-241.7
-294.6
360.9
-763.3
119.2 -1,057.9

69.6
23.6
93.2

59.9 -1,143.2
59.2
85.3
119.2 -1,057.9
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1.2.1.4. Equity structure

2011 compared to 2010
During 2011, in accordance with one of the options allowed by the IAS 19 – Employee Benefits, the Group
changed the accounting policy and started to recognize the actuarial deviations of the financial year
against reserves.
The Bank’s equity went from EUR 7,243 million by the end of 2010 to EUR 4,369 million as at 31 de
December 2011 (EUR -2,874 million), including the effect of the share capital increase by incorporation of
reserves of issue premium, by conversion of subordinated perpetual securities into ordinary shares and by
a subscription public offer reserved for Shareholders, globally amounting to EUR 1,370 million, with an
impact on equity amounting to EUR 260 million. However, the evolution in equity was influenced, mainly,
by the unfavourable impacts resulting from: i) the recording in 2011 of negative net income of EUR 849
million; ii) the exchange of perpetual debt instruments and preferred shares (EUR -388 million); iii) the
negative variation of the fair value reserves associated to the financial assets available for sale (EUR -247
million), related, namely, to the portfolio of securities held by Millenniumbcp Ageas, in the proportion of
the 49.0% stake held by the Group in this company, and to the portfolio of public debt securities and
bonds of other national public issuers; and iv) the payment of the remuneration of preferred shares, in
the amount of EUR 57 million.
Prior to the transfer to the General Social Security Scheme of the liabilities related to pensions for retired
workers and pensioners, the Group decided to alter the accounting policy associated to the recognition of
actuarial deviations. Pursuant to the IAS, this alteration was carried out with retroactive effect on 1
January 2010, whereby the entirety of the deferred actuarial deviations was recognised in the equity.
Under the applicable rules, the Group restated the financial statements with reference to 1 January
2010. In the scope of the Funding and Capital Plan were accounted under equity in 2011 the total amount
of deferred actuarial deviations.

2010 compared to 2009
The equity went from EUR 7,217 million by the end 2009 to EUR 7,243 million on 31 December 2010 (EUR
+26 million), benefitting mostly from positive net income posted in 2010 amounting to EUR 302 million.
The evolution of equity also reflects the impact of the distribution of profit to shareholders and of the
remuneration of preference shares in the amounts of EUR 89 million and EUR 49 million, respectively, as
well as the negative variation of the fair value reserves, in the amount of EUR 246 million, associated to
the portfolio of financial assets available for sale, essentially related to the revaluation of the fair value
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reserve resulting from the shareholding of 49.0% held in Millenniumbcp Ageas and to the operation
involving the sale of the financial shareholding of 2.7% held in Eureko, BV, performed at the end of 2010.

Equity
2009
Equity

7,217

2010
7,243

2011
4,369

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010
0.4%

-39.7%

1.2.1.5 Liquidity and Funding
The Group uses several funding sources, both short- and long-term ones. In the last financial years,
Millennium bcp gave particular attention to growth and to the retention of balance sheet customer funds
not only to accomplish objectives related with the reduction of the commercial gap and deleveraging but
also to achieve a stable funding in view of the instability and uncertainty showed by the interbank
markets and the persistent limitation in the access to medium- and long-term operations in the wholesale
funding markets.
The Bank’s funding during the last three financial years presented the following evolution and structure:

Funding sources
2009
Customer deposits
Eurosystem refinancing
Other central banks refinancing
Resources from other credit institutions
Debt securities issued
of which: placed with retail customers
Total

2010

2011

45,800
2,934
475
8,161
27,170
4,686
84,540

45,220
16,032
247
4,015
24,128
5,733
89,642

47,118
13,323
347
4,068
19,898
5,544
84,755

59.7%
40.3%

56.8%
43.2%

62.1%
37.9%

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010
-1.3%
446.5%
-48.0%
-50.8%
-11.2%
22.3%
6.0%

4.2%
-16.9%
40.6%
1.3%
-17.5%
-3.3%
-5.5%

Ratios
Customers funding (1) /Total funding
Wholesale funding/Total funding

(1) Customer deposits and debt securities issued placed with retail customers.

Highlight to the evolution of the ratio of customer funds ratio as percentage of total funding, which went
from 59.7% as at 31 December 2009 to 62.1% as at 31 December 2011, showing a reduction in the
wholesale funding as a percentage of total funding that reached 37.9% as at 31 December 2011 from
43.2% as at 31 December 2010.
The strict execution of the policy towards the reduction of the funding needs throughout the last
financial year, enabled the Bank to reduce its exposure to the ECB to EUR 13.3 billion as at 31 December
2011, which compares with the EUR 16.0 billion as of 31 December 2010. Moreover, by the end of 2011
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the Bank extended the maturity of its funds from the ECB through the first of the 3-year auctions (LTRO)
instituted by the ECB aimed at injecting liquidity into the banking system of the Euro area. The securities
eligible portfolio in eventual funding operations with Central Banks attained EUR 16.3 billion as at 31
December 2011, which compares with EUR 11.3 billion as at 31 December 2009.
Throughout the last financial years, the Group refinanced the medium- and long-term debt,
notwithstanding the adverse conditions of the international debt markets, continuing, at the same time
the efforts to reduce its funding needs, an effort reflected into the reduction of securities issued, which
stood at EUR 19.9 billion as at 31 December 2011, from EUR 27.2 million as at 31 December 2009.
However, we must highlight that Millennium bcp is continuously strengthening and preserving its eligible
collateral portfolio, namely by the integration in the pool of new bond issues guaranteed by the
Portuguese Republic:


In the financial years of 2009 and 2011 the Bank made four debt issues guaranteed by the
Portuguese Republic, the aggregated value of which amounted to EUR 6,000 million on 31
December 2011.



The first issue was made in January 2011, amounting to EUR 1,500 million with maturity in
January 2012. This issue was replaced, on its maturity date, by another issue with an equal
amount, also guaranteed by the Portuguese State.



The second issue was made in August 2011, amounted to EUR 1,750 million and aimed at
increasing the pool of assets eligible at the European Central Bank (ECB).



In December 2011, aiming also at strengthening the pool of assets eligible at the ECB, the
Bank made two new issues: one amounting to EUR 1,350 million and another to EUR 1,400
million, the latter only reinforced the value of the pool in January 2012.

1.2.1.6. Capital adequacy
Following Millennium bcp’s request, Banco de Portugal formally authorized the adoption of the
methodologies based on internal notation approach (IRB) for the calculation of capital requirements for
credit and counterparty risks, covering a substantial part of the risks from the activity in Portugal, as
from 31 December 2010. In the scope of the roll-out plan for the calculation of capital requirements for
credit and counterparty risk under IRB approaches and following the request submitted by the Bank,
Banco de Portugal formally authorised the extension of this methodology to the subclasses of risk
“Renewable Retail Positions” and “Other Retail Positions” in Portugal with effect as from 31 December
2011. The calculation methods applied on each one of the dates under review and their scope of
application are summarised in the following table:
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Capital requirements: calculation methods and scope of application

(1)

31-12-2011

31-12-2010

31-12-2009

Credit risk and counterparty credit risk
Retail
- Loans secured by residential or
IRB Advanced

IRB Advanced

Standardised

- Small companies

commercial real estate

IRB Advanced

IRB Advanced

Standardised

- Renewable Retail Positions

IRB Advanced

Standardised

Standardised

- Other Retail Positions

IRB Advanced

Standardised

Standardised

Companies
Other loans and advances

IRB Foundation

(2)

IRB Foundation

(2)

Standardised

Standardised

Standardised

Standardised

Debt instruments

Internal M odels

Internal M odels

Internal M odels

Equity securities

Internal M odels

Internal M odels

Internal M odels

Foreign exchange risk

Internal M odels

Internal M odels

Internal M odels

Standardised

Standardised

Standardised

Standard

Standard

Standard

Market risk

Commodities risk
Operational risk

(1) The scope of application of the IRB approach and Internal Models is limited to the exposures in the perimeter managed
centrally from Portugal, excluding the Standard method of operational risk, whose adoption was authorised in 2009 for
application on a consolidated basis.
(2) Exposures derived from the real estate promotion segment and simplified rating system, while belonging to the
Companies risk category, are weighted by the Standardised approach.

The following table presents, for the period under review, the risk-weighted assets, the own funds and
the capital ratios of Millennium bcp.
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SOLVENCY
Million euro

2011

2010

2009

IRB

IRB

Standardised

Risk weighted assets
Credit risk
Risk of the trading portfolio
Operational risk
Total

50.908

54.681

566

608

61.059
350

3.981

4.275

4.360

55.455

59.564

65.769

5.135

3.966

4.187

173

1.935

1.934

Own funds
Core Tier I
Preference shares and Perpetual
Subordinated Debt Securities with
Conditioned Coupons
Other deductions (1)

(520)

(446)

(19)

Tier I Capital

4.788

5.455

6.102
1.566

Tier II Capital

613

774

Deductions to Total Regulatory Capital

(138)

(113)

(127)

Total Regulatory Capital

5.263

6.116

7.541

Core Tier I

9,3%

6,7%

6,4%

Tier I

8,6%

9,2%

9,3%

Tier II

0,9%

1,1%

2,2%

Total

9,5%

10,3%

11,5%

Solvency ratios

(1) Includes deductions related to the shortfall of the stock of impairment to expected losses and
significant shareholdings in unconsolidated financial institutions, in particular to the shareholdings
held in Millenniumbcp Ageas and Banque BCP (France and Luxembourg).
Note: The Bank received authorisation from the Bank of Portugal to adopt IRB approaches for the
calculation of capital requirements for credit and counterparty risks, covering a substantial part
of the risks from the activity in Portugal, as from 31 December 2010. Estimates of the probability
of default and the loss given default (IRB Advanced) were used for retail exposures to small
companies and exposures collateralised by commercial and residential real state, and estimates of
the probability of default (IRB Foundation) were used for corporate exposures, excluding property
development loans and entities from the simplified rating system. In the scope of the Roll-Out Plan
for the calculation of capital requirements for credit and counterparty risk under IRB approaches
and following the request submitted by the Bank, the Bank of Portugal formally authorised the
extension of this methodology to the subclasses of risk “Renewable Retail Positions” and “Other
Retail Positions” in Portugal with effect as from 31 December 2011.

2011 versus 2010
The consolidated Core Tier I ratio came to 9.3% as at 31 December 2011, above the minimum threshold
defined by Banco de Portugal (9%), having increased 260 b.p. compared to 6.7% as reported at the end of
2010. The Tier I and Total Capital ratios reached 8.6% and 9.5% on the year-end 2011 (9.2% and 10.3%,
respectively, at the end of the previous year).
The success of the actions undertaken in 2011 to reinforce Core Tier I and the reduction of risk-weighted
assets, supported by deleveraging and the optimisation and reinforcement of the collateral, contributed
positively to the evolution of the Core Tier I ratio.
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At the end of 2011 the Core Tier I increased by 1,169 million Euros, from the end of 2010, with emphasis
on:


The increase in the share capital of the Bank by 990 million Euros (+166 b.p.), concluded in June
2011 within the scope of the general public tender offer for perpetual subordinated debt
securities with conditional coupons;



The increase in the share capital by cash entries in June 2011, with preferential shareholder
rights, in the amount of 260 million Euros (+44 b.p.);



The exchange offer for holders of subordinated debt and preference shares, which took place in
September and October 2011 and enabled Core Tier 1 to increase by 539 million Euros (+90 b.p.),
of which 98 million Euros through profit and loss and the remainder in reserves;



The positive effects as a result of, on the one hand, the decrease in prudential deduction
associated to own credit risk of 117 million Euros (+20 b.p.), reflecting the acquisition of own
debt recorded at fair value and, on the other hand, the increase in minority interests of 49
million Euros (+8 b.p.), supported by the higher level of results posted in the subsidiaries in
Poland, Mozambique and Angola;



Net income for the year which, in spite of having been negative by 849 million Euros, had a
negative impact of only 314 million Euros on Core Tier I of 31 December 2011 (-53 b.p.), since it
includes a total of 535 million Euros which were not reflected in capital, in compliance with the
rules laid down by Banco de Portugal;



The costs which were not reflected in Core Tier I of 31 December include: i) 147 million Euros
related to the depreciation of goodwill of the subsidiary in Greece, which had no impact on
capital since goodwill had already been deducted; and ii) 388 million Euros, net of taxes, relative
to the partial transfer of pensions to the General Social Security Regime (117 million Euros) and
the Special Inspections Programme (271 million Euros), which were subject to prudential
neutralisation in December 2011 in compliance with Banco de Portugal Notice no. 1/2012;



The component of the net income of 2011 which had a negative impact on Core Tier I (314 million
Euros) was determined by the gain of 98 million Euros recognised with the scope of the exchange
offer previously mentioned and by the cost of 409 million Euros, after taxes, as a result of the
recording of impairment losses corresponding to an average of 77.3% of exposure to Greek public
debt;



The negative impact of 289 million Euros related with the Pension Fund (-49 b.p.), calculated
after the neutralisation of the effects of the partial transfer of pensions to the General Social
Security Regime and of the corridor due to the non-transferred liabilities, of which -64 million
Euros resulted from the actuarial differences calculated in 2011, including the effects of the
change in assumptions and the variation of the Pension Fund corridor, and -225 million Euros were
due to the regulatory amortisation of the deferred adjustments related to the transition to
IAS/IFRS, the change undertaken to the mortality table in 2005 and the actuarial losses recorded
in 2008;
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The negative impacts associated to other prudential filters (-13 b.p.), namely the impairment
shortfall relative to the regulatory provisions of exposures treated by the standardised approach
(-57 million Euros), the deduction of 21% of the nominal value of Greek public debt not covered
by impairment (-16 million Euros) and the deposits with high interest rates, pursuant to Banco de
Portugal Instruction no. 28/2011 (-10 million Euros);



The effects on consolidated reserves as a result of the variation in fair value reserves of
Millenniumbcp Ageas, the change in the accounting policy of the Pension Fund, the payment of
remunerations of hybrid products, exchange rate differences and other which, in aggregate
terms, contributed to a decrease of the Core Tier I by 2 million Euros

Risk-weighted assets registered, between the end of 2010 and December 2011, a decrease of 4,109
million Euros, essentially reflecting the following impacts:


The reduction of 4,649 million Euros of credit risk-weighted assets and counterparty risk-weighted
assets associated with the business, supported by deleveraging, reflected in the decrease of the
value of consolidated assets by 6,513 million Euros, and in the optimisation and reinforcement of
the collateral undertaken during 2011 (+56 b.p.);



The decrease of 750 million Euros resulting from the extension of the application of internal
rating models (IRB) to “Retail Revolving Exposures” and “Other Retail Exposures” risk sub-classes
in Portugal, formally authorised by Banco de Portugal with effect from 31 December 2011 within
the framework of the gradual adoption of IRB methodologies to calculate capital requirements for
credit and counterparty risk (+8 b.p.);



The regulatory changes brought in by Banco de Portugal in 2011, influenced in particular by the
reduction of the average weights of the regional and local governments and of the sovereign risks
of Angola and Mozambique, whose total value resulted in a reduction of 378 million Euros (+4
b.p.);



The reductions of market risk-weighted assets by 41 million Euros and of risk-weighted assets for
operational risk coverage by 294 million Euros (+4 b.p., on the aggregate);



The impacts arising from the Special Inspections Programme, which led to an increase of 664
million Euros (-7 b.p.);



The downgrades of the rating of the Portuguese Republic, which worsened the value of riskweighted assets by 1,340 million Euros (-15 b.p.).
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2010 versus 2009
At the end of 2010, the Bank’s consolidated Core Tier I ratio, calculated in accordance with the IRB
approach, was 6.7%, a positive development from the end of the previous year, in accordance with the
standardised approach (6.4%), with the Tier I and Total Capital ratios standing at 9.2% and 10.3% (9.3%
and 11.5% respectively at the end of 2009).
The core capital performance was positively influenced by the following factors:


The demonstrated ability to generate capital, reflected in the retained earnings and the decrease
in capital requirements from the activity (+70 b.p.). The goodwill impairment charges associated
with the activity in Greece and the gains from the sale of the shareholding in Eureko, BV had no
impact on Core Tier I because, according to the applicable regulatory rules, both the fair value
reserve related to the stake held in Eureko, BV and the goodwill were already recorded in that
heading;



Efforts to strengthen collateral in order to reduce exposure to credit risk, which resulted in
capital requirements reduction (+57 b.p.);



The increase in non-controlling interests resulting from the corresponding share in the capital
increase carried out by Bank Millennium in Poland (+14 b.p.); and



The impact from the sale of shareholdings in Turkey and United States of America (+4 b.p.).

These factors were partially offset by the following factors:


The increase of the pension fund’s actuarial differences above the applicable accounting corridor,
resulting from stock market devaluation and the increase in perception of Portuguese sovereign
risk (-65 b.p.);



The depreciation of deferred impacts related to adjustments to IFRS, the 2005 mortality table
and the 2008 actuarial losses (-32 b.p.);



Payments that took place in 2010 and regulatory provisioning of the return of hybrid instruments
in that year which was not paid in 2010 (-15 b.p.); and



The increase in capital requirements related to exposure to Portuguese credit institutions,
primarily as a result of the rating devaluation of the Portuguese Republic (-9 b.p.).

The increase of core capital was also influenced by changes in foreign currencies, non-controlling
interests driven by the activity of associated companies and by other effects that, on aggregate terms,
had a residual impact in 2010.
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1.2.1.7 Credit quality indicators (Instruction nr. 16/2004)

Million euros

Credit quality
Instruction nr. 16/2004 of the Bank of Portugal
2009
Total loans
77,326
Overdue loans (>90 days) + doubtful loans
2,601
Credit at risk
4,611
Impairment
2,157
Overdue loans (>90 days) + doubtful loans / Total loans
3.4%
Overdue loans (>90 days) + doubtful loans, net / Total loans, net
0.6%
Credit at risk / Total loans
6.0%
Credit at risk, net / Total loans, net
3.3%

2010
76,475
3,421
5,430
2,506
4.5%
1.2%
7.1%
4.0%

2011
71,723
4,414
7,211
3,488
6.2%
1.4%
10.1%
5.5%

The quality of the credit portfolio, assessed by the default indicators, namely the proportion of credit
with default (includes the overdue loans by more than 90 days and the doubtful loans reclassified as due
for provisioning purposes) as percentage of total credit stood at 6.2% as at 31 December 2011, if
compared with the 4.5% posted on the same date of 2010 (3.4% by the end of 2009). This evolution was
influenced, at the same time, by the decrease in total loans (numerator) and by the rise in overdue loans
(denominator), showing the progressive deterioration of the economic and financial situation of the
families and companies resulting in a growing materialization of the credit risk in the last few years.
Moreover, credit at risk, calculated in accordance with Instruction nr. 16/2004 of Banco de Portugal, also
suffered an aggravation during the period of time under analysis, reaching EUR 7.2 billion as at 31
December 2011, representing 10.1% of total credit on that date, which compares with 7.1% posted on 31
December 2010 (6.0% by the end of 2009).
The deterioration in the quality of the credit evidenced by the indicators previously analysed is following
the trajectory of the economic cycle in the markets were the Group operates, in particular the
deterioration of the economic and financial situation in Portugal and in Greece in the previous years,
notwithstanding the continued strengthening of the prevention and risk control mechanisms and the joint
efforts developed by the commercial and credit recovery areas.
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1.2.2 Individual financial data (BCP, S.A.)
The qualitative analysis of the individual financial data is based on the Bank's financial statements of the
financial years ended on 31 December 2009, 2010 and 2011, drawn up in accordance with the Adjusted
Accounting Standards (“Normas de contabilidade Ajustadas” – “NCAs”) established by Banco de Portugal,
based on the application of the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) in effect and adopted
by the European Union, except for the issues referred in no. 2 and 3 of Notice 1/2005 and no. 2 of Notice
4/2005 of Banco de Portugal.

1.2.2.1 Analysis of the individual Balance Sheet
A. Loans and advances to customers
The evolution of loans to customers in 2009, 2010 and 2011 is presented below.
Credit to customers (summary)

Households
Housing
Consumption
Corporations

2009
22,594
19,344
3,249
34,745
57,339

2010
22,315
19,449
2,866
32,771
55,086

2011
21,561
18,924
2,637
29,669
51,229

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010
-1.2%
-3.4%
0.5%
-2.7%
-11.8%
-8.0%
-5.7%
-9.5%
-3.9%
-7.0%

2011 compared to 2010
The unfavourable conjuncture and the increase in regulatory requirements led to a more selective
granting of credit to customers, aiming to accomplish the goals of reducing the commercial gap and
gradually deleveraging, which are to be continued in the next few years. The Bank sought to adequate its
value proposal to meet the customers’ needs for funding in this new context, especially those of the
companies in trading sectors.
Loans to customers fell 7.0%, standing at EUR 51,229 million as at 31 December 2011, in comparison with
Euro 55,086 million registered on 31 December 2010.
The performance of loans to customers shows the contraction felt in both loans to companies (-9.5%),
which stood at EUR 29,669 million as at 31 December 2011, and loans to individuals (-3.4%), reflecting, on
one hand, the impact of the gradual deleveraging underway, through namely the sale of specific loans,
and on the other, the deterioration of confidence in companies and families with influence on the
contraction of investment in durable goods and consequent decreased demand for funding.
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Indeed, the slowdown in credit granted to individuals in 2011 resulted both from less demand for
consumer credit and mortgage loans, due to the negative appraisal of the future evolution of disposable
family income, and from the higher selectivity and requirements tied to the granting, namely the lower
values of loans relative to the real value of the houses (guarantee), while the retraction in loans to
companies continued to take place, essentially, in the activity sectors that are traditionally more
dependent on the evolution of internal demand, such as services, commerce and construction.
Between 31 December 2010 and 31 December 2011, the structure of the loans to customers’ portfolio
maintained identical patterns of diversification, with loans to companies representing 58% of total loans
granted, while loans to individuals represented 42% of the portfolio of loans to customers.
Loans to individuals stood at EUR 21,561 million as at 31 December 2011, having decreased by 3.4%
relative to EUR 22,315 million recorded at the end of 2010, determined by the reduction of both
consumer and mortgage loans, although with a preponderance in volume of mortgage loans, which
represented 88% of loans to individuals, reaching a total of EUR 18,924 million as at 31 December 2011.
Consumer credit stood at EUR 2,637 million as at 31 December 2011, compared with the EUR 2,866
million recorded at the end of 2010, representing 12% of the portfolio of loans to customers by the end of
2011 (13% at the end of 2010).
Loans to companies stood at EUR 29,669 million on 31 December 2011, in comparison with EUR 32,771
million as at 31 December 2010. The trend of slowdown in loans to companies was exacerbated during
2011 by the effect of the beginning of the deleveraging process of the Portuguese economy, through the
adjustment of company balance sheets, by reducing banking indebtedness levels in order to achieve more
stable funding structures, and through the greater limitation of bank access to funding in financial
markets and consequent greater selectivity in loan granting.
In this context, particular reference should be made to the support offered to exporting companies and
companies with international strategies, as well as the support to enterprising businesses and initiatives
and the participation in the credit lines to Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME), namely under the
protocols signed with IAPMEI and PME Investimentos, especially in the PME Investe/QREN and Export
Investe programmes.

2010 compared to 2009
Within a particularly difficult context for the financial intermediation activity, as previously described,
the Bank adapted its credit granting policies to the a.m. goal of strict control of the commercial gap,
redesigning the range of funding solutions for companies and individuals, partially adjusting the
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associated funding cost, mitigating risk through the reinforcement of collateralisation levels and
promoting the identification of new business opportunities.
Loans to customers stood at EUR 55,086 million as at 31 December 2010, a slight decrease in comparison
with EUR 57,339 million registered as at 31 December 2009.
The performance of loans to customers was mainly conditioned by loans to companies, which totalled EUR
32,771 million on 31 December 2010 (-5.7%), together with the decrease in loans to individuals (-1.2%),
despite the 0.5% increase in mortgage loans.
Between 31 December 2009 and 31 December 2010, the structure of the credit portfolio showed similar
diversification levels, with loans to companies still as the main component of loans to customers,
weighing 59% of the portfolio, while loans to individuals represented 41% of total loans.
Loans to individuals stood at EUR 22,315 million as at 31 December 2010, having decreased by 1.2%
relative to the EUR 22,594 million recorded at the end of 2009, despite the 0.5% increase in mortgage
loans, which reached EUR 19,449 million as at 31 December 2010.
Consumer loans rose to EUR 2,866 million as at 31 December 2010, compared to EUR 3,249 million as at
31 December 2009, representing 6% of total loans to customers.
Loans to companies stood at EUR 32,771 million as at 31 December 2010, in comparison with EUR 34,745
million registered on 31 December 2009, and continued to be the main component in the credit portfolio.
The slowdown in loans to companies, which began in 2009, resulted partly from the effects of the
worsening of the economic and financial framework in 2010, namely the retraction in private investment,
together with greater selectivity in granting loans, despite the reinforcement of the credit lines to Small
and Medium-sized Enterprises (SME), as well as the support to enterprising businesses and initiatives,
namely under the protocols signed with IAPMEI, PME Investimentos and Sociedades de Garantia Mútua.

B. Impairment on credit and other (Balance Sheet)
The evolution of impairment on credit and other (balance sheet) recorded in the 2009, 2010 and 2011
balance sheets is presented below.
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Impairment (balance sheet)
2009

2010

2011

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010

Impairment on credit

1,638

2,087

2,763

27.4%

32.4%

Securities impairment
Other assets impairment
Total impairment

123
164
1,925

129
206
2,422

552
299
3,613

5.2%
25.4%
25.8%

327.9%
44.9%
49.2%

The global amount of impairment in the balance sheet attained EUR 3,613 million on 31 December 2011,
49.2% up from the EUR 2,422 million registered in the previous year (EUR 1,925 million in 2009).
The evolution registered by the balance of impairments between the end of 2010 and 2011 was
conditioned by the following exceptional events that occurred in 2011: (i) reinforcement of credit
impairment provisions, amounting to EUR 381.0 million, pursuant to the Special Inspections Programme
(SIP), corresponding to 0.7% of the total amount of loans analysed and 16.0% of the value of impairment
of the portfolio assessed; and (ii) recognition in accounts of losses due to impairment of Greek public
debt securities amounting to EUR 533.5 million.
Besides the factors mentioned above, credit impairment also rose significantly, in an adverse
macroeconomic and financial situation with impact on the deterioration of the financial standing of
families and companies, which influenced the performance of the credit portfolio with signs of
impairment, despite the initiatives implemented by the Group to mitigate the increase in default.
Impairment for other assets on the balance sheet specifically incorporates impairment charges of assets
received through accord and satisfaction agreements, having its behaviour for the last three years shown
a plunge in their market value estimated during the regular revaluation procedure for these assets,
together with the increase in impairment charges/provisions for other commitments.

C. Total customer funds
The evolution of total customer funds in 2009, 2010 and 2011 is presented below.

Total customer funds

Deposits
Debt securities issued placed with retail customers
Balance sheet customer funds
Mutual funds
Insurance
Off-balance sheet customer funds
Total customer funds

2009
33,252
4,622
37,873
3,335
10,905
14,240
52,113

2010
31,367
5,612
36,979
3,003
11,429
14,431
51,410

2011
32,718
5,425
38,143
2,561
10,088
12,649
50,793

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010
-5.7%
4.3%
21.4%
-3.3%
-2.4%
3.1%
-10.0%
-14.7%
4.8%
-11.7%
1.3%
-12.3%
-1.3%
-1.2%
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Customer deposist
2009
Customer deposist

33,252

2010
31,367

2011

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010

32,718

-5.7%

4.3%

2011 compared to 2010
The focus on growth and the retention of balance sheet customer funds became especially important
during 2011, contributing not only to the materialisation of the need to reduce the commercial gap and to
deleverage customer funds, but also to the strengthening of the Group's sources of stable funding, in view
of the persistent limitation of access to medium- and long-term transactions in wholesale funding
markets. In this context, Millennium bcp strengthened the offer of solutions concerning programmed
small savings and low risk investment with attractive yields, especially targeting individual customers but
also adjusted to companies, so as to ensure the expansion of its customer base.
Total customer funds reached EUR 50,793 million as at 31 December 2011, in comparison with EUR 51,410
million registered on 31 December 2010. This evolution was determined by the behaviour of the assets
under management and capitalisation products, in spite of the 3.1% increase in balance sheet customer
funds.
Balance sheet customer funds increased by 3.1%, reaching a total of EUR 38,143 million as at 31
December 2011, compared to EUR 36,979 million at the end of 2010, especially reflecting the growth of
customer deposits, materialising the focus on the attraction and retention of balance sheet funds, aimed
at reducing the commercial gap and, at the same time, increasing the funding of loans to customers using
deposits, by boosting the marketing of long term deposits offering attractive yields and adapted to
customer needs, notwithstanding the placement of other savings products which might strengthen stable
customer funds. Customer deposits were up 4.3%, reaching EUR 32,718 million as at 31 December 2011, in
comparison with EUR 31,367 million registered on 31 December 2010.
Debt securities issued placed with retail customers amounted to EUR 5,425 million at the end of 2011,
compared with EUR 5,612 million as at 31 December 2010, reflecting a relative contraction in the
placement of structured products, albeit indicating a preference for longer term investments, under the
commercial effort directed towards the attraction of stable customer funds.
Off-balance sheet customer funds stood at EUR 12,649 million on 31 December 2011, in comparison with
EUR 14,431 million registered on 31 December 2010. This evolution was determined by the unfavourable
performance of both the assets under management and capitalisation products during 2011, indicating, on
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the one hand, the uncertainty and volatility of the capital markets with impact on the depreciation of the
asset portfolios as well as on the redirecting of savings to assets not subject to market fluctuations and
with lower risk, and, on the other hand, the a.m. focus on the attraction of balance sheet customer
funds.
The assets under management stood at EUR 2,561 million as at 31 December 2011 (EUR 3,003 million at
the end of 2010), reflecting the persistent instability and volatility of the capital markets, with strong
impact on the asset management industry. Even so, this evolution was favourably driven by the
commercial involvement of the Bank's networks in the placement of investment funds and fostering of
options targeting the investment of small savings, of low risk and aimed at customers with a conservative
profile, such as the Fundo Especial de Investimento (Special Investment Fund, “FEI”) and Millennium
Extra Treasury III.
The capitalisation products stood at EUR 10,088 million as at 31 December 2011 (EUR 11,429 million at
the end of 2010), evidencing the divestment in unit linked capitalisation products and the lower
attractiveness and demand for products which traditionally received tax benefits, in particular the
retirement saving plans.

2010 compared to 2009
The growth of customer funds remained one of the Bank's main goals in 2010, gaining ever more
importance due to the more restrictive funding conditions in the interbank markets. The focus of the
commercial policy was the reinforcement of solutions and products adapted to the customers' financial
needs in terms of savings and investment, based on the liquidity needs and customer risk profiles.
Total customer funds reached EUR 51,410 million on 31 December 2010, down 1.3%, against EUR 52,113
million on the same date of 2009, influenced by deposits and assets under management.
Balance sheet customer funds totalled EUR 36,979 million as at 31 December 2010, comparing with the
EUR 37,873 million recorded at the end of 2009, which reflects the 5.7% decrease in customers' deposits,
which amounted to EUR 31,367 million on 31 December 2011 (EUR 33,252 million as at 31 December
2010), despite the increase in debt securities owed to customers (+21.4%) to EUR 5,612 million as at 31
December 2011 (EUR 4,622 million on 31 December 2010).
Off-balance sheet customer funds climbed 1.3%, rising to EUR 14,431 million on 31 December 2010 (EUR
14,240 million registered on the same date in 2009). The favourable evolution of off-balance sheet funds
verified since 2009 was important for the rise in global customer funds, though assets under management
were down 10.0% from 31 December 2009, especially taking advantage of capitalisation products that had
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a positive performance (+4.8%). The maintenance of historically low market interest rates, despite an
increase in the last quarter of 2010, led to a growing trend of customers choosing alternative financial
solutions with attractive yields and low risk, especially capitalisation products.
Assets under management fell from EUR 3,335 million as at 31 December 2009 to EUR 3,003 million at the
end of 2010, influenced by the instability and volatility of the financial and capital markets and by the
consequent unfavourable impact of the customers' investment options regarding products and solutions
with higher risk.
Capitalisation products registered a 4.8% increase, totalling EUR 11,429 million as at 31 December 2010,
compared to EUR 10,905 million at the end of 2009, riding a diversified and attractive product range with
tax benefits, especially retirement saving plans.

D. Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss, available for sale and held to maturity
The evolution of the debt portfolio, especially financial assets held for trading, available for sale and held
to maturity in 2009, 2010 and 2011 is presented below.

Debt securities held
2009
Amount % of total

2010
Amount % of total

2011
Amount % of total

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010

By issuer
Portuguese Government
Resident private sector
Non-residents
Total

535
1,652
11,761
13,949

3.8%
11.8%
84.3%
100.0%

5,724
5,092
13,965
24,781

23.1%
20.5%
56.4%
100.0%

4,675
5,920
10,912
21,507

21.7%
27.5%
50.7%
100.0%

18.7%
77.7%

-18.3%
16.3%
-21.9%
-13.2%

By type
Classified as Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Classified as Available-for-sale financial assets
Classified as Held to maturity
Total

1,404
10,792
1,752
13,949

10.1%
77.4%
12.6%
100.0%

3,763
14,604
6,414
24,781

15.2%
58.9%
25.9%
100.0%

806
15,327
5,374
21,507

3.7%
71.3%
25.0%
100.0%

168.1%
35.3%
77.7%

-78.6%
4.9%
-16.2%
-13.2%

2011 compared to 2010
The debt portfolio of the Bank includes financial assets related to intragroup operations, therefore the
financial assets held for trading, available for sale and held to maturity totalled EUR 21,507 million as at
31 December 2011, comparing with EUR 24,781 million as at 31 December 2010. This development was
driven fundamentally by the progressive reduction of exposure to Portuguese sovereign debt, especially
during the second half of the year, focusing on Treasury Bills and other public debt securities, as well as
by the reduction of the exposure to debt issued by non-residents.

2010 compared to 2009
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Financial assets held for trading, available for sale and held to maturity increased to EUR 24,781 million
on 31 December 2010 (EUR 13,949 million on the same date in 2009). This performance was driven by the
general increase in types of financial assets, particularly in terms of public debt securities and bonds from
Portuguese public issuers within the scope of the strategic option to invest in financial assets to increase
the portfolio of assets eligible for collateral with Central Banks, particularly the European Central Bank.

E. Contingent liabilities
The Bank regularly evaluates the major contingencies, accounting the estimated amount of each
contingencies identified, assessed according to the probability of default. These amounts were duly
accounted for in the financial statements of 2009, 2010 and 2011 under provisions.

1.2.2.2. Individual financial statements - Assessment
The summary of the financial statements in 2009, 2010 and 2011 is presented below.

Income statement (summary)
BCP, SA

Net interest income
Other net income
Net operating revenues
Operating costs
Operational results
Impairment on credit (net of recoveries)
Other impairment and provisions
Results before taxes
Income tax
Net income

2009
831.4
1,184.2
2,015.6
983.2
1,032.4
890.9
58.5
82.9
-123.4
206.3

2010
882.6
1,077.8
1,960.4
991.7
968.7
762.8
3.5
202.4
-98.3
300.6

2011
900.9
520.7
1,421.5
1,047.0
374.5
802.4
433.3
-861.1
-392.6
-468.5

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010
6.2%
2.1%
-9.0%
-51.7%
-2.7%
-27.5%
0.9%
5.6%
-6.2%
-61.3%
-14.4%
5.2%
-94.0%
12249.8%
144.1%
-525.5%
-20.4%
299.6%
45.7%
-255.8%

Note: The amounts in the 2010 financial statements were not restated.

A. Net income

2011 compared to 2010
The Bank's net income was negative by EUR 468.5 million in 2011, which compares with the EUR 300.6
million in profits recorded in 2010, influenced by exceptional negative factors such as the increase of
impairment provisions for other financial assets, of which we underline the Greek public debt, the partial
transfer of the liabilities with retirees and pensioners to the Social Security General Regime and the
mark-to-market of the Portuguese public debt. These exceptional factors fundamentally reflect the
persistence of an adverse macro-economic context in Portugal and abroad, together with the severe
tensions around sovereign debts in the euro area and the growing uncertainty in the international
financial markets.
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2011 net income includes the impact of increasing impairment charges following the Special Inspection
Programme (SIP), carried out in the wake of the Financial Aid Programme established with the Portuguese
authorities, amounting to EUR 259.2 million after taxes, the recognition in the accounts of losses due to
the impairment of the Greek public debt amounting to EUR 268.7 million after taxes, and the accounting
into staff-related costs of the expenses with the partial transfer of the liabilities with retirees and
pensioners to the Social Security General Regime amounting to EUR 117.0 million after taxes.
In addition, the Bank's net income reflects the accounting of EUR 90.9 million after taxes in losses with
the Portuguese sovereign debt (EUR 13.2 million after taxes in 2010), the cancelation of provisions for the
pension fund of former members of the Executive Board of Directors, in the first quarter, and of
employees, due to the complementary plan, amounting to EUR 31.3 million after taxes and the cost with
early retirements of EUR 8.7 million after taxes (EUR 7.7 million after taxes in 2010).
Even so, the Bank's net income was favourably influenced by the increase in the net interest income,
benefiting from the adjustment of credit spreads in the customer risk profile, the reduction of other
administrative costs, which reflects the initiatives set in motion to strictly control costs with suppliers
and outsourcers, and by the smaller depreciation costs, particularly in equipment and buildings.

2010 compared to 2009
The Bank's net income totalled EUR 300.6 million in 2010, in comparison with EUR 206.3 million recorded
in 2009.
The Bank's net income in 2010 incorporates costs with early retirement amounting to EUR 7.7 million
after taxes, which compares with EUR 2.9 million in 2009.
The increase in net income between 2009 and 2010 was driven by the performance of the net interest
income, net commissions and net trading income, despite the smaller amount of dividends received and
the decrease in other operating income. The Bank's net income was also influenced by the control of
operating costs (+0.9%), reflecting the decrease of depreciations and staff-related costs, despite the
increase in other administrative costs.

B. Net operating revenues

B.1. Net Interest Income

2011 compared to 2010
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The Bank's net interest income increased 2.1%, standing at EUR 900.9 million on 31 December 2011, in
comparison with EUR 882.6 million registered in 2010.
The evolution of the net interest income benefited from the effect of the favourable interest rate
generated by the Customers' operations, supported by the adjustment of credit spreads to customer risk
profiles, within the context of limitations to access to interbank and wholesale funding markets and
increase of funding costs, despite the increase in the remuneration of term deposits, in accordance with
the initiatives implemented for the retention and attraction of balance sheet customer funds within an
environment that is becoming especially competitive.
The net interest income was driven by the effect of positive volume, benefiting from the increase in the
balance of financial assets, despite the decrease in loans to customers, resulting from the smaller
demand and greater selectiveness in credit granting, and from the decrease in debt issued and financial
liabilities, despite the growth in customer deposits, associated with the efforts undertaken to further
increase balance sheet customer funds among the customer base, within the scope of the ongoing
deleveraging process and the reinforcement of stable funding in the financing structure.

2010 compared to 2009
The Bank's net interest income reached EUR 882.6 million in 2010, 6.2% up from EUR 831.4 million in
2009.
The net interest income was favourably driven by the effect of positive volume, despite an adverse and
especially competitive environment, partially mitigated by the unfavourable interest rate effect, partly
influenced by the time lag in the repercussion of the variations occurred in market interest rates in the
rates applied to customer operations. Yet the interest rate effect benefited from the revision of the
spreads of loans to customers being progressively implemented by the business areas, aiming to reflect
the increase in the cost of funding due to the instability of funding and interbank markets and of the
subsequent greater limitation of access to alternative funding sources.

B.2. Other net income
Other net income includes income from capital instruments, income from services and commissions,
results from trading operations and other operating profit and loss.
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Other net income
BCP, SA
2009
Income from capital instruments
Income from services and commissions
Results of financial operations
Other operating profit and loss

556.1
491.1
72.5
64.5
1,184.2

2010
489.9
569.2
115.8
-97.1
1,077.8

2011
297.3
560.8
-358.5
21.0
520.7

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010
-11.9%
15.9%
59.7%
-250.6%
-9.0%

-39.3%
-1.5%
-409.7%
-121.7%
-51.7%

2011 compared to 2010
Other net income totalled EUR 520.7 million in 2011, which compares with EUR 1,077.8 million in 2010.
This performance was fundamentally influenced by a decrease in the results from financial operations and
also by the smaller income from capital instruments.

2010 compared to 2009
Other net income amounted to EUR 1,077.8 million in 2010, which compares with EUR 1,184.2 million in
2009. This evolution was mostly influenced by the smaller dividends from equity instruments and other
operating profit and loss, despite the increase in results from financial operations, as well as the
favourable performance of income from services and commissions.

B.2.1. Income from capital instruments
The Bank's income from capital instruments include dividends received from investments in financial
assets available for sale, namely income from affiliated companies within the Group's consolidation
perimeter.

2011 compared to 2010
Income from capital instruments totalled EUR 297.3 million in 2011, compared with EUR 489.9 million in
2010. Dividends posted in 2011 include EUR 255.5 million received from Millennium bcp Participações,
S.G.P.S., Sociedade Unipessoal, Lda. and, in 2010, include the EUR 318.8 million from the dividend and
reserves received from Seguros & Pensões Gere, S.G.P.S., S.A..

2010 compared to 2009
Income from capital instruments went down to EUR 489.9 million in 2010, compared to EUR 556.1 million
in 2009. This performance in 2010 mainly reflects the effect of the dividend and reserves received from
Seguros & Pensões Gere, S.G.P.S., S.A. amounting to EUR 318.8 million (EUR 434.7 million in 2009).
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B.2.2. Income from services and commissions
Income from services and commissions include commissions more directly related to the banking business
(cards, loans and guarantees, bancassurance and other commissions) and commissions directly related to
financial markets (securities transactions and asset management).

2011 compared to 2010
Net income from services and commissions stood at EUR 560.8 million in 2011 compared to EUR 569.2
million in 2010. The evolution of net commissions was mostly influenced by the performance in
commissions related to financial markets, partly offset by the favourable evolution in commissions more
directly related to the banking business.
The positive performance of commissions more directly related to the banking business was enhanced by
the growth in commissions related to loans and guarantees and to banking services provided. In turn,
commissions related to financial markets experienced a negative performance due to the persistence of a
particularly adverse environment for the management of financial investments, determined by the
uncertainty and volatility of financial markets.

2010 compared to 2009
Net income from services and commissions increased to EUR 569.2 million in 2010, evidencing a 15.9%
growth from the EUR 491.1 million posted in 2009, benefiting from the commissions more directly related
with the banking business and from commissions related with the financial markets.
The commissions more directly related with the banking business were positively influenced by
commissions originated in the placement of insurance products, commissions related to credit and
guarantees and also commissions charged due to banking services provided. On the other hand, the
growth registered in the commissions related to the financial market was supported by the performance
either of the commissions related to securities transactions or of commissions related to asset
management.

B.2.3. Results of financial operations
The results of financial operations includes the income from hedging and trading operations and income
from financial assets available for sale.

2011 compared to 2010
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The results of financial operations registered a loss amounting to EUR 358.5 million in 2011, when
compared with the EUR 115.8 million posted in 2010. This evolution evidences, in 2011, the impacts
resulting from the instability experienced by the financial markets, particularly the increasing tensions
related to the sovereign debt crisis in the euro area, that have caused a high volatility and devaluation of
the portfolio of financial instruments more exposed to the market risk, partially mitigated by the growth
registered in income from foreign exchange operations.
The evolution of the results of financial operations was influenced by the recording, in 2011, of losses
associated with: (i) Portuguese public debt securities amounting to EUR 128.1 million (EUR 18.0 million in
2010); and (ii) the variation of the fair value related with the credit risk of financial instruments at fair
value option, amounting to EUR 57.3 million (gains of EUR 124.7 million in 2010).
Hence, in accordance with the accounting policies and the impact in financial transactions mentioned
above, the Bank adopted the fair value option to measure own issues of financial instruments containing
embedded derivatives or associated hedging swaps. Thus, the financial liabilities accounted at fair value
option are initially recognized at their fair value, and the costs or gains associated with the transactions
and also the subsequent fair value variations are recognised in the profit and loss account.

2010 compared to 2009
The results of financial operations amounted to EUR 115.8 million in 2010, a positive evolution compared
to the EUR 72.5 million posted in 2009, influenced, mainly, by the revaluation of the financial
instruments accounted at fair value and by the income generated by the sale of securities of the
portfolio, together with the revaluation of the hedging operations.
The Bank adopted the fair value option as a method to measure the own issues of financial instruments
containing embedded derivatives or hedging swaps associated. Thus, the financial liabilities accounted
using the fair value option are initially recognized at fair value, and the costs or gains associated with the
transactions and also the subsequent fair value variations are recognised in profit and loss account.
The revaluation of the financial instruments accounted using the fair value option in 2010 was influenced
by the evolution of the funding conditions in the markets, if compared with the end of 2009, and
consequent impact in the own credit risk of the Bank and of the Portuguese Republic. Hence, in 2010 the
Bank accounted gains amounting to EUR 124.7 million (losses amounting to EUR 59.6 million in 2009)
related to the increase of the bank’s credit risk as a result of the growth of the market spreads for
operations with a similar risk.
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B.2.4. Other operating profit and loss
The other operating profit and loss includes other operating income, other income from non-banking
operations and the income generated by the sale of other assets.

2011 compared to 2010
The other operating profit and loss registered gains amounting to EUR 21.0 million in 2011, which
compares with the net losses of EUR 97.1 million in 2010, showing the impact in operating losses of: (i)
the 2011 extraordinary tax on the banking sector amounting to EUR 30.0 million; (ii) the contribution
given to the Investors Compensation System, amounting to EUR 16.6 million; and (iii) a gain related with
insurance premiums associated with pensions accounted in the first quarter of 2011.

2010 compared to 2009
The other operating profit and loss registered net losses amounting to EUR 97.1 million in 2010, which
compares with the gains amounting to EUR 64.5 million posted in 2009. This evolution was mainly
determined by the loss registered in the sale of shareholdings, namely the loss amounting to EUR 161.9
million resulting from the liquidation of the company Seguros e Pensões S.G.P.S, S.A.

C. Operating Costs
The operating costs include staff cots, general administrative costs and depreciation and amortisation.

Operating costs
2009
Staff costs
General administrative costs
Depreciation and amortisation

588.1
347.1
48.0
983.2

2010
587.4
359.7
44.6
991.7

2011
661.6
346.0
39.4
1,047.0

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010
-0.1%
3.6%
-7.0%
0.9%

12.6%
-3.8%
-11.8%
5.6%

2011 compared to 2010
The operating costs of the Bank stood at EUR 1,047.0 million in 2011, which compares with EUR 991.7
million accounted in 2010. The operating costs incorporated, in 2011, the expenses associated with the
partial transfer of liabilities with pensions of retired employees and pensioners into the Social Security
Regime, amounting to EUR 164.8 million, the cancelation of provisions related with the pensions fund of
former members of the Executive Board of Directors and of Employees, related with the complementary
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plan, globally, amounting to EUR 44.1 million, and with early retirements, amounting to EUR 12.3 million
(EUR 10.4 million in 2010).
The performance of the operating costs, excluding the impacts previously mentioned, evidences the strict
control of costs that is currently being made by the Bank, reflecting the savings made in other
administrative expenses, showing the efforts made to control costs and improve operating efficiency and
also the lower level of depreciation costs related with equipment and buildings.
The Bank’s cost-to-income ratio, excluding specific items, stood at 64.3%, in 2011 (50.1% in 2010),
conditioned by the evolution of income notwithstanding the performance of the component operating
costs that benefited from the several initiatives implemented aiming at achieving a rigorous control of
costs and improve operating efficiency.

2010 compared to 2009
The Bank’s operating costs stood at EUR 991.7 million in 2010, which compares with EUR 983.2 million
accounted in 2009, reflecting the control of costs. The operating costs include the accounting of costs
with early retirements amounting to EUR 10.4 million in 2010 and EUR 3.9 million in 2009.
The operating costs practically stabilized, reaching EUR 991.7 million (+0.9%), positively influenced by the
lower level of depreciation costs, mainly those related with buildings and equipment and by lesser costs
with staff, pensions and facultative social expenses in spite of the increase in other administrative costs,
namely outsourcing and independent work, mainly due to the increase of credit recovery activities,
balanced by the effort made in order to decrease the costs with supplies from third parties.
The Bank’s cost-to-income ratio stood at 50.1%, from 48.6% in 2009, influenced by the decrease in net
operating revenues, notwithstanding the slowdown in operating costs.

C.1. Staff costs

2011 compared to 2010
The Bank’s staff costs in 2011 amounted to EUR 661.6 million, which compares with EUR 587.4 million
accounted in 2010. The costs with staff incorporate the already mentioned specific impacts, totally
amounting to EUR 133.0 million in 2011 and EUR 10.4 million in 2010.
Excluding the specific impacts previously mentioned, staff costs were mainly influenced by the higher
level of social expenses notwithstanding the reduction in costs with pensions and with remunerations, if
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compared with 2010. Staff costs also reflect the reduction of the staff by 189 employees between the end
of 2010 and the end of 2011, evidencing the rationalization and optimization of resources via, namely,
the reconfiguration and re-dimensioning of the distribution network.

2010 compared to 2009
Staff costs totalled EUR 587.4 million in 2010, practically stabilizing from EUR 588.1 million accounted in
2009. Staff costs include the accounting of costs with early retirements, amounting to EUR 10.4 million
and EUR 3.9 million in 2010 and 2009, respectively. Therefore, excluding these impacts, staff costs
decreased 1.2%.
Excluding the impact of the costs with early retirements previously mentioned, the Bank’s staff costs
decreased, benefiting, mainly from the reduction of costs with pensions and with facultative social
expenses notwithstanding the increase in remunerations mainly caused by the annual wage revision. The
Bank’s staff costs also reflect the reduction of the staff by 186 employees between the end of 2009 and
the end of 2010, resulting from the consolidation of initiatives targeted at the efficient allocation of
resources, namely the incentive for the development of commercial competences and consequent
rotation of functions and mobility of employees to reinforce the commercial areas.

C.2. General administrative costs

2011 compared to 2010
The general administrative costs of the Bank decreased 3.8%, totalling EUR 346.0 million in 2011, from
EUR 359.7 million in 2010, benefiting from the savings made in most aggregates, in particular in
advertising expenses, other specialized services, outsourcing, rents and leases, communications and also
in maintenance and repairs. This decrease in general administrative costs benefited from the impact of
the several initiatives implemented aiming at a strict control of costs, together with the re-configuration
and optimization of the branch network.

2010 compared to 2009
The other administrative costs stood at EUR 359.7 million in 2010, from EUR 347.1 million accounted in
2009 (+3.6%), translating, mainly, lawyer fees and outsourcing services, especially to support credit
recovery activities, maintenance of hardware and software, insurances and other specialized services.
However, we must highlight the savings achieved in costs with trips, accommodation, representation
expenses, communications and transportation.
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C.3. Depreciation and amortisation

2011 compared to 2010
The Bank’s depreciation and amortisation costs decreased 11.8% to EUR 39.4 million in 2011, from EUR
44.6 million accounted in 2010, mainly showing the evolution registered by depreciations related with
equipment and buildings together with the gradual termination of the depreciation period of investments
made notwithstanding the increasing number of depreciation of software within the scope of a selective
investment policy and improvement of the operational efficiency.

2010 compared to 2009
Depreciation and amortisation costs decreased 7.0% to EUR 44.6 million in 2010, from EUR 48.0 million
accounted in 2009, as a result of the lower level of depreciations related with equipment and buildings
induced by the gradual termination of the depreciation period of investments made more than
compensating the increase of software depreciation compared to the previous financial year.

D. Impairment on credit (net of recoveries)

2011 compared to 2010
Impairment on credit (net of recoveries) totalled EUR 802.4 million in 2011, which compares with EUR
762.8 million accounted in 2010, as a result of the behaviour of the credit portfolio with signs of
impairment within an adverse macro-economic and financial context, with impact on the deterioration of
the financial situation of families and companies, notwithstanding the implementation of initiatives
aiming at decreasing the default levels.
The Impairment on credit (net of recoveries) of the Bank includes, in 2011, a reinforcement in
impairment charges amounting to EUR 259.2 million as a result of the Special Inspections Program (SIP)
made to the largest domestic banking groups, within the scope of the Economic and Financial Assistance
program established with the Portuguese authorities.
The cost of risk, measured by the proportion of loan impairment charges (net of recoveries) in view of the
loan portfolio stood 157 basis points in 2011, which compares with 138 basis points accounted in 2010.

2010 compared to 2009
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The Bank’s impairment for loans (net of recoveries) amounted to EUR 762.8 million in 2010, which
compares with EUR 890.9 million accounted in 2009.
The cost of risk, assessed by the proportion of loan impairment charges (net of recoveries) in view of the
loan portfolio attained 138 basis points in 2010 (155 basis points in 2009).

E. Other impairment and provisions
The other impairment and provisions incorporate the recognition of impairments for securities,
guarantees and other commitments.

2011 compared to 2010
The other impairment and provisions of the Bank totalled EUR 433.3 million in 2011, which compares with
EUR 3.5 million in 2010. The other impairments registered in 2011 were influenced mainly by the
accounting recognition of impairment losses associated with Greek sovereign debt in the amount of EUR
358.3 million.

2010 compared to 2009
The other impairment and provisions of the Bank reached EUR 3.5 million, which compares with EUR 58.5
million in 2009. This evolution reflects the lower level of impairment related with securities together
with the reduction in impairments and provisions for guarantees and other commitments.

1.2.2.3 Other Comprehensive Income
During 2011, the impact of the items of the profit and loss account not accounted in the individual profit
and loss account was negative by EUR 200.1 million after tax. This amount was determined by the
variation registered in fair value reserves associated with financial assets available for sale amounting to
EUR 167.9 million, showing the depreciation observed in the exposure held by the Bank to Portuguese
sovereign debt and by the inclusion of actuarial losses related to the pension fund, amounting to EUR 32.2
million, after tax.
In 2010, the impact of the items of the profit and loss account not accounted in the individual statement
of income was negative by EUR 186.2 million, after tax, due to the impact of the negative variation of the
fair value reserves in financial assets held for sale with an equal amount.
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In 2009, the impact of the items of the profit and loss account not accounted in the financial statements
was positive by EUR 60.5 million after tax, pursuant to the accounting of a positive variation in the fair
value reserves in financial assets held for sale with an equal amount.

Individual statement of comprehensive income
2009
Fair value reserves
Financial assets available for sale
Tax
Financial assets available for sale

2010

Million euros
2011

80.0

-261.6

-236.1

-19.6
60.5

75.4
-186.2

68.2
-167.9

0.0
-186.2
300.6
114.4

-38.1
5.9
-32.2
-200.1
-468.5
-668.6

Actuarial losses for the year
Gross value
Tax
Comprehensive income recognised directly in equity after tax
Net income
Total comprehensive income for the year

0.0
60.5
206.3
266.8

1.2.2.4. Equity structure

2011 compared to 2010
During 2011, in accordance with one of the options allowed by the IAS 19 – Employee Benefits, the Bank
changed the accounting policy and started to recognize the actuarial deviations of the financial year
against reserves.
The Bank’s equity went from EUR 6,609 million by the end of 2010 to EUR 4,517 million as at 31 de
December 2011 (EUR -2,092 million), including the effect of the share capital increase by incorporation of
reserves of issue premium, by conversion of subordinated perpetual securities into ordinary shares and by
a subscription public offer reserved for Shareholders, globally amounting to EUR 1,370 million, with an
impact on equity amounting to EUR 260 million. However, the evolution in equity was influenced, mainly,
by the unfavourable impacts resulting from: i) the accounting in 2011 of losses amounting to EUR 469
million; ii) the negative variation of fair value reserves associated with financial assets available for sale
(EUR -186 million).

2010 compared to 2009
The equity went from EUR 6,660 million by the end 2009 to EUR 6,609 million on 31 December 2010 (EUR
-51 million), taking advantage, essentially, from the income posted in 2010 amounting to EUR 301 million.
The evolution registered in equity also shows the impact of the appropriation of profit amounting to EUR
89 million and also the negative variation of the fair value reserves, amounting to EUR 168 million,
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associated with the portfolio of financial assets available for sale, especially related with the
reassessment of the fair value reserve.

Equity
2009
Equity

6,660

2010
6,609

2011

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010

4,517

-0.8%

-31.7%

1.2.2.5 Liquidity and Funding
The Bank uses several funding sources, both short- and long-term ones. In the last financial years, the
Bank gave particular attention to growth and to the retention of balance sheet customer funds not only to
accomplish objectives related with the reduction of the commercial gap and deleveraging but also to
achieve a stable funding in view of the instability and uncertainty showed by the interbank markets and
the persistent limitation in the access to medium- and long-term operations in the wholesale funding
markets.
The Bank’s funding during the last three financial years presented the following evolution and structure:

Funding sources
2009
Customer deposits
Eurosystem refinancing
Other central banks refinancing
Resources from other credit institutions
Debt securities issued
of which: placed with retail customers
Total
Ratios
Customers funding

(1)

/Total funding

Wholesale funding/Total funding

33,252
2,608
322
18,691
20,704
4,622
75,577

2010
31,367
15,377
246
12,055
20,552
5,612
79,598

2011
32,718
12,716
308
10,256
22,232
5,425
78,229

50.1%

46.5%

48.8%

49.9%

53.5%

51.2%

Million euros
Change
2010-2009 2011-2010
-5.7%
489.6%
-23.6%
-35.5%
-0.7%
21.4%
5.3%

4.3%
-17.3%
25.0%
-14.9%
8.2%
-3.3%
-1.7%

(1) Customer deposits and debt securities issued placed with retail customers.

Highlight to the evolution of the ratio of customer funds ratio as percentage of total funding, which went
from 50.1% as at 31 December 2009 to 48.8% as at 31 December 2011, showing a reduction in the
wholesale funding as a percentage of total funding that reached 51.2% as at 31 December 2011 from
53.5% as at 31 December 2010.
The strict execution of the policy towards the reduction of the funding needs throughout the last
financial year enabled the Bank to reduce its exposure to the ECB to EUR 12.7 billion as at 31 December
2011, which compares with the EUR 15.4 billion as of 31 December 2010. Moreover, by the end of 2011
the Bank extended the maturity of its funds from the ECB through the first of the 3-year auctions (LTRO)
instituted by the ECB aimed at injecting liquidity into the banking system of the Euro area. The securities
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eligible portfolio in eventual funding operations with Central Banks attained EUR 15.6 billion as at 31
December 2011.
Throughout the last financial years, the Bank refinanced the medium- and long-term debt,
notwithstanding the adverse conditions of the international debt markets, continuing, at the same time
the efforts to reduce its funding needs, an effort reflected into the reduction of securities issued, which
stood at EUR 22.2 billion as at 31 December 2011, from EUR 20.7 million as at 31 December 2009.
However, we must highlight that Millennium bcp is continuously strengthening and preserving its eligible
collateral portfolio, namely by the integration in the pool of new bond issues guaranteed by the
Portuguese Republic:


In the financial years of 2009 and 2011 the Bank made four debt issues guaranteed by the
Portuguese Republic, the aggregated value of which amounted to EUR 6,000 million on 31
December 2011.



The first issue was made in January 2011, amounting to EUR 1,500 million with maturity in
January 2012. This issue was replaced, on its maturity date, by another issue with an equal
amount, also guaranteed by the Portuguese State.



The second issue was made in August 2011, amounted to EUR 1,750 million and aimed at
increasing the pool of assets eligible at the European Central Bank (ECB).



In December 2011, aiming also at strengthening the pool of assets eligible at the ECB, the
Bank made two new issues: one amounting to EUR 1,350 million and another to EUR 1,400
million, the latter only reinforced the value of the pool in January 2012.
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1.2.2.6. Capital adequacy (Capital Management)
The table below presents, for the period of time under analysis, the evolution shown by the solvency
indicators of BCP, S.A.

SOLVENCY
Euro million

2011

2010

2009

IRB

IRB

Standardised

Risk weighted assets
Credit risk

50.060

51.112

56.337

532

482

170

Risk of the trading portfolio
Operational risk

2.366

2.591

2.590

52.959

54.185

59.097

5.594

4.665

5.130

10

1.000

1.000

Other deductions (1)

(118)

(261)

(16)

Tier I Capital

5.486

5.404

6.114

Tier II Capital

1.010

2.398

3.027

Total
Own funds
Core Tier I
Preference shares and Perpetual Subordinated Debt
Securities with Conditioned Coupons

Deductions to Total Regulatory Capital (2)

(104)

(84)

(798)

Total Regulatory Capital

6.392

7.718

8.343

Core Tier I

10,6%

8,6%

8,7%

Tier I

10,4%

10,0%

10,3%

Tier II

1,7%

4,3%

3,8%

12,1%

14,2%

14,1%

Solvency ratios

Total

(1) Includes deductions related to the shortfall of the stock of impairment to expected losses and significant
shareholdings in unconsolidated financial institutions, in particular to the shareholdings held in Millenniumbcp
Ageas and Banque BCP (France and Luxembourg).
Note: The Bank received authorisation from the Bank of Portugal to adopt IRB approaches for the calculation
of capital requirements for credit and counterparty risks, covering a substantial part of the risks from the
activity in Portugal, as from 31 December 2010. Estimates of the probability of default and the loss given
default (IRB Advanced) were used for retail exposures to small companies and exposures collateralised by
commercial and residential real state, and estimates of the probability of default (IRB Foundation) were used
for corporate exposures, excluding property development loans and entities from the simplified rating system.
In the scope of the Roll-Out Plan for the calculation of capital requirements for credit and counterparty risk
under IRB approaches and following the request submitted by the Bank, the Bank of Portugal formally
authorised the extension of this methodology to the subclasses of risk “Renewable Retail Positions” and
“Other Retail Positions” in Portugal with effect as from 31 December 2011.
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2011 versus 2010
The Core Tier I ratio attained 10.6% on 31 December 2011, evidencing a growth of 195 b.p. from the 8.6%
reported at the end of 2010, having the ratios Tier I and Total attained 10.4% and 12.1% by the end of
2011 (10.0% and 14.2%, respectively, by the end of 2010).
The success of the actions to strengthen the Core Tier I undertaken during 2011 and the visible reduction
in risk weighted assets, supported by deleveraging and the optimization and reinforcement of collateral,
positively contributed for the evolution registered in Core Tier I ratio.
By the end of 2011, if compared with the amount reported by the end of 2010, Core Tier I increased EUR
929 million. Thereon, we must highlight the following:
–

The increase of the share capital of the Bank by EUR 990 million ended in June 2011 within the
scope of the general public offer for the purchase of perpetual subordinated securities with
conditioned interests;

–

The increase of the share capital in cash paid up in June 2011, with shareholders preference
reserve, amounting to EUR 260 million;

–

The net income of the financial year that, notwithstanding being negative by EUR 469 million, had
a negative impact of EUR 352 million in Core Tier I on 31 December 2011, since it includes a total
of EUR 117 million relating to impacts due to the partial transfer of pensions into the Social
Security General Regime that were not accounted as capital, in accordance with regulations
issued by Banco de Portugal;

–

The 2011 net income that negatively affected the Core Tier I was determined by the cost of EUR
269 million, after taxes, resulting from the losses due to impairment corresponding to an average
of 77% of the nominal value of the Greek public debt held;

–

The unfavourable impact amounting to EUR 286 million related with the Pension Fund, recorded
after the neutralisation of the effects of the partial transfer of pension liabilities into the Social
Security Regime and of the corridor due to non-transferred liabilities, that resulted from the
actuarial differences of 2011, including the effects of the change of assumptions and of the
corridor variation, and the regulatory amortization of deferred impacts from the transition into
the IAS/IFRS, of the alteration made in the mortality table in 2005 and the 2008 actuarial losses;

–

The negative impacts associated with other prudential filters, namely deposits with high rates, in
accordance with the Instruction of Banco de Portugal 28/2011 (EUR -10 million);

–

The remaining impacts are related to effects in the reserves due to the change of the accounting
policy of the Pension Fund, the payment of the remunerations of the hybrid products and other,
which, in global terms, contributed with a decrease amounting to EUR 20 million.
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Risk weighted assets registered, between the end of 2010 and December of 2011, a decrease of EUR 1,226
million, translating, mainly, the following impacts:
–

The EUR 4,374 million reduction in credit and counterparty risk weighted assets associated with
the activity, supported in deleveraging, translated into a reduction in the amount of assets of EUR
4,391 million and also in the optimization and reinforcement of collaterals made during the 2011
financial year;

–

The EUR 750 million decrease resulting from the roll-out of the internal rating approach (IRB) to
the risk sub-classes “Retail Renewable Positions” and “Other Retail Positions” in Portugal,
formally authorized by Banco de Portugal, as of 31 December 2011, within the gradual adoption
of the IRB approaches to the estimation of capital requirements for credit and counterparty risks;

–

The reduction of EUR 135 million in risk weighted assets for market risks and of EUR 225 million in
risk weighted assets for operational risk;

–

The alterations introduced due to the Special Inspections Program that determined a EUR 293
million increase;

–

The alterations introduced by CRD III and other regulatory alterations determined an increase
amounting to EUR 469 million;

–

The downgrades of the rating of the Portuguese Republic and of the Greek Republic, that
aggravated risk weighted assets by EUR 3,496 million.

2010 versus 2009
By the end of 2010, the Bank’s Core Tier I ratio, calculated in accordance with the IRB approach, attained
8.6%, in line with the figure reported by the end of the previous year, in accordance with the
Standardised approach (8.7%) having the ratios Tier I and Total reached 10.0% and 14.2% (10.3% and
14.1%, respectively, by the end of 2009).
The evolution registered by the core capital was negatively influenced by a set of impacts, namely:
–

the growth of the actuarial differences of the pension fund above the corridor, induced by the
markets depreciation (EUR -386 million); and

–

the depreciation of deferred impacts of the adjustments due to the transition into the IFRS, the
2005 mortality table and the 2008 actuarial losses (EUR -209 million).

The impacts mentioned above were partially mitigated by the internal generation of capital, shown by
the variation of reserves and results accounted for prudential purposes (EUR + 123 million), and by the
decrease in the amount of treasury shares (EUR + 7 million).
The risk weighted assets declined EUR 5,225 million in this period due to the migration into the IRB
approach of the retail portfolios collateralized by real estate properties, residential or commercial, and
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of some corporate portfolios, and by the effort developed aiming at optimizing and strengthening the
collaterals of exposures with credit risk, in spite of the negative impact of the downgrade of the rating of
the Portuguese Republic in the exposures in domestic credit institutions.

1.2.2.7 Credit quality indicators (Instruction nr. 16/2004)

Million euros

Credit quality
Instruction nr. 16/2004 of the Bank of Portugal
2009
Total loans
57,328
Overdue loans (>90 days) + doubtful loans
1,978
Credit at risk
3,357
Impairment
1,638
Overdue loans (>90 days) + doubtful loans / Total loans
3.5%
Overdue loans (>90 days) + doubtful loans, net / Total loans, net
0.6%
Credit at risk / Total loans
5.9%
Credit at risk, net / Total loans, net
3.1%

2010
55,093
2,246
3,820
2,087
4.1%
0.3%
6.9%
3.3%

2011
51,261
3,319
5,134
2,724
6.5%
1.2%
10.0%
5.0%

The quality of the credit portfolio, assessed by the default indicators, namely the proportion of credit
with default (includes the overdue loans by more than 90 days and the doubtful loans reclassified as due
for provisioning purposes) as percentage of total credit stood at 6.5% as at 31 December 2011, if
compared with the 4.1% posted on the same date of 2010 (3.5% by the end of 2009). This evolution was
influenced, at the same time, by the decrease in total loans (numerator) and by the rise in overdue loans
(denominator), showing the progressive deterioration of the economic and financial situation of the
families and companies resulting in a growing materialization of the credit risk in the last few years.
Moreover, credit at risk, calculated in accordance with Instruction nr. 16/2004 of Banco de Portugal, also
suffered an aggravation during the period of time under analysis, reaching EUR 5.1 billion as at 31
December 2011, representing 10.0% of total credit on that date, which compares with 6.9% posted on 31
December 2010 (5.9% by the end of 2009).
The deterioration in the quality of the credit evidenced by the indicators previously analysed is following
the trajectory of the economic cycle in the domestic market, notwithstanding the continued
strengthening of the prevention and risk control mechanisms and the joint efforts developed by the
commercial and credit recovery areas.
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2. Substantiated description of the reasons which led to the need to resort to public investment

Context of the Portuguese financial system
The international financial crisis and, in particular, the impact on the financial condition of the sovereign
states has been and continues to be determinant in the deterioration of the business environment,
profitability and solvency of the banking system in Portugal.
According to the analysis of the IMF disclosed in June 2011, following the request for international
financial assistance by the Portuguese authorities, the effect of contagion of the sovereign crisis on
wholesale debt markets has led to a critical breakdown in the traditional funding system of Portuguese
banks, in spite of the nonexistence of exposure of Portuguese banks to toxic assets, the absence of a real
estate bubble and persistently positive yields and prudential solvency ratios above the minimum
requirements in the sector.
Therefore, the EFAP considers that the first objective of the action in the financial system is the
restoration of funding conditions to the system, namely through the boosting of the solvency ratios and
strengthening of institutional funding mechanisms, in order to enable a controlled deleveraging process.

1

2

Indeed, in the Financial Sector Assessment Programme disclosed at the end of 2006 , that is, in the year
immediately prior to the outbreak of the subprime crisis in the USA, conclusions pointed to the robustness
of the Portuguese financial system, the capable management and appropriate level of competition, with
controlled short term risks, and emphasis was given, in comparative terms relative to other European
financial systems, to the efficiency, profitability, quality of the assets and solvency of the system.
Notwithstanding the identified risks associated to the high indebtedness of Portuguese families and
companies, in the context of macroeconomic stress tests, the conclusions resulted in favour of the
capacity of the system to sustain a series of adverse, but plausible, shocks.
In spite of the extremely adverse economic and financial circumstances throughout 2011, the banking
system managed to reconcile, through the use of current market instruments, compliance with the
performance criteria of the EFAP, namely with respect to levels of capital ratios and liquidity criteria,
with a gradual and selective reduction of funding to some sectors of the economy. The additional capital
3

needs arise, mainly, from the temporary capital buffer to cover sovereign risks decided by the EBA .

1

IMF, Country Report number 11/127, June 2011

2

IMF, Country Report number 06/378, October 2006

3

IMF, Country Report number 12/77, April 2012
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The Portuguese banking system revealed capacity to adapt to the change of economic and financial
circumstances during the first phases of the financial and international crisis, leading, inclusively, to the
banking supervisory authority having considered that there had been an improvement in the situation of
the Portuguese banking system over 2009 as a result of: (i) improved own fund adequacy ratios, derived
from a significant volume of capital increases; (ii) persistence of profitability indicators at comfortable
levels, comparing favourably with European peers; (iii) significant improvement of the liquidity position;
and (iv) apparent retrocession in the accumulation of new situations of default, but of uncertain
sustainability.
At the same time, in May 2011, Banco de Portugal warned that "(…) the safeguarding of access to external
funding by the banks is based on the assumption of the limitation of Portuguese sovereign debt and is
indispensable for the financial deleveraging process to be able to be carried out less abruptly. Under
these circumstances, the acceleration of the budgetary consolidation process, compatible with the
4

sustainability of public finance in the medium term, is of crucial importance (…)" .

Tier 1 ratio
(Portuguese banking system)
10
9
8
7
6

Series break-up

5
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 1H11

The stress tests at a European level, conducted for the first time in 2010, concluded on the solidity of the
national banking system, since "(…) all banking groups present Tier 1 capital ratios above 6 percent in
2010 and 2011, in spite of a significant reduction in the profitability and solvency levels in the adverse
scenario, compared with the reference scenario. Therefore, the exercise does not imply recapitalisation
5

measures in the case of Portuguese banks (…)" .

4

Banco de Portugal, Financial Stability Report, May 2010

5

Banco de Portugal, European stress test exercise of 2010
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12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Stress tests 2010
Tier 1 ratio of Portuguese banks after macro
and sovereign adverse shock

Banco 1

Banco 2

Banco 3

Banco 4

Portuguese banks
Minimum overall ratio
Test criterium

However, the materialisation, approximately one year later, of the risk identified, in due time, by the
banking supervisory authority represented a radical change in circumstances, leading to the conclusion
that "in spite of the strengthening of the solvency ratios of Portuguese banks over the last few years, in
particular since the end of 2008, the prospect of enhanced materialisation of risks in the near future is
consistent with a need for the further capital strengthening of Portuguese banks (…)" in the expectation
that "(…) in view of the overall solid baseline position of the Portuguese banking system, the
implementation of these measures [capital and liquidity strengthening] should contribute in the long term
to restore the confidence of international investors in Portuguese banks and pave the way for a gradual
6

return to funding in international wholesale funding markets (…)" .

Legislative and regulatory environment
The EBA established, in its Recommendation (EBA/REC/2011/1) of 8 December ("EBA Recommendation"),
that, amongst other equity instruments, "Government support measures" which may be included in Tier 1
will be eligible as positive elements of Core Tier 1 for the effect of the capitalisation exercise established
therein, including all instruments known as hybrids (namely instruments convertible into shares)
underwritten by the States.
In turn, the description of the instruments admissible for the process of capitalisation with public
investment, Law number 63-A/2008, of 24 November, refers, apart from shares, to "other instruments or
financial means that are eligible as Core Tier 1 own funds under the conditions established for this
eligibility" (article 4, number 2, c).
In Portugal, the permanent concept of base own funds continues present in Banco de Portugal Notice
number 6/2010, but Notice number 3/2011 has established a special transitional regimen for the purpose
of the provisions agreed in the EFAP, adopting a specific and more restrictive concept of Core Tier 1.

6

Banco de Portugal, Financial Stability Report, November 2011
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While it is certain that the special capitalisation requirements stipulated in the EBA Recommendation and
Banco de Portugal Notice number 3/2011 are, in both cases, of exceptional (and temporary)
precautionary nature - since they exceed the minimum levels of capitalisation of permanent nature
applicable to credit institutions in general in the European Union -, the risk of systemic discordance has
been eliminated by Banco de Portugal Notice number 4/2012, which stipulated that "the elements
established in subparagraph j) of number 1 of article 3 of Banco de Portugal Notice number 6/2010 are
also included in own funds for the effect of the calculation of the Core Tier 1 ratio, when underwritten by
the State in the context of Law number 63-A/2008, of 24 November, or under other forms of intervention
of the State aimed at strengthening the financial solidity of credit institutions", with these elements
being "eligible for the calculation of the Core Tier 1 ratio up to a maximum limit of 50% of the value of
base own funds".

International case studies of recapitalisation processes
The intensity of the crisis that continues to affect various sovereign States of the periphery of Europe,
including Portugal, has required external assistance to stabilise economies and support financial systems.
Following the financial crisis of 2008/2009, and in a context of multiple initiatives adopted by the
European Union with a view to strengthening the stability of the financial sector and injection of liquidity
into financial markets and the economy, we have witnessed the intervention of the State in many
European banks since 2008.
State intervention in European banks has followed three distinctive approaches, according to the degree
of intervention: (a) focused - financing bridge (e.g. Société Générale and Erste Bank); (b) partial business shaping (e.g. Commerzbank and Bank of Ireland); and (c) total - controlling stake (e.g. Royal
Bank of Scotland - RBS). The decision on the approach to be used took into consideration the different
contexts of these Banks in terms of exposure of the economy to the financial sector, scale of the
recapitalisation, balance sheet solidity and sustainability of the business model.
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Frameworks used in State aid cases in Europe

Instruments

▪A

“Financing bridge”

▪B

“Business shaping”

▪

Relatively high seniority
instruments with strong
protection mechanisms
“Silent” participation e.g. no
control rights

▪

Intermediate seniority and
some protection mechanisms
(no common shares)
Extremely limited voting rights
Use of portfolio risk
containment mechanisms

▪

Business refocus, deleveraging,
cost cutting and lending
targets for specific segments
Compensation limits to
minimize moral hazard

▪
▪

▪
Business
model
requirements

Governance
policies
Exit structure

▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Applicability

▪
▪

▪C

▪
▪

“Controlling stake”
Low seniority participation
including common equity
Significant control derived
from common equity stake
Use of portfolio risk
containment mechanisms

No business refocus guidelines
except for broad orientations
e.g., on lending policies to
address economy needs
Compensation guidelines

▪

No change to governance
model (in addition to the
protection mechanisms)

▪

Presence in key governing
bodies (e.g. Supervisory Board,
non executive members)

▪
▪

As in model B
Possible additional reporting
requirements

Incentives to exit as early as
possible
Short-term exit possibility on
issuer’s call

▪

Mid-term oriented exit with
strong price incentives

▪

Longer term with unspecified
exit horizon but possible
contingency factors

Institutions relatively sound
financially but short of
liquidity or with limited market
access (e.g. France and Austria
schemes)

▪

Distressed/not well capitalized
institutions with strong
exposure to non-performing
assets (e.g. Germany and
Ireland in 2008)

▪

As in model B
Competitive behavior
thresholds
Specific divesting assets and
cost cutting initiatives

(Near) insolvent banks with
deep internal and portfolio
restructuring needs (e.g. UK
and Ireland in 2011)

The Bank is in a very different position from the other European banks that have been subject to the
intervention of their respective States since 2008, which had significantly lower capital ratios (e.g. on the
intervention date, the Allied Irish Bank (AIB) had a Core Tier 1 ratio of 5.8%, RBS had 4.0%, KBC had 6.4%,
ING had 5.8% and BNP Paribas had a ratio of 5.4%).
Specifically:
 The exposure of the Portuguese economy to the banking sector (bank assets of approximately 280%
of GDP) is much lower than that of other countries with interventions in the banking system
(around 835% in Ireland, around 600% in the United Kingdom, around 390% in Belgium or around
355% in France), hence the Portuguese financial sector represents a relatively low systemic risk to
the country.
 The quality of the Bank's balance sheet, which already reflects the recognition of impairments
between 2010 and 2011 to the total of 3,000 million Euros and the conclusions of a rigorous SIP
developed under the EFAP underway in Portugal and whose execution has been monitored by a
Steering Committee

chaired by Banco de Portugal and composed of experts appointed by the

International Monetary Fund, European Central Bank and European Commission as well as three
European supervisory entities, while in the international examples of interventions, a major part of
the impairments was recognised only at the time or after the intervention.
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Selected cases of State aid (1/2)
Key indicators
Core Tier 11 (%)
“Solvency levels”

Equity/Assets 2 (%)
“Strength against losses”

5,4

1

3,4

6,7

“Financing
Bridge”

5,5

3,4

6,0

3,1

6,4

386

8

375

5

4,0

392

6

0,6

392

2.7%

5,8

4,9

540%

5%

5

6.1%

4,0

835

3.3%

5,8

8,3

565

5

3,5
7.0%

“Controlling
Stake”

377

2

n/a

325%
243

3

6,3

9,5

1-3%

2

7,6

“Business
Shaping”

355

5.3%

3,9

Banking assets/GDP2 (%)
“Sector’s economic
relevance”
355

1

4,1
5.4%

6,8

Recap /RWA2 (%)
“Depth of
recapitalization”

690%

12%
17

2,5

20

835
596

3

9.4%

4.2%

4%

282%

1 At pre vious ye ar of recapitalization
2 At year of recapitalization
3 March 2012

 A profitable business model, focusing on retail banking, stable and low volatility, resilient net
operating income and solid efficiency levels.
 Lower exposure to market risk, confirmed by the lower volatility of net income from financial
operations in relation to most of the intervened banks.
 The deleveraging process already underway, achieving a reduction of 19pp to 145% during 2011,
whose objective is to gradually reach a level close to 120% by 2014, with a view to strengthening
the sustainability of the business model.
 The focus of Millennium bcp in the domestic market (currently close to 75% of the total credit
granted in Portugal), in contrast to other European banks under intervention (for example, ING),
where the international operations, namely in Poland and Africa, are critical for the Bank's
development and profitability.
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Selected cases of State aid (2/2)
Key indicators
Impairment/Revenue 1 (%)
“Cost of risk to income”

Trading income/Revenue 1(%)
“Volatility of trading results”

17

12

18

61

16

“Financing
Bridge”

Cost/Revenue 1 (%)
“Business model sustainability”

68
7%

23%

28

-6

29

5

5

64%

68
60

-12

61

108

-1

“Business
Shaping”

39

13

-3

25

66
8

34

77
76

-33

85
“Controlling
Stake”

73%

-2%

26%

-130

144

289

-7

41
39%

100%

-20%

112%

103

2
8%

78
59%

1 In 2008-11

In comparison, the public investment model in Millennium bcp stands as:
 Similar to the Franco-Austrian model (e.g. Société Générale or Erste Bank), where the interventions
were focused and essentially composed of a temporary capital injection to overcome circumstantial
challenges, without significant changes to the business and governance models.
 Opposite to the English (e.g. RBS) and Irish (e.g. AIB in 2011) model, where the interventions were
total - practically constituting nationalisations - due to the high systemic risks and need to redesign
the business models which were obsolete and include the supervisory activity of the State in the
governance model. The Irish case, in particular, resulted from the use of different principles at
different moments in time, i.e., the State began with an approach of partial intervention in 2009,
evolving to a model of total intervention in 2011 (in the case of AIB) due to the serious balance
sheet risks identified in the meantime.
Hence, the process of recapitalisation of Millennium bcp should be conducted according to a financing
bridge approach, with a focused intervention of the State. As a consequence, the underlying model
should be structured in accordance with the following principles:
 Instruments:
o

Use of hybrid instruments that are convertible into shares which enable a high degree of
protection of the State's investment (relative seniority).
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o

Possible holding of share capital, limited to that necessary as a consequence of the
underwriting / guaranteed placement supporting the share capital increase directed at
private investors.

 Requirements of the business model: business model requirements reflected under the EFAP and
already incorporated in the Bank's Funding Capital Plan (deleveraging process with particular
incidence on mortgage loans, while maintaining the funding support to the country's business
structure, especially in the sectors of tradable goods and services).
 Governance policies: scrutiny of reporting, as currently required by the national regulator, namely
under the EFAP, which already ensures significant and appropriate control; under the legal terms,
the State may exercise its rights on matters on appointment of non-executive members of the
Board of Directors.
 Exit structure: securities with maximum maturity of five years, with price increasing over time, so
as to protect the interests of the State and ensure the alignment of incentives.
State aid approaches in European banks
(Qualitative assessment)

Instruments
“Silent
participation, high
investment
protection”

(2009) (2009) (2009)

(2008) (2009) (2008) (2008) (2008) (2008)

(2009)

(2008)

“Equity-like
involvement”

Business model
requirements
“General business
guidelines”

“Specific
initiatives and
management
restrictions”

Governance
policies
“No influence in
governance”

“Supervisory
stance, strong
control”

Exit structure
“Short-term
facility”

“Long-term
assistance”

“Financing
bridge” model

“Business
shaping” model

“Controlling
stake” model

It should also be emphasised that the Bank's capitalisation process will take place in the context of a
system of assistance that has previously been approved by the European Commission, being, therefore, in
total conformity with the procedural requirements that are applicable on matters of State assistance and
full compliance with the respective substantial requirements.
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Reasons of access to public investment
The current economic and financial situation of some economies of the Euro Zone and the potential
impact of financial assistance programmes has constrained the Bank's access to funding markets.
Moreover, following the financial crisis and, specifically in the Portuguese case, under the EFAP agreed
with the International Monetary Fund and European Union, the Bank faces regulatory requirements of a
temporary nature imposed by Banco de Portugal under the EFAP (minimum Core Tier 1 of 9% by the end
of 2011 and 10% by the end of 2012) and in observance of the EBA Recommendation (achievement of a
minimum Core Tier 1 ratio of 9% by the end of June 2012, calculated pursuant to even more demanding
criteria, with a view to the creation of a temporary capital buffer).
Under the European initiatives aimed at strengthening financial stability, the Assembly of the Republic
approved a series of amendments to the Recapitalisation Law 63-A/2008, which were enforced after the
publication of Law number 4/2012, of 11 January.
The Bank has shown interest and convenience in being able to benefit from the possibility of access to
public investment as a transitional mechanism of the process of strengthening of own funds. Apart from
its direct impact, this measure could also enable the associated use of private supplementary capital.
This capital strengthening through public investment arises in the wake of a recapitalisation process that
the Bank has been implementing since 2008 and which has resulted in unprecedented levels of
capitalisation.
The recapitalisation initiatives - implemented at two different stages in time: i) in 2008, the Bank issued
1,300 million Euros of ordinary shares, increasing its Core Tier 1 ratio by 205 basis points by the end of
the respective year; ii) in 2011, the Bank attracted over 1,900 million Euros of base capital, through the
retention of dividends followed by the incorporation of reserves, public exchange offer and public
subscription offer, which resulted in an increase of 210 basis points of Core Tier 1, and, in the second
semester, through an exchange offer of subordinated debt instruments and preferred shares, which
resulted in an increase of 90 basis points of Core Tier 1 - all of which led to a Core Tier 1 ratio of 9.3% by
the end of 2011, the highest value in the Bank's history. The success of this process was largely the result
of the commitment and confidence of the shareholders and private investors in the Bank's business and
management model.
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3. Prospective evolution of the financial situation of the applicant institution in the case of not
resorting to the use of public investment

Risks of non-realisation of the public investment
As noted above, the Bank is currently reasonably capitalized and would not require additional
capitalisation in order to comply with the permanent requirements of own funds, if there had not been a
deterioration in the macroeconomic situation.
Therefore, the realisation of the public investment is essentially aimed at ensuring the supplementary
levels of a temporary character established in Banco de Portugal Notices number 3/2011 and 5/2012, in
the context of the EFAP and EBA Recommendation, respectively.
The main risks associated to the possible non-realisation of the public investment would involve, in the
first place, non-compliance with the prudential ratios and regulatory requirements that have been
imposed. As a consequence of non-compliance with the prudential ratios, Banco de Portugal could
determine the application of one or more measures of corrective intervention stipulated in article 141 of
the Legal Framework of Credit Institutions and Financial Companies.
Furthermore, and in the case of the observance of the respective assumptions, Banco de Portugal could
determine some of the measures stipulated in article 16 of Law number 63-A/2008. In this context, the
consequence would also be non-compliance with the Funding Capital Plan and even greater difficulty, or
almost impossibility, of the Bank's return to the financial and capital markets in the predictable future.
The analysis of the implications of a scenario without the use of the public investment is presented in
section 6.i.
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4. Assessment of possible alternatives to capitalisation using public funds

Internal restructuring measures which may be adopted in the case of lack of public capitalisation,
identifying any possible alternative options and description of the implications of these alternatives
In the event of the non-realisation of the public investment, and under the assumption of normal
compliance of Portuguese sovereign debt, the Bank would be forced, namely, to pursue a more
accelerated deleveraging process.
In this context of lack of public capitalisation, the Bank would not comply with the exceptional regulatory
requirements (arising from the Notices of Banco de Portugal published pursuant to the EFAP and EBA
Recommendation) in terms of capital ratios during the transitional period (until June 2014), although it
might be able to continue to comply with the permanent requirements established in 2008.
However, it may be possible that the reduction of RWAs and revival of the organic generation of capital
would actually enable the recovery of the capital ratios and compliance with the Basel III requirements,
albeit with greater difficulty and an additional deleveraging effort to the one referred to above.
As noted above, the Bank plays a very important role in the Portuguese economy, operating the largest
bank distribution network and holding the second place in terms of market share, both with respect to
loans to customers and deposits.
In this context, the challenges that the national banking system currently faces would imply the
impracticality of alternatives such as mergers, absorption, asset and liability assignment or orderly
liquidation, namely for reasons of economies of scale, competition and creation of value.
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5. Description of the capitalisation model

5.a. Quantification of the need of public funds for recapitalisation
5.b. Presentation of the estimated duration of the public investment and expected date of its
realisation
5.c. Justification of the need of public funds, including appraisal on the impossibility of using
exclusively private capital
The amount of public investment that is requested aims to meet capital needs determined by exogenous
impacts and, relative to a substantial portion of them, of a temporary character or in anticipation of the
requirements established under Basel III, which the Bank plans to cover through the internal generation of
capital.
The impacts referred to above come to a total of 3,021 million Euros, of which 2,571 million Euros
correspond to exogenous impacts on Core Tier 1 and 450 million Euros correspond to contingent risks:
Exogenous impacts on Core Tier 1:


Downgrades of the sovereign ratings of Portugal and Greece in weighted risks (equivalent to
151 million Euros in Core Tier 1, considering a ratio of 9%);



Impairments recorded related to Greek public debt (409 million Euros, after tax) which, as
with the preceding point, affected the Core Tier 1 ratio of 2011;



EBA sovereign buffer excluding that corresponding to Greek public debt provisioned in 2011
(848 million Euros);



Other deductions required by the EBA, in anticipation of the rules of Basel III (724 million
Euros, arising from the estimated value in 2012 of 50% of the deductions due to financial
investments and the impairment shortfall relative to the expected losses of the exposures
treated by the IRB method); and



Capital losses related to pension fund liabilities transferred to Social Security in December
2011, including the value of the respective corridor, which Banco de Portugal permitted
neutralising until June 2012 (439 million Euros).

Contingent risks


The Bank estimates the need to constitute a provision of non-recurrent nature in June 2012, of
the value of 450 million Euros, related, namely, to the expected need to strengthen
provisioning for the subsidiary in Greece, due to the gradual deterioration of the local
economic and financial situation.
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Aggravation effects on Core Tier 1
Euro million
1) Exogenous impacts on Core Tier 1
Downgrades on Portuguese and Greek sovereign ratings
Impairment charges on Greek sovereign debt (net of taxes)
Sovereign debt risk buffer (excluding Greece)
Other EBA deductions (50% financial part. and expect. losses)
Transfer of Pension Fund obligations
Sub-Total
2) Contingent risks (Greece)
Total

Exogenous
impacts
151
409
848
724
439
2,571
450
3,021

Hence, the projections underlying the recapitalisation operations reflect alterations compared to those
contained in the third update of the Funding Capital Plan (FCP), opportunely submitted to Banco de
Portugal.
For the effect of the present document, the underlying projections related to the recapitalisation
operation are referred to as the "adjusted FCP", reflected fundamentally in the following differences in
relation to the third update of the FCP:
1. The net income for 2012 includes a non-recurrent provision for future contingencies of the value
of 450 million Euros, with impact in June 2012;
2. As of 2013, payments of dividends to the State have been included, according to the percentage
of their possible stake in the share capital, based on 30% of the consolidated net income recorded
in the previous year;
3. As of 2013, Banco de Portugal deductions to total own funds (related to properties given in lieu of
payment) would be reversed since they are irrelevant for the effect of Basel III;
4. As of 2014 (simultaneously with the phasing-in in Core Tier 1), a restriction has also been
considered which prevents Core Tier 1 from being greater than Tier 1;
5. The current projection includes a higher level of prudence in the assessment of the impact of CRD
IV (reflected in 845 million Euros of RWAs with impact in 2013);
6. The net income for 2016 grew by 7.5% in relation to 2015;
7. The differential between the expected losses and impairments decreased by 240 million Euros in
2016;
8. In 2016, the issue of subordinated bonds takes place, to the value of 600 million Euros;
9. An increase of weighted risks is assumed in 2016 of the same value as that in 2015, with the
exception, under Basel III, of those associated to the phasing-in of the deductions to Core Tier 1.
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Exogenous and transitional character of the public investment
In view of the transitional character of the strengthened capitalisation requirements and, principally, the
exogenous reasons which instigate Millennium bcp towards the use of public investment (namely the
devaluation of sovereign debt, the crisis in Greece and the request for external financial assistance to
Portugal, which catalysed measures generating significant losses, such as the transfer of BCP Pension
Fund assets to Social Security), it is intended that the form of the Public Investment should also be
transitional and swift (with a first partial repayment in 2014 and full repayment to occur by the end of
2016, without prejudice to the longer legal period to which the Bank is entitled), hence a hybrid financial
instrument of the nature of a subordinated security that is repayable and convertible into shares proves
to be particularly suited to the objectives in question. As indicated in the same direction by the principles
of need, proportionality and non-interference established in Law number 63-A/2008.
On the other hand, and also following this perspective, these same concerns and principles impose the
favouring and stimulation of the maintenance and exponentiation of the credit institution's capacity to
have conditions for future attraction of private investment to replace the transitional public investment.
It is important to note that the additional Core Tier 1 requirements underlying the extra needs which
have led to the submission of the present Recapitalisation Plan, and are of a temporary nature,
determine, in themselves, additional needs in the order of 3,000 million Euros.

Legality and rationality of the use of hybrid financial instruments
The effort of capitalisation through the use of public investment must not be confused with any of the
previous capitalisations that have occurred in Europe and in the United States, since the present
capitalisation arises from the context of deterioration of sovereign debt, which resulted in the imposition
to Banks of (i) a temporary buffer for sovereign risks; (ii) an anticipation and temporary additional capital
requirements of Basel III; and (iii) a consequent increase of RWAs due to the downgrading of the sovereign
debt ratings where the banks operate, which has especially affected the banks of the countries whose
economies have suffered most with the crisis, as is the case of the Portuguese and Greek economies.
Hence, since these capital requirements are of a temporary and eminently precautionary nature, it is
perfectly acceptable and justified that the public investment should be based on instruments without
direct dilutive impact, so as to maximise the objective of the promotion, as soon as possible, of the full
recovery of capacity to mobilise private capital. The use of hybrid instruments facilitates and simplifies
the legal structuring of the public divestment, which will be conducted through the acquisition and
amortisation of the hybrid instruments, instead of being exposed to the vicissitudes and difficulties
inherent to the legal system of acquisition of own shares by commercial companies. This use, apart from
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7

simplifying the process of stake-holding by a new strategic partner , also has the effect of enhancing the
simplicity and flexibility of the legal framework of the State's remuneration.
Moreover, the use of convertible instruments underwritten by the State (compared with investment in
preferred or "special" shares) does not imply any loss to the security and protection of the interests of the
State, solidity of the banking system and public monies involved in the capitalisation programme, since as results from the preliminary technical notes attached as Appendix 1 - convertible instruments
underwritten by the State ensure easy and immediate conversion into shares under the circumstances
required by the Law, namely during the period established for the public investment without its
repayment having been made, as stipulated in article 24 of Law number 63-A/2008.
Finally, it should also be emphasised that the protection of the interests of the State, with respect to the
monitoring and supervision of the execution of the Recapitalisation Plan during the period of the public
investment, is legally ensured, should the use of eligible hybrid instruments be favoured, under precisely
the same terms as it would be ensured if the public investment were to be made through shares, since
number 2 of article 14 of Law number 63-A/2008 establishes, for both cases, rights on matters of
appointment of non-executive members of the management board.

Contribution of other entities
The realisation of public investment through the underwriting of hybrid instruments is a factor which
might also contribute decisively to another of the core objectives established in Law number 63-A/2008
and which appeal to the European guidelines enforced on this matter - that of fostering private solutions.
In the Portuguese case specifically, it is well known that there was an immediate positive reaction of the
stock market prices of national banks as soon as the press alluded to the possibility of the public
capitalisation being carried out through hybrid instruments that are not (necessarily or immediately)
dilutive. Indeed, the prospects facing current and potential shareholders of national banks are of an
extremely high risk of dilution, unless national banks are able to comply with the exceptional and
temporary requirements that have been imposed, and while these requirements are maintained, through
the use of non-dilutive public investment instruments, as in fact has been the case with other European
banks.
The Board of Directors is strongly committed to the defined objectives and targets established in the
Recapitalisation Plan, in order to ensure the swift repayment of the public investment and, in this way,

7

It should be noted that, in the event of public investment through shares, the respective divestment is legally constrained by the
prevailing rights of the shareholders at the time of the public investment (article 24, number 2, of the Recapitalisation Law, which
is not the case with the divestment of hybrid instruments.
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also prevent the dilutive risk arising from the conversion of the hybrid financial instruments due to their
non-full repayment by the end of the period that is legally established for the effect.
The reduction of this dilution risk should, therefore, enable the realisation of what is considered a
primary objective of the exercise of recapitalisation with the support of the State: creation, in the
shortest time possible, of conditions for the Bank to be able to raise the capital in the market that it
requires in order to ensure the repayment of the public investment, increased by the appropriate
remuneration. In brief, this involves reducing the time-to-market as much as possible.
As noted above, plans have been laid for the public investment of 3,000 million Euros through nondilutive hybrid instruments to be accompanied complementarily by a share capital increase of 500 million
Euros, with subscription aimed at shareholders and underwriting / guaranteed placement by the State.
In this combination with the contribution of private entities, the non-dilutive character of the public
investment is not particularly intense, since it is explicitly under the assumption that there will be a
certain level of public investment, which will be conducted through the use of non-dilutive hybrid
instruments, and that it is expected that private shareholders will be willing to participate in the share
capital increase established in the Recapitalisation Plan.
Indeed, the willingness of subscription depends and is based on the concomitant assurance of a public
investment (temporary and repayable) through hybrid instruments of sufficient scale for the respective
capitalisation needs, where the share capital increase is, therefore, of a complementary character, with
a view to ensuring the strengthening of permanent capitalisation, thus additional in relation to the public
investment in hybrid instruments that has been established and is assumed to be assured. The Bank's
capital is dispersed amongst a great number of shareholders, where none has a majority position, nor
even close to this, and the free float achieving very significant values.
In this context, it is considered primordially relevant that, over its entire history, the Bank has
systematically has counted on the unequivocal support of its shareholders in the different operations of
share capital increase with reservation of preference that have been conducted, as confirmed by the
levels of exercise of rights in these operations.
As an example, it should be noted that the share capital increase carried out in May and June 2011, which
took place during extremely deteriorated economic and market circumstances, the shareholders directly
exercised 97.1% of the subscription rights, where these same shareholders, supplementarily, submitted
applications for subscription under apportionment for 483 million shares, when approximately 21 million
shares were available for apportionment, and, in the overall calculation, the demand exceeded the offer
by 64%.
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Under the assumption referred to above of the temporary and repayable concomitant public investment
of the amount defined as necessary to be realised through non-dilutive instruments, the forecast of a
comparative reception is considered substantiated.
The success of this effort to attract capital from private shareholders is, obviously, a factor which will
contribute to limit this possible minimum public contribution to the Bank's recapitalisation, hence it is
highly convenient that conditions are created to enable maximising the respective success.

Scheduling of the recapitalisation operation
The preliminary schedule for the realisation of the share capital increase established in the
Recapitalisation plan, whose implementation does not depend exclusively on the Bank, stipulates that the
public subscription offer is to be concluded during the second semester of 2012. Since it has already been
established, pursuant to the commitment issued by the State, that the public investment through the
underwriting of hybrid instruments will be carried out by the end of June 2012, this circumstance does
not place at risk the compliance with the requirements established in Banco de Portugal Notice number
5/2012.
This schedule also assumes that the issue of the hybrid instruments will be concluded before the
establishment of the subscription price of the new shares (or, at least, the definitive establishment of all
the conditions of the underwriting of the hybrid instruments by the State), so that no uncertainty remains
at this point in time, on the impact of the public investment.
In relation to the component of capital with participation of private investors, in view of the publication
date of Implementing Order number 150-A/2012, of 17 May, and, consequently, the need to define the
conditions of the public investment before the launch of the public subscription offer of the new shares
to be issued, it has been assumed that the capital strengthening operation comprising private investment
will be concluded only during the second semester of 2012.
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5.d. Description of the capitalisation model

5.d.i. Total value of the strengthening of own funds and value held by private investors

Recapitalisation operation
After consideration of the risks, uncertainties and volatility associated to the expected evolution of the
BCP Group's activity, and taking into account both the minimum capital ratios required by Banco de
Portugal (under the EFAP and EBA Recommendation), and recommended prudential levels, namely taking
into account the need of preparation to meet any additional requirements arising, for example, from new
stress tests, the estimated increased capital required, to be realised through public investment, is 3,000
million Euros, complemented by an additional amount of 500 million Euros which could be realised as
follows:
1. Issue of hybrid instruments to the estimated value of 3,000 million Euros, eligible for the effect of
Core Tier 1, to be underwritten by the Portuguese State (under the State assistance measures and
recapitalisation programme established in Law number 63-A/2008), and which are foreseen to be
repaid by the end of 2016, without prejudice to the legal period to which the Bank is entitled;
2. Issue of ordinary shares, to the estimated value of 500 million Euros, through new cash entries,
through subscription aimed at shareholders and with underwriting / guaranteed placement by the
State, for which a commitment has already been established by the State at a price of 0.04 Euros
per share, as referred to in article 4 of Implementing Order number 150-A/2012, of 17 May.
The willingness of private shareholders to participate in the increase of 500 million Euros depends and
assumes on the prior or simultaneous assurance of a public capitalisation not less than 3,000 million
Euros, where this willingness is of a complementary nature, in order to ensure a strengthening of
capitalisation to enhance the amount of the public investment, with a view, namely, to allowing for a
precautionary additional margin of capitalisation and protection against any unexpected negative
developments.
Apart from this, the proposed public investment through the issue of hybrid financial instruments of a
value of 3,000 million Euros in the context of a total recapitalisation of 3,500 million Euros which
incorporates a complementary share capital increase of 500 million Euros, is believed to be the most
appropriate solution in view of all the other relevant factors, taking into account, namely, that:
1. The value of 3,000 million Euros is lower than the limit of 50% of the Tier 1 capital determined
through Notice of Banco de Portugal (limit estimated at 3,200 million Euros by the end of December
2012);
2. The value of 3,000 million may be placed in the context of the overall value required to comply
with the requirements arising from the EBA Recommendation, including the impact of the
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downgrading of the rating of the Portuguese Republic and Greek Republic, adherence to the PSI and
transfer of pension liabilities to the General Social Security Regime, estimated at approximately
2,600 million Euros, and the provision for contingent risks (Greece) of the value of 450 million
Euros;
3. It is foreseen that the repayment of the hybrid instruments may be ensured at a more accelerated
rate, through the generation of capital derived from current activity and through potential future
share capital increases.
4. In comparison with share subscription, the issue of hybrids mitigates the dilutive effect in the
shareholder structure and potential sharp decline in the share market price, expanding the options
of remuneration, repayment and divestment of the State support without compromising the
potential appreciation of the Bank's shares, and thus, boosting the interest of new investors.
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5.d.ii. Detailed characterisation of the financial instrument to be used

Characteristics of the public investment
In view of the legislative and regulatory context described briefly above - and in total conformity with the
above, namely with the quantitative requirements and limits established in Banco de Portugal Notice
number 6/2010 and in Banco de Portugal Notice number 4/2012 - the hybrid instrument which is proposed
to be underwritten by the State will have the nature of a subordinated security convertible into shares,
with the main characteristics - after examination with Banco de Portugal and the Ministry of Finance and
as a result of the indications and determinations received by these entities - described in the preliminary
draft of the technical notes attached hereto (Appendix 1). These technical notes also describe the main
conditions of the shares to be issued, namely as a result of a possible conversion of the hybrid
instruments, as referred to in Law number 63-A/2008 and Implementing Order number 150-A/2012.
Since the respective full eligibility of these instruments have been clearly established under the EBA
Recommendation, Banco de Portugal Notice number 3/2011 and Law number 63-A/2008 - without any
legal or regulatory restriction other than the 50% limit of own funds, which is observed - it is justified and
appropriate that the public investment should be based on the use of non-dilutive hybrid instruments,
albeit convertible into shares.
The characteristics of the hybrid instrument require that the General Meeting of Shareholders approve
that the respective subscription should be destined for the State, that is, with deliberation of the
shareholders of suppression of their pre-emptive right.
The reason justifying such a proposed suppression would be based on the obvious consideration that, as is
theoretically conceivable, any subscription of the hybrid instruments by private shareholders would,
according to the established eligibility rules, lead to their disqualification as Core Tier 1, with the
inherent risk of weakening the quality of the base own funds.
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5.d.iii. Role of the State in the guaranteed placement (share capital increase)
The realisation of the capital strengthening component through the issue of ordinary shares, to the
estimated value of 500 million Euros, through cash entries, with subscription aimed at shareholders,
would be supported by the underwriting / guaranteed placement by the Portuguese State, for which a
commitment has already been established by the State at a price of 0.04 Euros per share, as referred to
in article 4 of Implementing Order number 150-A/2012, of 17 May.
The Bank will fully endeavour to obtain, in due time, the intention of involvement of the main
shareholders, regarding participation in the capital strengthening operation. It is expected that by the
time of the approval of the Plan at the General Meeting of Shareholders, and once detailed information
has been received on the scope and extent of any considerations of the State assistance to be negotiated
with the European Union, commitment will be expressed by the main shareholders who show interest in
participating in the operation.
Under the terms of the achieved commitment, the underwriting by the State will include an underwriting
fee, counted as of 4 June 2012, of the value of (i) 1.5% of the value underwritten by the State, increased
(ii) if the settlement date of the share is 30 days subsequently, counted as of 4 June 2012, by 0.25% of
the value underwritten by the State for each subsequent period of 30 days until the settlement date of
the shares. If the settlement date of the shares occurs during one of these periods of 30 days, the
additional fee relative to this period will be divided accordingly.
Moreover, if the Bank pays any fees to third parties relative to the subscription, underwriting or
guaranteed placement of the shares offered for subscription in the issue of shares that are proportionally
higher (considering the subscription, underwriting or guaranteed placement) than the fee established
above, the Minister of Finance may, correspondingly, increase the value of the underwriting fee payable
to the State.
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5.d.iv. Subscription or acquisition price of the shares
Under the terms of the underwriting / guaranteed placement commitment achieved with the State, a
price of 0.04 Euros per share has been agreed, as referred to in article 4 of Implementing Order number
150-A/2012, of 17 May. The issue price of the shares of the share capital increase might be increased and
the number of shares reduced, without alteration of the total value of the issue of 500 million Euros, with
the agreement of the Ministry of Finance and European Commission.

5.d.v. Modality of participation of current shareholders and/or subordinated creditors in the
capitalisation effort
The modality of participation of current shareholders would be that of the respective subscription, under
the terms presented herein, of a share capital increase with pre-emptive right described in this Plan.
Regarding subordinated creditors, and without prejudice to the provisions in subparagraph g) of number 1
of article 14 of the Recapitalisation Law, the limitations on maturity or payment of remuneration may
imply the corresponding sacrifice whenever the assumptions of maturity or payment (e.g. existence of
distributable funds) do not take place.
5.d.vi. Calculation of the value of the stake to be acquired by the State
5.d.vii. Calculation of the percentage stake to be held by the State in the share capital
The share capital increase through new cash entries is meant for subscription by the shareholders in the
exercise of their legal pre-emptive right, with a forecast total cash inflow of 500 million Euros, to be
realised during the third quarter of 2012, for which the underwriting by the State has been agreed at the
price of 0.04 Euros per share, as referred to in article 4 of Implementing Order number 150-A/2012, of 17
May, and, therefore, no specific dimension has been established or foreseen in advance for the possible
stake which might be acquired by the State in the context of this underwriting /guaranteed placement.
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5.d.viii. Elements which might be relevant for the effect of definition of the State's remuneration
The State's remuneration is defined based on the terms of the Recapitalisation Law and respective
Implementing Order, and is stipulated in the technical notes of the instruments representing the support
mechanisms of the State (Appendix 1 of the Plan).
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6. Strategic programming during the public investment period, with a view to restoring the solvency
levels without public investment

6.a. Prospective analysis of the evolution of the net worth of the institution, during the public
investment period, under a base scenario and under an adverse scenario
6.b. Identification of main assumptions underlying the strategy

Base Scenario of the Recapitalisation Plan
The Recapitalisation Plan was prepared based on the assumptions and projections resulting from the
"adjusted FCP", where it should be emphasised that the estimates are based and depend on the
observance of the assumptions underlying the "adjusted FCP".

Adequacy of own funds
The execution of the Recapitalisation Plan will enable the Bank to comply with the minimum limits of
Core Tier 1 defined by Banco de Portugal in Notice number 3/2011 (9% by the end of December 2011 and
10% by the end of December 2012) and Notice number 5/2012 (9% by the end of June 2012, calculated
pursuant to even more demanding requirements, with a view to the creation of a temporary capital
buffer), as well as those arising from the Basel III proposals, with adoption expected for 2013 and phased
introduction of the impacts due to the application of the new criteria over a transitional period which
ends on 31 December 2018.

The capital ratios presented in the table below were projected pursuant to the criteria of Banco de
Portugal up to 31 December 2012 and with the Basel III proposals as of 1 January 2013.

Capital ratios
Euro million
Core Tier 1
Tier 1
Total capital
Core Tier 1_EBA

Dec-11
Real
9.3%
8.6%
9.5%

BoP
Jun-12

Dec-12

Dec-13

11.8%
11.4%
12.5%

12.5%
11.5%
12.2%

12.7%
11.7%
12.5%

9.6%

9.6%

9.8%

BIS III (*)
Dec-14
Dec-15
10.7%
10.7%
11.6%

Dec-16

8.9%
8.9%
9.8%

6.7%
6.7%
8.7%

(*) The c apital ratios reflect the proposals of Basel III regarding the phasing-out of the hybrid instruments and subordinated debt that will not be eligible for
the non common equity Tier I and Tier II, respectively, as from 1 January 2013, and the phasing-in of the adjustments to the Core Tier I (and also to the Tier I
and Tier II, in relation to minority interests), as from the beginning of 2014, as well as the constraint that impedes Core Tier I of being higher than Tier I. Since
2013, deduc tions to the Total capital related to the amount of real-estate assets resulting from rec overed loans that have exceeded the regulatory period of
permanenc e in the Bank’s ac counts were reverted and the projected impact of CRD IV on the capital requirements for counterparty risks was included.
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Adequacy of own funds - EBA/Basel III
The projections made both with respect to the level of additional capital, and the subsequent
repayments and other activity, enable forecasting the maintenance of the capital ratios above the
established limits, pursuant to the EBA criteria up to 2013, and to the Basel III criteria in 2014 and
following years, in order to allow for possible contingencies and/or deviations that might be unfavourable
to these projections.
In view of the degree of uncertainty inherent to any projection of this nature, it is considered that this
safety margin is indispensable for the pursuit of the primary objective of strengthening the confidence of
the market in general and, in particular, potential investors, which is why the recapitalisation process has
been planned so as to involve the contribution of private shareholders.

Euro million
Recapitalisation
Issue of additional capital
Cash
Hybrid instrument eligible to CT1
Reimbursement of the hybrid instrument
Annual impact
Accumulated impact
Remaining capital
Cash
Hybrid instrument eligible to CT1
Capacity to reimburse
Based on Core Tier 1_EBA (1)
Amortisation of sovereign buffer (2)
Total
Based on CT1_BoP / BIS III

Jun-12

0
3,000
3,000

Dec-12

Dec-13

500
3,000
3,500

Dec-14

Dec-15

Dec-16

500
3,000
3,500

500
3,000
3,500

500
3,000
3,500

500
3,000
3,500

0
0

-500
-500

-1,000
-1,500

-1,500
-3,000

0
3,000
3,000

500
3,000
3,500

500
3,000
3,500

500
2,500
3,000

500
1,500
2,000

500
0
500

334
99
433
1,632

343
99
442
1,365

460
295
755
1,483

432
326
757
3,604

-86
502
417
2,409

-881
590
-291
853

(1) Versus the EBA minimum Core Tier 1 ratio (9%), based on the projec tions of the "Adjusted FCP"
(2) Based on the maturity date of the assets; excludes the Greek public debt, whose buffer was covered through the reinforcement of impairment in the 4th
quarter of 2011 and doesn't affect the EBA Core Tier 1 anymore

The execution of the Recapitalisation Plan and internal generation of capital foreseen under the
projections and considered in the "adjusted FCP" will enable the Bank, according to the established
provisions, and without prejudice to the longer period to which the Bank is entitled, to fully repay the
hybrid instruments by the end of 2016 (500 million Euros in 2014, 1,000 in 2015 and 1,500 in 2016).
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Adverse Scenario of the Recapitalisation Plan
A more adverse scenario than that implicit in the base scenario could result from lower performance in
the plan of the expected evolution of net interest income and allocations for impairments, determining,
consequently, lower profitability.
For the exclusive effect of this more adverse scenario, it is hypothetically assumed that, on the one hand,
the net interest income of the activity in Portugal evolves so as to achieve in 2015 the same rate of net
interest income as that calculated in 2008, which appears conservative since this would imply a very
significant restriction in capacity to reflect the greater difficulties of the Portuguese economy over this
period in the applied pricing, and, on the other hand, further deterioration of the economy in 2013, at
the level of the current year, reflected in the cost of the risk of the activity in Portugal (measured by the
division of impairment allocations by total loans) which for 2013 is assumed to stand at an identical level
to that estimated for 2012. With these changes of assumptions, the consolidated net income would
decrease by approximately 550 to 600 million Euros during the period 2012-2015.
This reduction of net income would determine, consequently, a reduction of the Core Tier 1 ratio. This
scenario, assuming the use of the surplus capital projected for 2016 of the value of 853 million Euros,
would enable, under the defined regulatory framework, the repayment of the public investment and
compliance with the requirements defined for the Core Tier 1 ratio.
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Stress tests
As noted above, the estimated value of additional capital of 3,500 million Euros, and its respective
division between public and private investment with the said complementary nature of the latter, aims to
accommodate not only the risk associated to the expected evolution of the BCP Group's activity, but also
compliance with the minimum capital ratios, safety margins and prudential levels that are considered
adequate, namely taking into account the need of preparation to meet any additional requirements
arising, for example, from new stress tests or the aggravation of the conditions of the Bank's activity
and/or the economic and social environment.
The base scenario for the presented estimates is based on the assumptions defined by Banco de Portugal,
which foresee, namely, the gradual opening of the financial markets by 2013. However, if the capital
markets remain completely closed, the refunding of the debt will have to be ensured through the
European Central Bank.
If the capital markets remain completely closed and if restrictions arise related to access to funding
through the European Central Bank, the refunding of the medium and long term debt will be ensured
through additional disposals of non-strategic assets, including those in the portfolio of eligible assets for
purposes of the European Central Bank.
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Materially relevant non-compliance
Under the terms of number 1 of article 11 of Implementing Order number 150-A/2012, of 17 May,
materially relevant non-compliance of the Recapitalisation Plan is deemed in the event of the nonachievement of structural targets that are considered essential in the actual Recapitalisation Plan.
The following structural targets to be achieved as of 2013, inclusively, are considered the essential
targets assumed under the Recapitalisation Plan:
 Minimum capital ratios in compliance with the Basel III requirements (see table below):
o Core Tier 1 of 3.5% as at 1 January 2013, evolving to 7.0% as at 1 January 2019;
o Tier 1 of 4.5% as at 1 January 2013, evolving to 8.5% as at 1 January 2019; and
o Total Capital of 8.0% as at 1 January 2013, evolving to 10.5% as at 1 January 2019 (all
considering the capital conservation buffer).
 Payment of the remuneration of the hybrid instrument on the established dates and their
repayment within the legal period of 5 years stipulated in the Recapitalisation Law.
The Bank defines the non-achievement of a structural target which is capable of placing at serious risk
the objectives of the Recapitalisation Plan and is not remedied within the period of six months as
materially relevant non-compliance.
Summary of the Basel III requirements

Source: “Basel III: A global regulatory framework for more resilient banks and banking systems, December 2010 (rev June 2011)”
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6.c. Presentation of the strategy for the period estimated for the public investment, in the scenarios
considered above, indicating the management measures to be adopted relative to the core business
areas, in particular with respect to the funding of the economy, namely families and SME, especially
in the context of the sectors of tradable goods and services
6.d. Description of the measures that have been or will be adopted, in this last case through
presentation of the implementation schedule, with a view to strengthening the corporate governance
system, in particular through the appointment of independent directors
6.e. Description of the policy of distribution of dividends and remuneration of the members of the
management and supervisory bodies and persons holding directorship, management, senior or similar
positions for the foreseeable period of the public investment, identifying any possible changes
relative to the current practice in force.
6.f. Description of the changes to be adopted with a view to strengthening the risk management and
control system
6.g. Changes in the structure of the group in which the institution is placed
6.h. Changes in holdings of share capital, in particular in non-financial entities

Strategy and programmed activity during the enforcement period of the public investment

Capacity of the Bank to act strategically
As noted in chapter 1, the main pillars of the Recapitalisation Plan of Millennium bcp are based on the
renewal of the Bank's commitment to the development of the national economy, materialised in the
maintenance of its integrity and consistency as a Group and of its relevant position in commercial banking
in Portugal in the support of families and small and medium enterprises, especially in the sector of
tradable goods and services, continuing its focus on the international operations to leverage the
internationalisation of Portuguese companies and creation of value, in this way preserving the
attractiveness of the project, creating conditions for the strengthening of the private shareholder
structure and swift repayment of the public investment. The capitalisation of its competitive edge and
the exploration of synergies, know-how and capacities existing in the different operations of the Group,
will contribute to strengthen the private shareholder structure and minimise the dilutive and interventive
impact associated to the public investment.
The strategic priorities for Portugal seek the maintenance of the competitive position, the continuation
of the restructuring of the cost base that is already underway, the recovery of business profitability and
the improvement of efficiency in capital allocation. These guidelines are complemented by the objective
of reduction of the loans-to-deposits ratio (through the increased funds and recovery of the market share
in the affluent segment), greater adequacy of loan concession - alteration of the composition of the loan
portfolio with increased new production of loans to SMEs and companies of the sectors of tradable goods),
preservation of the market share of loans to companies in tradable sectors of the economy, and by the
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objective of optimisation of loan recovery processes, as well as the simplification and improvement of
operating efficiency, reflected in relevant cost reduction.
The strategic priorities for the international operations consist of exploring the capacity to support the
internationalisation of Portuguese companies and creation of value of the international operations,
namely in Poland, Angola and Mozambique and mitigating the exposure to Greece, through appropriate
access to the financial support mechanisms, namely regarding capitalisation, accessible to Greek banks.
The execution of these strategic guidelines assumes the expansion of the international operations without
channelling of public investment for the effect, and, if necessary, through openness to new partnerships
with foreign investors, maintaining the shareholder control in these geographic areas.

Capacity of the Bank to strengthen the capital base
Since the outbreak of the financial crisis in 2008, the Bank has successively executed a large number of
initiatives and measures aimed at strengthening its capital base, namely in terms of share capital,
liability management, asset management and transfer of Pension Fund liabilities to Social Security.
The main measures implemented by the Bank with a view to strengthening the capital ratios, including
both the operations to increase own funds and optimisation pursued in terms of weighted assets, carried
out since 2008, are described below:

I. Share capital increases
• In April 2008, share capital increase of 1,083,270,433 Euros, with positive impact of 1,267 million
Euros on Core Tier 1 (which includes the share capital increase and issue premium net of issue
costs) and 205 basis points also on Core Tier 1 by the end of the respective year.
• In June 2011, increase of 4,694,600,000 Euros to 6,064,999,986 Euros, arising from i) 120,400,000
Euros, through incorporation of issue premium reserves, ii) 990,147,000 Euros, through entries in
kind of 990,147 subordinated perpetual securities with conditional interest (impact of 166 basis
points on Core Tier 1 relative to the end of the previous year), and iii) 259,852,986 Euros through
cash entries (impact of 44 basis points on Core Tier 1 relative to the end of the previous year).
Capital in Euros
Date
Jun-11
May-11
May-11
Apr-08

Incorporation of issuance
premium reserves

Initial capital
5,805,147,000
4,815,000,000
4,694,600,000
3,611,329,567

€
€
€
€

Increase in capital
259,852,986 €
990,147,000 €

120,400,000 €
1,083,270,433 €

Capital
6,064,999,986
5,805,147,000
4,815,000,000
4,694,600,000

€
€
€
€
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II. Liability management
• In 2009, issue of 1,000 million Euros [in perpetual debt instruments], which received the
authorisation of Banco de Portugal for inclusion in Tier 1 up to a maximum of 35% of the respective
amount (+148 basis points on the Tier 1 and Total ratios, although this had no impact whatsoever
on the Core Tier 1 ratio).
• In September and October 2011, exchange offer aimed at holders of subordinated debt instruments
and preferred shares (degree of acceptance of approximately 75% of the issues), which enabled
increasing Core Tier 1 by 539 million Euros (impact of +90 basis points on Core Tier 1 relative to the
end of the previous year).
• In March 2012, the Bank repurchased its own issues of mortgage bonds. The investors conveyed a
total value of intentions of acceptance up to 918,650,000 Euros (nominal value), which were fully
accepted by Millennium bcp, and generated capital gains net of tax of 68 million Euros (+12 basis
points on Core Tier 1 relative to the end of the previous year).

III. Asset management
• The negotiations related to the strategic partnership agreement concluded in 2008 with Sonangol
and BPA were concluded in 2009, which led to the holding, by these entities, of 29.9% and 20% of
the share capital of BMA, respectively, and resulted in a 12 basis point increase in Core Tier 1 by
the end of the respective year, through the increased interests that the Bank's Shareholders do not
control and the net income.
• In 2010:
o

Disposal of 95% of the share capital of Millennium bank in Turkey (current Fibabanka,
Anonim Sirketi) and the entirety of the branch network of Millennium bcpbank in the
United States of America (USA), the respective deposit base and part of the loan portfolio
(with impact of 4 basis points on Core Tier 1 relative to the end of the previous year).

o

Increased interests that the Bank's Shareholders do not control arising from the portion
corresponding to the share capital increase carried out by Bank Millennium in Poland (+14
basis points on Core Tier 1 relative to the end of the previous year).

o

Effort developed in order to optimise and strengthen the collateral of the exposure to
credit risk, reflected in a reduction of capital requirements (+57 basis points on Core Tier
1 relative to the end of the previous year).

• In 2011:
o

Reduction of 4,649 million Euros of the weighted risks of the loan and counterparts
associated to the activity and in the optimisation and strengthening of collateral (+56 basis
points on Core Tier 1 relative to the end of the previous year).

o

Decrease of 750 million Euros resulting from the extension of the application of internal
rating models (IRB) to the "Retail Revolving Exposures" and "Other Retail Exposures" risk
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sub-categories in Portugal, formally authorised by Banco de Portugal taking effect as of 31
December 2011 (+8 basis points on Core Tier 1 relative to the end of the previous year).

IV. Transfer of the Pension Fund
• Following the determination of the Government in Decree-Law number 127/2011, of 31 December,
as a measure of structural impact on compliance with the targets of the EFAP, a Tripartite
Agreement was established, for the execution of this measure, between the Government, the
Portuguese Association of Banks and the Unions of bank employees on the transfer, to Social
Security, of the liabilities related to pensions paid to current retired employees and pensioners.
The effects of this measure include:
• A negative impact on the bank's net worth, as at 31 December 2011, of 1,141 million Euros, of
which 117 million Euros on net income. Regarding regulatory capital as at 31 December 2011, the
operation produced a negative impact on capital of 74 basis points, to be recognised only in June
2012 as a result of the neutralisation granted by Banco de Portugal.
• Reduction of the pension liabilities by approximately half, through which the Bank's vulnerability
associated to the market risk inherent to the Pension Fund is reduced, where this risk has
significantly penalised the Bank in the recent past, especially in view of the adverse economic and
financial context. Indeed, during the period of 2007 to 2011, the Bank recorded accumulated
actuarial losses of 1,464 million Euros, and 2009 was the only year of that period when actuarial
losses were not recorded.
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Dedication to the granting of loans to the economy

Recent evolution of loans to the economy
The Bank's profitability has been significantly affected since 2009, essentially due to the impacts i) of the
sovereign debt crisis, reflected directly in the value of the securities held in the balance sheet, and,
indirectly, through the impact of the downgrades of the ratings of sovereign debt both in the actual
ratings attributed to the Bank, and in the ratings attributed to Customers (reflected in the deterioration
of the quality of the loans in the balance sheet), and ii) of the national economic crisis, reflected directly
in the borrowing capacity of national economic agents (State, Companies and Families) and in the quality
of the loans in the balance sheet.
In spite of the quality of the models underlying the concession, management and recovery of credit, and
in spite of the repricing effort and strengthening of the structure allocated to the recovery of overdue
loans, the Bank has been strongly penalised by its dedication to loan concession to companies (namely to
SMEs and sectors contributing to the economic development model adopted before the crisis, such as the
Civil Construction and Public Works sector, seriously affected by the economic recession) and families (via
decreased disposable income and increased unemployment).
In the companies segment, the Bank has upheld its reputation as a reference in the Portuguese market,
having held, over the last five years, the largest market share of loans to companies. In December 2011,
the Bank held 19.6% and 22.3% of the market share of total loans and loans to companies, respectively.
The concentration of loans in small and medium-sized enterprises, especially in sectors producing nontradable goods and, consequently, more vulnerable to the economic cycle and adjustment of internal
demand, also contributes to the level of non-performance.
Portugal
(Euro million)
Dec-07

Dec-08

Dec-09

Dec-10

Dec-11

Loans to customers (gross)
Individuals

23,016

24,050

24,823

25,455

24,458

Companies

30,653

36,118

35,802

33,461

30,094

53,669

60,168

60,625

58,917

54,552

Individuals

119

182

332

414

553

Companies

245

415

1,271

1,429

2,143

364

597

1,602

1,842

2,696

Individuals

0.52%

0.76%

1.34%

1.62%

2.26%

Companies

0.80%

1.15%

3.55%

4.27%

7.12%

0.68%

0.99%

2.64%

3.13%

4.94%

Total
Overdue loans

Total
Overdue loans / Gross loans

Total
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The expression of these impacts on profitability is visible in the level of impairments and provisions
recorded over the last three years in the Bank's net work (approximately 3,000 million Euros), and in the
ratios of loan quality and credit risk, whose comparative evolution in relation to the competition
confirms, on the one hand, the effect of the Bank's historic commitment to the Portuguese economy, and,
on the other hand, the rapid and abrupt effort of reduction of the commercial gap (the loans-to-deposits
ratio, calculated pursuant to instruction number 23/2011 of Banco de Portugal, decreased from 161.5% in
2010 to 143.3% in 2011), which forced the Bank to reduce exposure to risks of lower quality loans. The
Bank has a high concentration of loans in certain groups of customers and major customers, in particular,
in the sectors of construction sectors and real estate activities, strongly affected by the adverse
macroeconomic conditions.
In spite of the quality of the models underlying the concession, management and recovery of credit, and
in spite of the repricing effort and strengthening of the structure allocated to the recovery of overdue
loans, the Bank has identified and is implementing a series of initiatives with a view to increasing the
effectiveness of the credit recovery process involving, namely, the strengthening of prevention
mechanisms, the participation of the commercial networks, the provision of new tools and the definition
of clear incentive systems.

Estimates considered in the projections
The projections reflect the dedication of Millennium bcp to continue supporting the Portuguese economy,
namely with respect to companies in sectors of tradable goods and services, while maintaining its Core
Tier 1 capital ratio above the minimums required, accommodating a decreasing trend of the loans-todeposits ratio, and, consequently, creating the conditions for reduction of exposure to the European
Central Bank.
The Bank already contributes in an important manner to the financing of the economy, in particular of
small and medium-sized companies which it intends to keep within its strategy. The Bank expects to be
capable of maintaining its overall share of loans in line with its natural market share in the domestic
market, i.e., approximately 20%, favouring the companies segment, in detriment of the residential and
construction/real estate segments, and focusing on the tradable goods and services sectors, thus
contributing to support the development of the Portuguese economy.
In spite of the expected evolution of credit being constrained by the deleveraging effort, the Bank
confirms its commitment to supporting the Portuguese economy. In fact, although the evolution of the
estimated balance of gross loans to companies in Portugal is expected to remain practically stable over
the time frame of the projections, implicit to this evolution is a significant increase in the annual
production of loans to companies in the sectors of tradable goods, to the extent that the generated
surplus is foreseen to be channelled to these sectors (i) through the expected reduction of approximately
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1,000 million Euros in loans to companies of the State Public Sector, under the partial transfer of the
Pension Fund liabilities to Social Security, (ii) through the reduction of net loans arising from the partial
entry of current live loans into overdue loans, as a result of the macroeconomic situation, and (iii)
through the reduction of exposure of loans to companies of specific sectors, namely the construction
sector.

Capacity of the Bank to reduce structural costs
The medium term strategic initiatives of Millennium bcp include the continuous fine-tuning of the
organisation's efficiency and the rationalisation of structural costs.
Specifically regarding staff costs in Portugal, the Bank foresees a gradual reduction (1% per year) of the
number of staff, enhanced by a more significant reduction in 2012 and 2013, namely through early
retirement programmes and rescissions through mutual agreement. The costs of closure of branches in
2012 and the savings in other administrative costs for the group of branches identified under Project M
are also considered.
The Bank has demonstrated its capacity to reduce structural costs in a very effective manner, both in
Portugal and in other geographic areas. Since the outbreak of the financial crisis in 2008, the Bank has
started to implement a large number of initiatives and measures which have led, for example, to the
reduction of the number of employees and branches, namely in Portugal, Poland and Greece.

Branches

Employees

886

898

852

837

12,006

11,498

11,224

11,549

918

911

892

885

10,583

10,298

10,146

9,959

2008

2009

2010

2011

2008

2009

2010

2011

Portugal

International

Portugal

International

This broad series of initiatives has enabled the reduction of operating costs in Portugal by approximately
12.9% from 2008 to 2011, excluding specific items, as highlighted in the graph below:
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Operating costs
Portugal
1,041.4

974.7
918.1

2008

2009

2010

907.5

2011

It is important to highlight the following measures and initiatives carried out by the Bank in the
geographical areas where it operates:
In 2008:
• Measures of organisational and procedural simplification (creation of the Operative Transformation
Department), including the reduction of the number of staff and transfer of employees from the
central services to the commercial network (Commercial Competence Development Programme)
and launch of the mobility and professional valorisation programme for management staff
(Programme for Management Staff)
• Strengthening of the commitment to and monitoring of Customers, seeking not only to find
commercial opportunities but also to detect early signs of non-performance
• Simplification of the business lines and actual offer of products and services
• Transversal plan of reduction of Staff Costs
• Cost-cutting measures relative to the evolution of Other Administrative Costs
• Implementation of a cost-cutting programme in the International Operations, through the
implementation of Internal Reorganisation Programmes and adjustment of the business structure to
the new market context (Poland, Romania and as of 2009 Greece)
In 2009:
• Restructuring of the staff and early retirement
• Resizing of the number of employees in Poland, Greece and USA
• Employee mobility to strengthen the commercial areas
• Organisational simplification of the Bank and optimisation of processes
• Strict control of Other Administrative Costs (namely advertising, office supplies, maintenance and
repair, travel, hotel and representation costs and costs related to independent work)
In 2010:
• Maintenance of the early retirement programme
• Decrease of costs related to pensions and optional social charges
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• Resizing of the number of employees in the international operations (essentially Greece)
• Strict control of costs related to Outsourcing and independent work
• Employee mobility to strengthen the commercial areas
In 2011:
• Redesign of front-office and back-office processes, and reconfiguration and resizing of the
distribution network in Portugal
• Discontinuation of the operations in Turkey and in the United States of America, occurred in 2010
• Plans to resize the distribution network implemented in Poland, Greece and Romania
• Strict control of Other Administrative Costs (in particular, costs related to advertising, information
technology, communications, rents, maintenance and repair, other specialised services and
outsourcing)
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Bank’s capacity to act in the credit recovery
Default is one of the most important topics in banking activity, with strong impact on the Bank's profit
and loss account, implying increasingly greater need to focus the action on the recovery of overdue loans.
The Bank will continue its policy of identification of warning signs which forecast financial difficulties
that might lead to default and actions of analysis of the loan portfolio, with a view to supporting the
continuity of Customer business and the defence of net interest income. Millennium bcp will continue
willing interested in establishing partnerships of mutual benefit with its Customers, especially regarding
support to the export of goods and services and to invoice collection services.
In the second quarter of 2012, a campaign was launched for the collection and restructuring of overdue
loans in the entire Retail Network, which aims to mitigate the growth of default levels. In this context,
the "Financial Monitoring Service" was promoted, offered to Customers with financial difficulties. In the
present adverse context, the Bank has been especially attentive to the needs of its Customers and has
sought to support them through short term loan products, in particular, focusing on treasury support
products and export activity in the Business Customer segment. The Bank's objective is to find, together
with the Customers, the solution most suited to their disposable budget, so as to enable them to meet
their liabilities. During 2011, an analysis was made of the situation of approximately 59 thousand
Customers, which resulted in 10,506 actions of potential support or debt restructuring.
In the Bank’s organic structure there are two departments of credit recovery, under the direct
dependence of the Executive Commission.

Standardised Recovery Department
The Standardised Recovery Department, in view of the extraordinarily difficult circumstances, developed
its activity based on four strategic vectors: i) Adjustment of the business model, through the partial
transfer of collection duties to the Non-performance Prevention Teams and launch of a loan recovery
campaign with the Retail Network, with the objective of higher recovery in view of the proximity of
debtor Customers; ii) Innovation in the recovery process, through the launch of the batch enforcement
process, which is totally innovative in the sector and enables mass judicial enforcement, and the
implementation of Triad Collections in processes of recovery of Small Amounts, with the definition of
strategies by Customer segment and with predefined actions; iii) New recovery solutions, such as the
launch of financial “packages", in coordination with the Marketing Department, for restructuring during
the initial phase of default with simple operating processes and greater flexibility in specific products for
loan recovery; and iv) Specialisation of the recovery teams, through the constitution of the Leasing
Recovery Unit, with shared duties in business and in the recovery of the leased assets with teams in
Lisbon and Porto. A series of initiatives, that are complementary to the activity most directly related to
the business were also developed, in particular, amongst others, the launch of a new overall asset search
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model, with more services associated at a national and international level, and the implementation of the
functional survey to support the development of the Integrated Loan Recovery Solution (SIRC), a tool
which will be transversal to all recovery areas of the Bank. In 2012, the Standardised Recovery
Department will continue to develop its loan recovery activity, with greater intervention by the Sales
Network during the collection phase, to which a new default prevention model will be added. The
application of analytic systems to recovery will begin, through the segmentation of the Customer base
and application of models of behavioural analysis, simultaneously with the implementation of the SIRC
and a new management information model to support recovery, which will allow the Bank to recover
more and in a better way.

Specialised Recovery Department
The Specialised Recovery Department, in a structured manner, conducts the recovery of overdue loans of
Customers with total liabilities greater than 1 Million Euros or in situations of Insolvency, following
methodologies and strategies that are suited to the segment and situation of the Customer, with a view
to the minimisation of the Bank's risk of economic loss. During 2011, the deterioration of the
macroeconomic context in Portugal and economic-financial conditions of the different activity sectors led
to the aggravation of company and family default levels at the Bank, with a generalised increase in nonperformance, namely in the number of insolvencies, which grew by 212% in relation to the previous year.
In order to ensure the best and most effective monitoring of the growing number of recovery processes
and based on studies of reorganisation and operating optimisation, the Specialised Recovery Department
strengthened the available resources, namely through the creation of new insolvency teams and the
expansion of departmental structures, as well as a broad series of initiatives and projects linked,
essentially, to Internal Organisation and Information Systems, so as to improve relations with the
Networks it serves and increase Employee Satisfaction. In 2012, a new commercial management model
will be implemented, implying that the Specialised Recovery Department will become an area with even
stronger capacity of intervention.
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Capacity of the Bank to renew its business model
In response to the sector's changes of macroeconomic context and acting towards the prevention of a
possible deterioration of the Bank's competitive position, especially in the segments of relations,
Millennium bcp launched Project M.
Project M – the Bank’s global vision for the future

“The right people at the right places”

New brand architecture

Better segmentation and higher
specialization

Distinctive service levels

Corporate

Private

Consistency among the
Network’s key functions

Execution of excellence
and continuous
monitoring

Companies

Multichannel philosophy

Businesses
Proximity and service

ActivoBank

Prestige
Innovation and
Personalization
New incentives system of
commercial networks
Mass Market
Simplicity and readiness
Sophistication of
Customer Intelligence

Non-financial offer

New management
information model

Excellence in commercial
proactivity

The "M Project" seeks to launch a new business model which will be reflected in higher efficiency in the
approach towards the Mass Market, a new service model for the Affluent and Business segments, focus on
active and self-directed Young People, as well as on a leading multichannel platform, which should
enable the reconfiguration of the branch network, concentration of capability and optimisation of
resources. Furthermore, plans have been made for (i) the restructuring of the operative model, through
the redesign of lean front-office and back-office processes, adjustment of the capacity to the new model
and strengthening of credit recovery capabilities, and (ii) the establishment of specialised partnerships,
seeking to develop banking business (in real estate, leasing, factoring and investment banking, amongst
others) and expand the current offer of non-banking products and services.
Project M took into consideration a series of priorities established with the objective of differentiating
the commercial model between segments (de-averaging) and redefining the offer of channels and services
in order to compete in the new context in a sustainable, differentiated and efficient manner (lower
costs):
 Strengthening the competitive position in the segments of relations, in particular affluent and
upper affluent;
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 Strengthening and enhancing credit relations in the business segments;
 Optimising the service model in the Mass Market in terms of cost base and commercial efficacy,
ensuring greater simplicity and significant cost reduction;
 Leading in the segments of younger, self-directed and sophisticated customers;
 Exploring opportunities for innovation and income diversification.
The proposals to achieve the established targets were given priority in terms of implementation.
 Mass Market: service-to-sales; differentiation of the outbound contact; simplification of the offer;
closure and resizing of branches.
 Segments of relations: more encompassing segmentation and specialisation; greater capillarity;
remote management model; strengthening of the value proposal.
 People: meritocracy and talent management; incentive system and staff reduction.
 Commercial systematics: choreography for each position; management information; commercial
proactiveness; counterpart and attraction management; systematics support tool; and monitoring.
 Transversal enablers: Customer intelligence; multichannel platform and new website; "SOS
Network" support line; and insurance.
 ActivoBank: expansion/innovation of the business model with greater capillarity of the Network.
The implementation of the different initiatives of Project M is underway in a continuous form, where the
total completion of the model is expected by November 2012.
 Customer upgrade in conclusion for the Companies/Corporate Networks (January-February 2012)
and started for the Private Network (underway); upgrades for the segments of relations within
Retail to be carried out in 4 of the 60 Commercial Departments during March and April 2012, with a
view to the fine-tuning of the process and its extension to the rest of the Network in May and June
2012.
 New Mass Market model to be launched as a pilot in an integrated manner in 9 branches (AprilJune) and rollout to the entire network (September to November 2012) with the simultaneous
release of employees.
 Other key initiative/enablers under implementation (for example, strengthening of customer
intelligence has been completed, strengthening of value proposals has been designed, new
incentive system has been designed, new management information dashboards under computer
production).
Changes in corporate governance
The Bank's articles of association were amended substantially in 2011, and were reformulated so as to
ensure alignment with the best practices and recommendations of corporate governance, national and
international, namely with respect to the explicit stipulation of instruments which enable the efficient
performance of the supervisory and control functions.
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A General Meeting of Shareholders was held on 28 February 2012 which concluded the process of
structural amendment of the Bank's articles of association, with the current adoption of a one-tier
management and supervisory model, composed of a Board of Directors which includes an Audit
Committee and Executive Committee, Statutory Auditor, as well as the creation of an International
Strategic Board.
With the adoption of the one-tier corporate governance model, the Bank moved a step closer to the vast
majority of listed companies that are important on the market and began a new cycle, with conditions of
greater efficacy and internal cohesion, maintaining the audit and supervisory mechanisms at a high level.
With the one-tier corporate governance model, the Bank complies with the recommendation of the
Portuguese Securities Market Commission ("CMVM") that the Board of Directors should be composed of an
adequate number of independent members, not less than one quarter of the total number and that the
Chairman of the Audit Committee should be independent, since the current Board of Directors of the
Bank is composed of a majority of independent members and all the members of the Audit Committee are
independent.
In view of the amendments made to the articles of association of Banco Comercial Português, S.A. and
the recent adoption of a new corporate governance model, which is considered to be consistent with the
best practices of corporate governance, it is not foreseen that further measures will be adopted, without
prejudice to, under the terms of number 2 of article 14 of Law umber 63-A/2008, the State being entitled
to the appointment of a non-executive member of the Board of Directors while the Bank is covered by the
public investment to strengthen own funds.

Changes to the remuneration policy
In the corporate governance model adopted by the Bank, during 2011, the establishment of the
remuneration of the executive directors was entrusted to the Remuneration and Welfare Board, which
took into account, for this particular issue, not only the legal and supervisory provisions in force
(including Banco de Portugal Notice number 1/2010, Banco de Portugal Circular Letter number 2/2010, of
1 February 2010 and Banco de Portugal Notice number 10/2011, of 9 January 2011, (which stipulates and
imposes for the financial year of 2012 a series of imperative rules on the disclosure of information on the
remuneration policy of members of the management and supervisory bodies of institutions, as well as the
respective employees who, while not being members of these bodies, meet some of the criteria referred
to in this Notice), but also the statutory provisions which determine that the remuneration of the Board
of Directors may be composed of a fixed portion and a variable portion.
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Regarding the remuneration policy of the Board of Directors, functional heads and managers, and
according to the statements submitted by the Remuneration and Welfare Board and Board of Directors to
the General Meeting of Shareholders of 31 May 2012, this policy is under review, for the purpose of
ensuring full respect for the most recent applicable legislative and regulatory guidelines, including the
provisions in Implementing Order number 150-A/2012, of 17 May.

Changes to the dividend policy
Taking into account, on the one hand, the principles of prudence in capital management and, on the
other hand, the implementation of the new rules on capital and public investment, the temporary
suspension has been established, during the enforcement of this Plan, of the Bank's historic policy, which
consisted of the distribution of approximately 40% of the net income for the year in the form of
dividends.
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6.i. Description of the different measures that have been planned to restore the solvency levels
without public investment and respective costs and impacts on the income statement and balance
sheet
The compliance, in 2013, of the solvency levels required by Banco de Portugal, in a scenario of lack of
public investment, could only be achieved through a very accelerated process of deleveraging in the
activity in Portugal to be conducted during the second semester of 2012 and in 2013, involving an amount
that is approximately double the amount of the loan reduction observed during the period 2009-2011,
representing an annual decrease of 7,000 million Euros.
The loan reduction referred to above would only be possible through a very sharp decrease in the funding
granted to the economy, necessarily involving the entire Portuguese business structure, and affecting the
Retail, Companies and Corporate business areas.
Under this scenario, the restoration of capital ratios in 2013, relative to the base scenario, would take
place, essentially, through the reduction of RWAs and lack of payment of the interest of hybrid
instruments, which would be partially mitigated by the reduction of net interest income arising from the
reduction of loans to customers.
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6.j. Description of the impact of the different measures taken to limit competition distortions and
respective costs and impacts on the income statement and balance sheet
The Bank firmly believes, after careful analysis, that there are no relevant competition distortions as a
result of its access to public investment under the terms of the Recapitalisation Law (Law number 63A/2008, of 24 November), stipulated in the present Recapitalisation Plan.
The access to public investment under the terms referred to above may benefit all credit institutions
based in Portugal (see article 3 of the Recapitalisation Law), including, with the due adaptations, credit
institutions not incorporated as a public limited liability company, which also covers branches established
in Portugal of foreign institutions.
As far as is public knowledge, only three credit institutions in Portugal have shown interest in accessing
public investment. However, the largest Portuguese credit institution in terms of total assets, and holder
of the position of leadership in the total credit market and in total customer funds (balance sheet and off
balance sheet) is entirely held by public capital, and therefore, while excluded from access to public
investment under the terms referred to above, has benefited from significant State financial support over
these last few years.
Moreover, it should be also be noted that the Portuguese banking sector comprises a highly competitive
market, with a relevant presence of various national and foreign institutions, where the latter include
branches of foreign banks with access to funding through their parent company, obtained in their home
market and/or in global markets, which constitutes a very important factor in the competitive dynamics
of the Portuguese market. It must also not be excluded that the parent companies of the foreign branches
operating in Portugal might also benefit from public financial support in their respective home countries,
which would, ultimately, also be reflected in their activity in Portugal.
In view of the possible access to public investment of a limited number of financial institutions in
Portugal, which will be related to the specific reasons of the access to such investment (in the case of
BCP already referred to in section 2), as well as the adequate compliance by the Bank with all the terms
and conditions established in the actual Recapitalisation Law and respective regulatory Implementing
Order, it does not appear that relevant potential competition distortions might arise as a result of the
Bank's access to the public investment under the terms stipulated in the present Plan.
Furthermore, it is important to consider - consistent, in fact, with the guidelines of the European
Commission on this matter - that the possible risk of competition distortions as a result of the public
investment of capitalisation of banks is strictly related to the management model and investment
strategy of the institutions subject to intervention and, likewise, to the motives which justify the use of
State support.
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Now, in the case of BCP, as demonstrated above, this involves a solid and viable Bank, which merely plans
to resort to public funding due to exogenous and transitional reasons, associated to the financial crisis
and sovereign debt, and not due to its business model. The foreseen public funding is not destined to
compensate or rectify business models of excessive risk.
At the same time, consideration should also be made of the scale of the Bank's own contribution to the
process of strengthening of its own funds, namely through the retaining of generated profit, as well as
the contribution of its shareholders and creditors, through the management measures summarised above,
and, to this extent, the effective occurrence of a division of the costs associated to this process, which
not only limits competition distortions but also prevents what is known as "moral risk".
As indicated above, the foreseen capitalisation has a significant component (namely when compared with
stock market capitalisation) of new private shareholder funding and the public component is destined,
essentially, to cover regulatory requirements of a transitional nature and scope, and caused by factors
outside the Bank. Added to the above, also, is the circumstance of establishing that the public investment
will be suitably remunerated.
All these factors contribute to limit the financial support of the State to the essential minimum and,
consequently, to also limit any possible competition distortions that may be derived thereof.
Furthermore, the terms of the Recapitalisation Law also establish the strict monitoring of the plan's
execution by the State.
Without prejudice to the above, and, also, without prejudice to measures to be adopted or further
strengthened, namely under the terms established in the technical notes attached to the present plan,
the Bank admits that the continuation (and whenever deemed necessary, the adoption or strengthening)
of management measures which prevent such distortions is within its reach, namely:
•

Restrictions in the dividend distribution policy;

•

Change to the remuneration policy;

•

Definition of even stricter limits to risk-taking, namely in terms of market risk and credit
concession to related entities;

•

The non-channelling of public funds for the expansion of its international operations;

•

Reduction of the structure in Portugal, contributing to the adjustment between the supply and
demand of banking services;

•

During the period of the plan, limits to the acquisition of controlling stakes in entities, with
material impact on the financial situation of the institution.
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7. Public divestment plan

7.a. Plan/detailed schedule for the realisation of the divestment
7.b. Substantiated description of the form of payment of the public capital
7.c. Identification of assumptions underlying the realisation of the public divestment
The execution of the Recapitalisation Plan and internal generation of capital foreseen under the
projections and considered in the "adjusted FCP" will enable the Bank to fully repay the hybrid instrument
to be underwritten by the State by the end of 2016 (500 million Euros in 2014, 1,000 in 2015 and 1,500 in
2016), without prejudice to the longer period to which the Bank is legally entitled.
Evolution of Core Tier 1
Core Tier 1
ratio

9.3%

7.7%

2,472
3,000

- 893

500

- 905
- 1.938

5,135

4,372
- 3.000

Dec-11 (BoP)

Impact bps
RWA

Hybrid
instruments

529 pb

Capital
increase

88 pb

Net income
+Minorities+Other

436 pb

Remuneration
Hybrids+Shares

-157 pb

Deferred impacts
BoP (1)

-159 pb

Impact
BIS III (2)

-341 pb

55,455

Reimbursement
of hybrid

Dec-17 (BIS III)

-529 pb

56,761

(1) Includes amortisation of deferred impacts permitted by BoP (-259 million euros) and recognition of effects neutralised in Dec-11 (-646 million euros)
(2) Includes the phasing-in of Basel III already recognised in this period and the constraint that impedes CT1 of being higher than T1

The projection of the Core Tier 1 ratio for the end of 2012, due to standing above the limit defined by
Basel III, shows the Bank's capacity to fully repay the public investment by the end of 2016, without
prejudice to the longer period to which the Bank is legally entitled.
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8. Risks of the recapitalisation plan
The main risk factors that might compromise compliance with the Recapitalisation Plan, namely the full
and timely repayment of the public investment, are especially related to:
1) The Portuguese economy, to which the Bank's activities are particularly exposed, since the
continued correction of the more relevant macroeconomic imbalances, in the context of adverse
external circumstances and demanding financial conditions, might generate further difficulties to
the pursuit of growth of income, net interest income, profitability and liquidity;
2) The EFAP and its implementation, to the extent that some of the measures contained therein might
have a materially adverse effect on the Portuguese economy in the short term, and consequently
on the Bank's business, financial condition and net income;
3) The business developed in markets abroad, which are exposed to risks arising from political,
governmental and adverse economic developments in the countries where these markets are
established. The Bank has operations in markets recently integrated into the European Union,
namely Poland and Romania, which have not yet adopted the Euro as their official national
currency. The Bank also has an operation in Greece, where an intense process of continued
budgetary consolidation, aimed at correcting the excessive indebtedness of the Greek State, under
a plan negotiated with the European Union and IMF, should continue to constrain economic activity,
might imply increased operating costs, uncertainties regarding the stability of the deposit base and
disturbance in credit risk;
4) The Portuguese public debt and of other countries of the Euro Zone, to which the Bank is exposed
through its portfolio of financial assets held to maturity, trading portfolio and portfolio of assets
held for sale. Any depreciation in the value of the trading portfolio and portfolio of assets held for
sale could have a negative impact on the Bank's financial position and net income;
5) The international financial and capital markets, to the extent that the earnings from financial
operations and investments are an important part of the Bank's profitability, particularly in relation
to its activity of Asset Management, Insurance - Life branch - and Investment Banking. A decline in
the international capital markets affects the commercial performance of some of the Bank's
financial products and services (such as the unit-linked products, capitalisation insurance, real
estate investment funds, asset management and brokerage services, capital markets and
investment banking transactions), reducing the fees charged by the Bank in relation to these
products and services and, in this manner, negatively affecting the Bank's activity, financial
condition and net income;
6) Furthermore, the continued and prolonged fluctuation of the stock market prices of financial assets
and the persistent volatility and disruption derived from the outflow of capital from the market by
investors, decreasing their investment and leading to the redemption of life insurance policies of
insurers, affecting the sale of investments and insurance products of the Bank, might result in a
reduction of its own funds. Moreover, significant changes and volatility of interest rates have a
material adverse effect on the Bank’s business, financial conditions and net income;
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7) Credit ratings, which are an important component of the Bank's liquidity profile. A possible
decrease in the credit rating could affect the Bank's capacity to generate funding and might have a
material and adverse effect on its business, financial conditions and net income;
8) The regulatory changes and capital requirements, including those related to Basel III, where
uncertainty remains in relation to the final and implementation requirements. If these measures
were to be implemented with changes relative to the current proposals, it is expected that this
would have significant impacts on the capital and management of capital and liabilities of the
Group.
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Appendix 1
Government Subscribed Core Tier 1 Capital Instrument
TERM SHEET
Issuer

Bank.

Instruments

Government Subscribed Core Tier 1 Capital Instruments (GSI), subject to the provisions
of Law 63-A/2008 and Portaria 150-A/2012.

Issue and
Subscription
Price

At par.

Subscription
Date

Not later than 29 June 2012.

Issue/
Settlement
Date

Not later than 29 June 2012.

Investment
Period

5 years from the Issue Date.

Costs

The Bank shall pay all initial and continuing costs and expenses properly incurred by
the Portuguese State (State) in connection with the issuance, including any fees due to
any financial, legal and other advisers engaged by the State for this transaction, in
accordance with article 14 of Portaria 150-A/2012.

Governing Law

Portuguese Law.

Language

This Term Sheet is drafted in Portuguese and English versions; in case of any
inconsistency, the Portuguese version shall prevail.

Conditions
Precedent

The State shall be provided by the Bank with the following documents, in form and
substance satisfactory to the State:
(a) corporate resolutions from the Bank’s corporate bodies, including its management
and (if applicable) supervisory boards and its shareholders’ meeting, (i) required for
the State to exercise any of its rights under the GSI, including disapplication of any
pre-emption rights, and (where applicable) the removal of the nominal value of
ordinary shares, and allowing shares to be issued in the event that any payments,
purchases or redemptions of or under the GSI are to be made through the issuance of
special or ordinary shares, (ii) approving the Recapitalisation Plan submitted to the
Banco de Portugal, and (iii) to the extent permitted by law, acknowledging the
principle that, upon conversion, voting limitations (if any) foreseen in the Bank’s bylaws shall not be applicable to the State;
(b) comfort letter from the Bank’s external auditors;
(c) legal opinion from legal counsel selected by the State on the transaction and the
Bank’s capacity and authority;
(d) agreement of the terms and conditions of the GSI and the signing of the
subscription agreement between the Bank and the State, including customary and
appropriate representations, warranties, covenants, closing conditions and indemnities
to the benefit of the State; and
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Status and
Subordination

(e) such other approvals or consents as are required to effect the issue of the GSI.
The GSI constitute direct, unsecured, undated and subordinated securities of the Bank
and rank pari passu without any preference among themselves. They are fully issued
and paid-in.
The GSI can only be held by the State or acquired by the Bank as a consequence of
exercising the Bank's Buyback Option.
The rights and claims, in respect of interest, principal or otherwise, of the State:
•

are subordinated to the claims of the creditors of the Bank, who are:
- depositors or other unsubordinated creditors of the Bank
- subordinated creditors, except those creditors whose claims rank or are
expressed to rank pari passu with the claims of the holder of the GSI
• rank pari passu with the rights and claims of holders of other junior capital
subordinated issues/hybrid instruments qualifying as Tier 1 capital;
•

have priority over the ordinary shareholders of the Bank and other holders of
instruments ranking pari passu with ordinary shares.

In the event of a winding-up of the Bank the State shall claim, on the subordinated
basis mentioned above, an amount equal to the principal amount plus accrued
interest.
In the event of conversion of the GSI to ordinary shares or special shares, the State will
be a shareholder of the Bank and its claim will rank pari passu with the rights and
claims attaching to the other shares of the relevant class.
Maturity Date

Unless previously redeemed or converted, the GSI are perpetual without a maturity
date.

Coupon

Such rate as provides for an effective annual interest rate of 8.5% per annum, when
paid on a semi-annual basis.

Coupon Stepup

The coupon payable on the GSI will increase in accordance with the time elapsed since
the issue date, in the following manner:
- Second year: Coupon rate of the first year + 25 basis points;
- Third year: Coupon rate of the second year + 25 basis points;
- Fourth year: Coupon rate of the third year + 50 basis points;
- Fifth year: Coupon rate of the fourth year + 50 basis points.

Coupon
Payment Date

Semi-annually, with the first payment to be made on 29 December 2012.

Distributable
Profits

While the GSI are outstanding:
(a) The Bank shall not distribute dividends (except as provided in (b) below);
(b) Any distributable profits which would otherwise be available to distribute as
dividends to shareholders shall be used to pay any GSI coupon, any priority dividend in
respect of any special shares held by the State, and the buyback of any GSI or special
shares.
Items (a) and (b) above apply to any other distributions to shareholders, including
share repurchases and distribution of assets.
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Conversion
Rate

The Conversion Rate will be determined by the Minister of Finance, subject to any
State Aid requirements, applying a 35% discount to the ordinary share price reflecting
the traded market value of the shares at the time conversion is announced, taking into
account the effect of dilution.

Bank's Buyback
Option

The Bank may, at its own initiative at any time or in accordance with the
disinvestment plan (forming part of the Recapitalisation Plan) approved by the State,
elect to, partially or fully, buyback the GSI, at their principal amount together with
accrued interest, subject to the prior written approval of the Banco de Portugal and
provided that:
(a) the GSI have been or will be replaced by regulatory capital of equal or better
quality; or
(b) the Bank has demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Banco de Portugal that its
own funds would, following the buy back, exceed, by a margin that the Banco de
Portugal considers to be adequate, the minimum Core Tier 1 ratio or other prudential
requirements associated with the amount of own funds in force at that date, taking
into consideration any specific determinations that the Banco de Portugal might have
put in place for the Bank.
Any GSI bought-back by the Bank will be redeemed and cancelled by the Bank in
accordance with the prior written approval of the Banco de Portugal and in accordance
with the Banco de Portugal regulations.

Alternative
Coupon
Payment
Mechanism

Where payment in cash would result in non-compliance with or in the opinion of the
Banco de Portugal may put at risk the fulfilment of the minimum capital requirements,
in particular Core Tier 1 capital, the referred payment may, at the Bank’s option, be
replaced, to the extent necessary, with payment in kind through new ordinary shares
of the Bank.

Mandatory
Conversion

(a) If the Bank is in Material Breach of the Recapitalisation Plan, the principal due
under the GSI not bought back and cancelled by the Bank shall be mandatorily fully
converted at the Conversion Rate into special shares subject to articles 4 and 16-A of
Law 63-A/2008.
(b) If the Bank does not buyback the GSI fully by the end of the Investment Period, the
principal amount due under the GSI held by the State at that date shall be mandatorily
fully converted into ordinary shares of the Bank at the Conversion Rate.

Material Breach

A Material Breach will always be deemed to have automatically taken place, without
the need of any decision of the Minister of Finance or opinion from the Banco de
Portugal, if any coupon payment has been fully or partially cancelled or suspended by
the Bank.
Additionally, a Material Breach is (a) a material failure to execute structural targets
which are essential in the Recapitalisation Plan (including the milestones qualified as
essential in the Recapitalisation Plan), or (b) a breach of obligations by the Bank which
may put at serious risk the objectives of the transaction described in this Term Sheet,
in each case as determined by the Minister of Finance, following a prior opinion from
the Banco de Portugal, in accordance with article 11 of Portaria 150-A/2012, provided
that if such a failure or breach is capable of remedy, it shall not be a Material Breach
if it is remedied to the satisfaction of the State within such reasonable period as may
be required by the Minister of Finance, such period not to exceed in any event 30 days.
A penalty may apply during this remedy period as specified in the Appendix.
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State’s right to
conversion

(i) If at any point there is a Viability Event, the State will have the right to convert the
GSI into ordinary shares of the Bank at the Conversion Rate.
“Viability Event” shall mean the earlier of:
(a) a decision that a conversion, without which the Bank would become non viable, is
necessary, as determined by the Banco de Portugal; and
(b) the decision for the State to grant the Bank any additional capital, or for the State
to take any other capital equivalent measure, without which the Bank would no longer
be viable, as determined by the Banco de Portugal.
(ii) In the event of a change or acquisition of control or a delisting of the Bank, the
State will have the right to convert the GSI into ordinary shares of the Bank, provided
that the State has given the Bank (with the prior consent of Banco de Portugal) the
option to buyback the GSI at their principal amount plus accrued interest and the GSI
have not been bought-back. Such conversion shall take place at a conversion rate
determined by the Minister of Finance based on an independent appraisal of the
volume weighted average price for ordinary shares for the 5 trading days prior to (a) in
the case of a change or acquisition of control the announcement (or other disclosure to
the market) of the proposed change or acquisition of control (save where such price is
not an undisturbed price, in which case such independent appraisal shall use the 5 day
period prior to such disturbance) or (b) in the case of a delisting as determined by two
independent experts appointed for that purpose by the Minister of Finance. For the
purposes above “control” shall have the meaning ascribed to it in article 21 of the
Portuguese Securities Code.

Redemption or
Conversion for
Regulatory
Purposes

In case of proposed changes in the laws or the relevant regulations of the European
Union or of Portugal or in case of proposed changes in specific determinations
established by the Banco de Portugal to the Bank, which would lead in particular to
the situation where the GSI do not qualify as Core Tier 1 capital in accordance with the
final provisions for a Regulation on prudential requirements for credit institutions and
investment firms to be adopted by the European Union, the Bank may, with the prior
consent of the Banco de Portugal, redeem all (or such part as indicated by the Banco
de Portugal as necessary in order to comply with the minimum Core Tier 1 capital
requirements) of the GSI together with any accrued interest outstanding.
Alternatively, the State and the Bank shall negotiate, subject to the consent of the
Banco of Portugal and any applicable State Aid requirements, to agree changes to the
terms of the GSI as are necessary to make them qualify as Core Tier 1 capital, provided
that an agreement is always reached at least 15 days ahead of the GSI ceasing to
qualify as Core Tier 1 capital. In case such an agreement is not reached, the amounts
of GSI not redeemed or bought back from the State shall mandatorily convert into
special shares at the Conversion Rate.

Requirements
for Conversion

The Bank shall take all actions as may be required by the State in connection with any
conversion of the GSI, including, where necessary, calling shareholder meetings to
effect a consolidation of share capital or waiver of the by-laws’ voting limitation (or,
to the extent permitted by law, approving a derogation thereof in the by-laws) in
respect of the shares held by the State upon conversion and for so long as such shares
are so held.

Use of
Proceeds

The net proceeds of the GSI issue will be used to maintain a Core Tier 1 ratio in order
to comply with the minimum Core Tier 1 ratio or other prudential requirements
associated with the amount of own funds in force at any given date during the
Investment Period, taking into consideration any specific determinations that the
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Banco de Portugal might have put in place for the Bank.
Conditionality

Conditions as set out in the Appendix hereto.
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Appendix (Government Subscribed Core Tier 1 Capital Instrument)
Conditions of Recapitalisation for BCP
The conditions set out below will apply throughout the period of the investment.
Portaria and European Commission decision
1.
Conditions arising under Law no. 63-A/2008 of 24th November, lastly amended by Law no.
4/2012 of 11th January, Portaria no.150-A/2012 of 17th May and any conditions to be imposed
by the European Commission decision regarding the recapitalisation scheme under process
SA.34055 (2011/N)-Portugal apply, including:
a. to impose a ban on buy backs on hybrid instruments and subordinated debt, without the
consent of the Finance Minister;
b. to impose a ban on coupon and interest payments on hybrid instruments and subordinated
debt, where there is no legal obligation to proceed with such payment;
c. to impose a ban on the acquisition of equity stakes in other companies, unless previously
authorised by the Commission, the Finance Minister and the Bank of Portugal.
Management and governance
2.
The Finance Minister will have the power to appoint 1 non executive member to the
management board (Conselho de Administração) and 1 additional non executive member to
the management board on its supervisory functions to sit on the audit committee (“Appointed
Members”). One of the Appointed Members will sit on the remuneration and risk committees
or similar. The Appointed Members will be given appropriate premises at the bank’s board
location and have access to all information and support (including staff) required for proper
discharge of their functions.
3.
Remuneration and benefits of senior management and executives will be subject to
appropriate levels of transparency and scrutiny to ensure it remains appropriate.
4.
The Finance Minister will be able to limit the commitment by the bank of further financial
resources to any non-lending businesses, mergers or acquisitions by the bank.
5.
If required, after having consulted the senior executive officer of the bank in that respect,
acting in a commercially reasonable manner and on terms that are according to market
standards, the Appointed Members will be able to require, at the bank’s expense, external
independent review and reporting of aspects of the financial position, conduct and plans of
the bank.
6.
The bank will compensate the Appointed Members for reasonable expenses incurred in
pursuing their duties including the costs of the administrative staff and support necessary to
perform their roles properly, provided the same are incurred in a proportional manner and
according to market standards.
7.
The bank is required to operate and maintain an internal specialized unit (or units) to be
accountable for the management of problem and workout assets, in line with international
best practices.
8.
The bank commits to implement the agreed Capital Plan (particularly in relation to the
original timing foreseen for disinvestment of public funds pursuant to letter h) of article 2.2
of Portaria no.150-A/2012 of 17th May or as updated by the bank pursuant to article 13 of the
same Portaria, the rescheduling of the timeline for accomplishing the reimbursement of
public investment by the bank not corresponding to a default of any legal or contractual
obligations of the bank, providing the maximum 5 year investment period is complied with)
that forms the basis for the ongoing recapitalisation plan, complying diligently with such
recapitalisation plan, carrying out its activities accordingly, in particular as regards the
contribution of the bank to the financing of the economy, including households and SME,
particularly within the sectors of tradable goods and services.
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9.

The bank shall be required to report to the Finance Minister any increase of credit in absolute
terms and in any form or modality granted directly or indirectly to shareholders holding
greater than a 2% stake in the bank.
10.
The aggregate of credit granted directly or indirectly to shareholders (excluding credit
institutions and Portuguese public sector entities) with more than a 2% stake held directly or
indirectly in the bank should be reduced to less than 30% of the bank’s own funds, after
deduction of public invested funds, by 31 December 2013, except when specifically
authorised in writing by the Bank of Portugal.
11.
The financing by the bank of mergers or acquisitions of businesses in the financial services
sector is prohibited, except when specifically approved in writing by the Finance Minister.
Market Mechanisms
12.
The bank will take reasonable steps to help enhance the effectiveness of the Mediador do
Crédito such as: more actively referring customers to the Mediador do Crédito; providing
appropriate data to the Mediador do Crédito etc.
13.
The bank will commit at least €30MM per year to a fund that will invest in equity in
Portuguese SMEs and mid-cap corporates. The fund will be managed according to leading
market practice by the bank or a third party with sufficient expertise and access to
investment opportunities. The investment in the fund will be held by the bank. The fund will
not be used as a refinancing mechanism for existing loans. Any funds not transferred to such
fund within 12 months of commitment will be transferred to the Treasury, as a penalty.
To assure compliance of all the above conditions, and by a decision of the Finance Minister,
proportionately to a negligent or wilful default, the sanction below may be imposed on the bank. The
above decision shall be notified to the bank and (if applicable) include a reasonable remedy period.
Sanction:
Penalty amount equivalent to an amount between 10 and 50bps per annum over the GSI outstanding, on a
temporary basis until remedy of any breach of the conditions, at the discretion of the Finance Minister.
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Special Shares
TERM SHEET
Issuer

Bank.

Securities

Special Shares, subject to the provisions of Law 63-A/2008
and Portaria 150-A/2012.

Subscription Date

Not later than 28 September 2012.

Issue/ Settlement Date

Not later than 28 September 2012.

Investment Period

5 years from the Issue Date.

Costs

The Bank shall pay all initial and continuing costs and
expenses properly incurred in connection with the issuance,
including any fees due to any financial, legal and other
advisers engaged by the Portuguese State (State) for this
transaction, in accordance with article 14 of Portaria 150A/2012.

Governing Law

Portuguese Law

Language

This Term Sheet is drafted in Portuguese and English versions;
in case of any inconsistency, the Portuguese version shall
prevail.

Conditions Precedent

The State shall be provided by the Bank with the following
documents, in form and substance satisfactory to the State:
(a) corporate resolutions from the Bank’s corporate bodies,
including its management and (if applicable) supervisory
boards and its shareholders’ meeting, (i) required for the
State to exercise any of its rights under the Special Shares,
including the disapplication of any pre-emption rights, and
(where applicable) the removal of the nominal value of the
ordinary shares, (ii) approving the Recapitalisation Plan
submitted to the Banco de Portugal, and (iii) to the extent
permitted by law, acknowledging the principle that, upon
conversion or a Material Breach, voting limitations (if any)
foreseen in the Bank’s by-laws shall not be applicable to the
State;
(b) comfort letter from the Bank’s external auditors;
(c) legal opinion from legal counsel selected by the State on
the transaction and the Bank’s capacity and authority;
(d) agreement of the rights of the Special Shares and signing
of the underwriting agreement between the Bank and the
State, including customary and appropriate representations,
warranties, covenants, closing conditions and indemnities to
the benefit of the State and a resale rights agreement setting
out the obligations of the Bank to facilitate the resale of any
Special Shares or ordinary shares held by the State, subject to
the pre-emption rights of the Bank’s shareholders foreseen in
the law;
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e) such other approvals or consents as are required to effect
the issue of the Special Shares.
Status and Subordination

The Special Shares constitute direct, unsecured and undated
securities of the Issuer and rank pari passu without any
preference among themselves. They are fully issued and paidin.
The Special Shares can
these are transferred
Buyback Option, the
Acquisition or through
within the limits of the
into ordinary shares.

only be held by the State. Whenever
through the exercise of the Bank’s
Shareholder’s Statutory Right of
the direct sale to other investors,
law, the Special Shares are converted

The State may freely dispose, in whole or in part, of its
shareholding in the Bank, provided that it first offers existing
shareholders the right to acquire such shares as it proposes to
dispose of in accordance with article 8.3 of the Law 63A/2008. On any such pre emptive offering to the Bank’s
shareholders, the price at which they may acquire such shares
shall be the Sale Price.
The rights and claims of the holder of Special Shares of this
issue:
•

are subordinated to the claims of the creditors of the
Bank, who are:
- depositors or other unsubordinated creditors of
the Bank
- subordinated creditors of the Bank
- holders
of
junior
capital
subordinated
issues/hybrid instruments qualifying as Tier 1
capital
•
shall have the preferred dividend rights set out below
but shall otherwise rank pari passu with the ordinary
shareholders of the Bank

The amount the State shall claim as holder of the Special
Shares in the event of a winding-up of the Bank shall be a
proportion equal to its holding of Special Shares and ordinary
shares as a percentage of the total number of Special Shares
and ordinary shares in issue and not held by the Bank.
The State, as the holder of Special Shares, shall be entitled to
participate in any rights issue or other pre emptive share
offering by the Bank, such right being to subscribe pro rata for
ordinary shares as if, for these purposes, the Special Shares
had been converted in accordance with the Conversion Ratio.
Conversion Ratio

The Special Shares will be convertible into ordinary shares at
a ratio of 1:1 (subject to customary adjustments for
consolidations, sub-divisions and other issues in which the
Special Shares are not entitled to participate).
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Voting Rights

The Special Shares shall allow voting rights as if each Special
Share were an ordinary share in relation to the total share of
the Bank’s capital only regarding decisions to amend the
Bank’s articles of association or regarding mergers,
demergers, transformations, dissolutions or other matters for
which the law or the company by-laws require a qualified
majority.
Notwithstanding the preceding paragraph, the number of
Special Shares above 50% of the Bank’s issued share capital
shall allow full voting rights in every decision voted by the
shareholders as if, for these purposes, the Special Shares had
been converted in accordance with the Conversion Ratio.

Distributable Profits

While the Special Shares are outstanding:
(a) The Bank shall not distribute dividends (except as provided
below in this Term Sheet);
(b) Any distributable profits which would otherwise be
available to distribute as dividends to shareholders generally
shall be used to pay any Core Tier 1 capital instruments held
by the State or coupon thereunder, any priority dividend in
respect of any Special Shares, the buyback of any Special
Shares or Core Tier 1 capital instruments held by the State.
Items (a) and (b) above apply to any other distributions to
shareholders, including share repurchases and distribution of
assets.

Preferred Dividend

In case there are distributable profits generated during the
financial year, then the State is always entitled to receive
under the Special Shares a remuneration calculated as if a 30%
payout was decided by the shareholders (the Preferred
Dividend). For this purpose, the total number of shares on
which distributions would be paid shall be determined as if
the Special Shares were converted into ordinary shares at the
Conversion Ratio and will be subject to customary antidilution adjustments.
This payment of the Preferred Dividend in cash is reduced to
the extent necessary to ensure that the minimum level of
regulatory capital ratios after payment are not breached.
This Preferred Dividend clause shall cease to apply in case of
changes in the laws or the relevant regulations of the
European Union or of Portugal or the Banco de Portugal, which
would lead to the ineligibility of the Special Shares as Core
Tier 1 capital, including the situation where the proceeds of
the Special Shares do not qualify as Core Tier 1 capital in
accordance with the final provisions for a Regulation on
prudential requirements for credit institutions and investment
firms to be adopted by the European Union.

Bank's Buyback Option

The Bank may, on its own initiative, at any time or in
accordance with the disinvestment plan (forming part of the
Recapitalisation Plan), elect to, partially or fully, buy back
the Special Shares, at the Sale Price, subject to the prior
approval of the Banco de Portugal and provided that:
(a) the Special Shares have been or will be replaced by
regulatory capital of equal or better quality; or
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(b) the Bank has demonstrated to the satisfaction of the
Banco de Portugal that its own funds would, following the
call, exceed by a margin that the Banco de Portugal considers
to be adequate the minimum Core Tier 1 ratio or other
prudential requirements associated with the amount of own
funds in force at that date, taking into consideration any
specific determinations that Banco de Portugal might have put
in place for the Bank.
Shareholder’s Statutory
Right of Acquisition

Each of the shareholders of the Bank shall have the right
during the Investment Period, to acquire the Special Shares
held by the State, proportionately to its participation in the
share capital of the Bank as of the Issue/Settlement Date, at
the Sale Price and in accordance with the terms, conditions
and procedures determined by the Minister of Finance,
pursuant to article 24, 2 of Law 63-A/2008.

Sale Price

Means such price as is determined by the Minister of Finance
in accordance with article 8 of Portaria 150-A/2012 and in
accordance with the decision of the European Commission in
the process SA.34055(2011/N)-Portugal.

Mandatory Conversion

Any Special Shares that are sold to any party by the State will
be mandatorily converted into ordinary shares at the
Conversion Ratio.
After the Investment Period, the Special Shares will be
converted into ordinary shares at the Conversion Ratio.

Material Breach

A Material Breach is (a) a material failure to execute
structural targets which are essential in the Recapitalisation
Plan (including the milestones qualified as essential in the
Recapitalisation Plan), or (b) the breach of obligations by the
Bank which may put at serious risk the objectives of the
transaction described in this Term Sheet, in each case as
determined by the Minister of Finance, following a prior
opinion from the Banco de Portugal, in accordance with
article 11 of Portaria 150-A/2012, provided that if such a
failure or breach is capable of remedy it shall not be a
Material Breach if it is remedied to the satisfaction of the
State within such reasonable period as may be required by the
Minister of Finance, such period not to exceed in any event 30
days. A penalty may apply during this remedy period as
specified in the Appendix.
When a Material Breach occurs, the Special Shares held by the
State shall be awarded the following rights:
- The State may exercise all voting rights inherent
to the Special Shares (as if they were normal
ordinary shares);
- The State may appoint or increase, in proportion
to the voting rights exercised under the preceding
paragraph, the number of its representing
members on the management body, which can
have executive powers, and supervision bodies (or
audit committee, if applicable) of the Bank;
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-

The State may freely dispose, in whole or in part,
of its shareholding in the Bank, regardless of the
statutory pre-emptive rights referred to in article
8.3 of Law 63-A/2008, and without prejudice to
the provisions of articles 102 et seq of the
relevant legal framework (RGICSF), and under the
legally provided terms.

Requirements for
Conversion

The Bank shall take all actions as may be required by the
State in connection with any conversion of the Special Shares
or upon the occurrence of a Material Breach, including, where
necessary, calling shareholder meetings to effect a
consolidation of share capital (in the first case) or (in both
cases) waiver of the by-laws’ voting limitation (or to the
extent permitted by law, approval of a derogation thereof in
the by-laws) in respect of the shares held by the State upon
conversion or occurrence of a Material Breach, for so long as
so held by the State.

Use of Proceeds

The net proceeds of the Special Shares issue will be used to
maintain a Core Tier 1 capital ratio in order to comply with
the minimum Core Tier 1 ratio or other prudential
requirements associated with the amount of own funds in
force at any given date during the Investment Period, taking
into consideration any specific determinations that the Banco
de Portugal might have put in place for the Bank.

Conditionality

The conditions as set out in the Appendix hereto.

Amendment

In case of proposed changes in the laws or the relevant
regulations of the European Union or of Portugal or in case of
proposed changes in specific determinations established by
the Banco de Portugal to the Bank, which would lead in
particular to the situation where Special Shares do not qualify
as Core Tier 1 capital in accordance with the final provisions
for a Regulation on prudential requirements for credit
institutions and investment firms to be adopted by the
European Union, the State may, with the prior consent of the
Banco de Portugal and subject to applicable State Aid rules,
make such changes to the terms of the Special Shares as are
necessary to make them qualify as Core Tier 1 capital.
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Appendix (Special shares)
Conditions of Recapitalisation for BCP
The conditions set out below will apply throughout the period of the investment.
Portaria and European Commission decision
1.
Conditions arising under Law no. 63-A/2008 of 24th November, lastly amended by Law no.
4/2012 of 11th January, Portaria no.150-A/2012 of 17th May and any conditions to be imposed
by the European Commission decision regarding the recapitalisation scheme under process
SA.34055 (2011/N)-Portugal apply, including:
a. to impose a ban on buy backs on hybrid instruments and subordinated debt, without the
consent of the Finance Minister;
b. to impose a ban on coupon and interest payments on hybrid instruments and subordinated
debt, where there is no legal obligation to proceed with such payment;
c. to impose a ban on the acquisition of equity stakes in other companies, unless previously
authorised by the Commission, the Finance Minister and the Bank of Portugal.
Management and governance
2.
The Finance Minister will have the power to appoint 1 non executive member to the
management board (Conselho de Administração) and 1 additional non executive member to
the management board on its supervisory functions to sit on the audit committee (“Appointed
Members”). One of the Appointed Members will sit on the remuneration and risk committees
or similar. The Appointed Members will be given appropriate premises at the bank’s board
location and have access to all information and support (including staff) required for proper
discharge of their functions.
3.
Remuneration and benefits of senior management and executives will be subject to
appropriate levels of transparency and scrutiny to ensure it remains appropriate.
4.
The Finance Minister will be able to limit the commitment by the bank of further financial
resources to any non-lending businesses, mergers or acquisitions by the bank.
5.
If required, after having consulted the senior executive officer of the bank in that respect,
acting in a commercially reasonable manner and on terms that are according to market
standards, the Appointed Members will be able to require, at the bank’s expense, external
independent review and reporting of aspects of the financial position, conduct and plans of
the bank.
6.
The bank will compensate the Appointed Members for reasonable expenses incurred in
pursuing their duties including the costs of the administrative staff and support necessary to
perform their roles properly, provided the same are incurred in a proportional manner and
according to market standards.
7.
The bank is required to operate and maintain an internal specialized unit (or units) to be
accountable for the management of problem and workout assets, in line with international
best practices.
8.
The bank commits to implement the agreed Capital Plan (particularly in relation to the
original timing foreseen for disinvestment of public funds pursuant to letter h) of article 2.2
of Portaria no.150-A/2012 of 17th May or as updated by the bank pursuant to article 13 of the
same Portaria, the rescheduling of the timeline for accomplishing the reimbursement of
public investment by the bank not corresponding to a default of any legal or contractual
obligations of the bank, providing the maximum 5 year investment period is complied with)
that forms the basis for the ongoing recapitalisation plan, complying diligently with such
recapitalisation plan, carrying out its activities accordingly, in particular as regards the
contribution of the bank to the financing of the economy, including households and SME,
particularly within the sectors of tradable goods and services.
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9.

The bank shall be required to report to the Finance Minister any increase of credit in absolute
terms and in any form or modality granted directly or indirectly to shareholders holding
greater than a 2% stake in the bank.
10.
The aggregate of credit granted directly or indirectly to shareholders (excluding credit
institutions and Portuguese public sector entities) with more than a 2% stake held directly or
indirectly in the bank should be reduced to less than 30% of the bank’s own funds, after
deduction of public invested funds, by 31 December 2013, except when specifically
authorised in writing by the Bank of Portugal.
11.
The financing by the bank of mergers or acquisitions of businesses in the financial services
sector is prohibited, except when specifically approved in writing by the Finance Minister.
Market Mechanisms
12.
The bank will take reasonable steps to help enhance the effectiveness of the Mediador do
Crédito such as: more actively referring customers to the Mediador do Crédito; providing
appropriate data to the Mediador do Crédito etc.
13.
The bank will commit at least €30MM per year to a fund that will invest in equity in
Portuguese SMEs and mid-cap corporates. The fund will be managed according to leading
market practice by the bank or a third party with sufficient expertise and access to
investment opportunities. The investment in the fund will be held by the bank. The fund will
not be used as a refinancing mechanism for existing loans. Any funds not transferred to such
fund within 12 months of commitment will be transferred to the Treasury, as a penalty.
To assure compliance of all the above conditions, and by a decision of the Finance Minister,
proportionately to a negligent or wilful default, the sanction below may be imposed on the bank. The
above decision shall be notified to the bank and (if applicable) include a reasonable remedy period.
Sanction:
Penalty amount equivalent to an amount between 10 and 50bps per annum over the GSI outstanding, on a
temporary basis until remedy of any breach of the conditions, at the discretion of the Finance Minister.
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Appendix 2
Statement pursuant to article 2, number 2, subparagraph j) of Implementing Order number 150-A/2012
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Appendix 3
Statement pursuant to article 2, number 2, subparagraph l) of Implementing Order number 150-A/2012
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Appendix 4
Copy of the minutes in article 2, number 2, subparagraph m) of Implementing Order number 150-A/2012
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Appendix 5
Statement of commitment to submit the decision on the payment of interest or dividends to the prior
approval of the Ministry of Finance
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Appendix 6
Statement of commitment to consult the Ministry of Finance prior to decisions on the exercise of the
buyback right relative to instruments eligible for regulatory capital
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